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PREFACE

The rries Soviet Studieslu the Feychologz of aa,/_:ala,, and Teacninz

MatheMatics is a collection of translations from the etensive Soviet

literature of the past twenty-five years o,n research in the psychology

of mathematical instruction. It also includes works on methods of

teaching mathematics directly influenced by the psychological research.

The Series is the result of a joint effort by the School Mathematits

Study Group at Stanford University, the Department of Mathematics

Education at the University of Georgia, and the Survey of Recent East-

European Mathematical Literature at the University of Chicago. Selected,

papers and books considersd to be of value,to the American mathematics

edutator have been translated from the Russian and appear in this

.series for the first ti5e in English.

Research achievements in psychology4in the United States are

outstanding indeed. Educational psycht51ogy, however, occupies only a

small fraction of the field and until recently;little atteltion has

been given to research in the psychology of learning and teaching

pdrticular school subjects.

The situation has beerk quite different in thellSoviet Union. In

t

rTh

view of the reigning socialwnd political doctrines, several branches

of psychology that are highly developed in the U.S. have scarcely been

investigated in the Soviet Union. ,On the other band, because of the

Soviet emphasis on education and its function in the state, research in

educational psychology has been given considerable moral and .financial

support. qonsequently, it has attracted many creative and talented
4

scholars whose contributions have been remarkable.

Even prior to World War 11, the Russians haa made great strides in

educational psychology. The creation in 1943 of the Academy of Peda-

gogical Sciences helped to intensify the research efforts and'programs

ii this field. Since then the Academy has become the chief educational

-research and develo ment center'for tAe Soviet Union. One of the main

aims of the Academy is to conduct research and to train research scholars
4 AO

4

A study indicates that 37.57 of all materials in Soviet psychology
published in one year was devtted to education and ch,ild psychology. See
Contemporary. Soviet Psychology by Josef Brozek (Chapter 7 of Present-Day

110

Russian ysyclology, Pergamon Press, 1966).

41.
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in.general and specialiied education, in educational psychology, and
.

in methods of teaching various school subjects.* a

The Academy of.Pedagogical Sciences of the USSR'comprises ten
,

research institutes in Moscow and Leningrad. Many of the studAes

reported in this series were corcductedit the Academys Institute of'

General and Polytechnical Education, Institute of PSychology, and

Institute of Defectology, the last of which is conferped 14,th the ,

. ,

special psychology and educationf techniques for handicapped childifen.

The Academy of Pedagogical Sciences has. 31 members and 64
* -

assoCiate members, chosen from among distinguished Soviet scholirs.,

scientists, and educators. Its permanent staff includes mca're than,

650 research'associates, who' receive advice aild cooperation from an

additional 1,000 scholars and teachers. Tlle research institutes of

the Academy have available 100 "base" or laboratory schools and many
,

other schools in which experiments are tbnducted. Developments in

foreign countries are closely followed by the Burcau fort Study, of

Foreign Educational Experience and Information,

The Academy has its own publishing house, which issues hundreds of

books each year and publishes the collectdons'Izvestiya Akademii

Pedagogicheskikh Nauk RSFSR LProceedings of the Academy' of- Pedagogical

* Sciences bf the RSFSR], the monthly Sovetskaya Pedagogika [Soviet .

Pedagogy], and the bimrnthly X/Oprosy Ps hologii [QuestIOns of 'Psychology].

Since 1963, the Academy has been isguing collection entitled Novye
'`o

Issledovaliya v Pe4gogicheskikh Naukakh [New Research in the Pedag9gical

Sciences] in order to disseminate information on current research.

A major difference between the Soviet and American conception of

educational 'reearch is'that Russian psychologists often use qu'alitative'

rather than quantitative methods of research in instruction4 psychology

in accordance with. the prevailing Lropean tradition. American reader's

may ,thus find that some of the earlfer Russian papers do not comply

exactly to U.S. standards of. design, analysis,'..and reporting. By using

qualitativ`e methods and by worl'cing with' small' groupS, however, the SOviets

have been able to penetrate into the child's ?noughts and to analyze his

mental processes. To thi's end .they tnve also designed elassroom tasks

and settings for) research and have emphasized long-te4, genetic studies
4

s

of'learning.

J.
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Russian psychologiad have concerned themselves with the dynamics

of mental activity 'a ith the aim.of arrivinlr at the.princilires of the

.learning process self. They have inv stigated such areas,as: the

development of mental operations; thenature and development of thought;
4F

the fOrmation of mathematical concepts and-
.

the related questions of
0

generalization, abstraction, and concretization; the mental operations

of analysis and synthesis; the development of spatial perception; tile

relation between memory and thought; the'development of logiceLl reasoning;

the nature of mathematical skills; and the structure and spcial features
A

of mathematical abilities.

41In new appNo'aches to education4f-research, some Russian psychologists

have developed Cybernetic and statistical models and techniques, and have

made use of algorithms, mathematicha logic and information,sciences.

Much attent-ion has also been given to progxammed instruction and to an

examination.of its psychological prob/ems and its appgation for

greater individualization in learding.

The interrelationship between instruction and ch ld development is

a source 'of sharp disagreement between the Geneva School psychologists,

led by Piaget, and the Soviet psychologists. The Swiss psychologists

ascribe'jimited significance to the role of instruction in the develop-
,'

ment of a child. According to them, instruction is subordinate to.the

specific stages in the development of the child's thinking-stages

Manifested at certain agp levels 4nd relatively indepeadent of the

conditions of instruction.

As representatives of the materialisstic-evolutionist theory of the

mind, Soviet psychologists ascribe a'leading role to instruction. They

assert1W1hat instruction broadens the potential:of-development, may

accelerate it, and may exerCise influence not only upon the sequence pf

the stages of development of the child's thought but even upon the very

character of the stages. The Russians study development ip the changing

conditions of instrdction, And by varying these conditions, they demonpstrate

how the nature of the child's development changes in the proceas. As'a

result, they are ,also investigating tests of giftedness and are*using

elaborate dynamic, rather than static, .4.ndices.
A.

See The Problem of Instruction and Development at the 18th IntQrnationa1
Congress of ?sychology bY N. A. Menchinskaya and G. G. Saburova, Sovetskaya
Pedagogika, 1967, No. 1. '(English translation in Soviet Education, July
1967, Vol. 9, No. 9.)



Psychological research has had a considerable effect on the

recent Soviet literature on methods of teaching mathematics. Experi-

ments have shown the ,atuldleO's mathematical potential tO be greater

than had b'een previously 4sOunied. Consequently, Apssian psychologists

have advocated the necessitY, of, variods changes in the content and

methods of mathemgtical inStruction and have participated in designing

the fleW Soviet mathematics curriculum which has been introduced during

the 1967-68 academic year.

. The aim of this series is to acquaint mathematics edlators and

teachers with directions, ideas, and accomplishmentSin the.psychbfogy

nf mathematical instruction in tbe Soviet Union. The series should

assist in opening up avenues of investigation to those whp are interested

in broadening the foundations of''their profession, it is generally

recognized that ex.periment andfresearch are indispensable for improving

.content and methods of school.mathematics.

We hope that the volumes in this series will be used for study,

discussion, and critical valysis in cburses or seminars in teacher:-

traininwprograms or in institutes for in-strviee teachers at various

levels.

At present, materials have been prepared for fifteen volumes. Each

book contains one or more artiEles under a general headidg such as The

Learning' of Mathematical Concepts, The Strutture of'Mathematical Abilities

and Prbblem Solving in Geometry. The introduction to each volume is

intended to provide Some,background and guidance to its cbntent.-

Volumes I to VI were published ointly by the School Mat atics

Stud)%Gzoup d the Survey of Recent East European Mathematical Literature,

both conducted under grants from the NaIional Science Foundation. When

the activities of the School Mathematics Study Group ended in August, 1972,

,
the Department of Mathematics Education at the University of Georgia

undertook lo assist in the editig of the remaining volumes. We express

our appreciation to the Foundation and to the many people lid organizations

who contributed to the establishment and continuation 'of the series.

Jeremy Kilpatrick

Izaak Wirszup

Edward G. Begle

James W. Wilson
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4'EDITORIAi4 NOTES

1. Bracketed numerals in the, text refer to the numbered

referdhces at the.end of each paper. Where there are two figures,

' e.g. [5:123], the second is a page raerence. Ail references are

to Russian.editions, although titles have been translated and

authors'-names transliterated.

2. The transliteration scheme used is that of the.Library

of Congress idth diacritical tarks omitted, except,that HD and R

. are rendered as'I'yu" and "ya" instead of "Jur and "ia."
Or

3. Numt-red footnotes are those in the original paper,

starred footnotes are used for editors' or translator's cOmments.
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INTRODUcTION

Joseph R. Rooten,

The authors of this volume, Menchinskaya and Moro, have
accompliahed what many have tried: they have created,a unique And
valuable contribution to,the plethora of expositions of °methods
of teaching arithmetic in the elementary grades." The reader is
cautioned not toi allow the all too familiar title'to lull him into

*the false security that this is Something he has already seen
imany times before. .,

Rather than choose the usual schena for such Works (i.e., a detailed
analysis of teaching techniques for specific arithmetical instances):
the authors have instead chosen what may Ve best described as a
philosophical-psychological analysis of the special problems of
teaching mathematics to children. Relying heavily on their own and
other Soviet research in early learning, and assuming that the school
serves a definite purpose in the Soviet

political-social schema,
the authors first create a psychological

construct, then develop
techniqpes that follow.

49
4

A careful reading of the table of contents clearly reveals the
fundamental outline of this volume and should quickly indicate

.

to the reader the authors' basic approach. Therefore, tci further
comment here on the organization of the volume would be redundlint.
Rather, it may serve a more useful

purpose.simply to call attention
dto sone of the more interesting sections and to comment briefly
on one potential

difficulty for tfie reader.

To take the latter first, the authors frequently refer to a
specific problem that occvrs in the child's textbook. Unfortunat'ely,
the problem is not always reproduced froM the student text nor is
it always possible for.the reader to know the sequence in which the
problem-occurs. Thus the reader is forced to make his own inference
about the nature of the problem. While this makes for difficult
reading on occasions, it in no way detracs frTla theAralue 'of the
discussion at hand.

xi



The reader is-strongly urged to read Chapter I most Llrefully.

While he may find himself is$ frequent,disagreement
with one o,r more

of the authors' statements or
asSumptions% these are absolutely

basic to the authors' subsequent positions with regard to teaching

methods. Indeed, the authors never Once violate their own system. .

Perhaps the sections that will most interest American readers

will be those dealing with "Mental Calculations" (Chapter III),

"Teaching Problem Solving" (Chapter IV), and "Geometry in the Primary

Grades" (Chapter V). Chapters III and V.give the best insight

into the nature of the content of the Russiai . efementarY-school

arithmetic curriculum.
Some readers may be astonished to discover

the degree of mathematical sophistication
expected of the children.

Others may be a
bit.surprised to see so much emphasis on getting

the correct answer and so little (relatively
speaking) on the "nature

of mathematics."

Chapter III reveals one of the strongest contrasts.between American

and Soviet arithmetic curricula. Where the American curricula

completely ignore the role of mental caleulations, the Soviets consider

mental catioalations one of the best means of deepening the

theoretical knowledge which children acquire in arithmetic lesson's."

The authors present a powerful argument for 'a heavy emphasis on

mental calculations based npon their belief that to do so produces

a greater knowledge of mathematic This writer does not recall a

similarly powerful
argument for not including such instruction in

the American Lurricula. While there are other equally interesting

contrasts in this volume, perhaps it is at.this point that the

**most fruitful investigations
mightibegin so as to resolve the issue..

In Chapter rIV the authors discuSd at some length'the research

on the source of errors in problem solving, and then,build a problem-

solving technique designed to prevent.such erreirs. This approach .

is quite unique and should add considerable breadth to the'other

available literature on this topic.

The concluding chapter on providing different kinds, of instruction

for different kind of children not'only contains fine pedagogical

techniques but also leaves the reader feeling that in the Rpssian

elementary school the uniqueness of the individual is caeefully

xii



preserwd and gently tonaidered. Not,a bad ending for any book

that purports to teach adults how,to treat a child.

*21"

-s . , .

xii
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4
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CHAPTER I

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND DIDACTIC.PRINCIPLES

'OFTEACHING ARITHMETIC

.
.How can arithmetic insiruction be made more sucCessful? How

can adequate learning be atta)ined id a shorter time?

Knowledge of the principles of instruction (didactic principles),

As%
that arise from the goals of instruCtion and reflect definite laws

governing assimilation of st,wly material should,be.of assistance here;

Although educators of variOus countries and epochs apply the principles

,familiar to us (consciOus learning, use of visual'aids,'and others),

the contentivaries'substantially, depending on tha goals and conditions

of, instruction
%

.
,

The teacher who is organizing arithmetic ictstruction Should be

clearly aware-of the principles.that will guide him in his work and

of the laws governing learning that 4he should take into account. He

also should know distinctly the interrelationship among diverse

principles; that is, what place each'one occupies in the system of

principles.
AOP

In disclosing the content of didactic principles in this chapter,

we shall.give particular attention,to their interrelationships, and to

.the primary significance of same and the subordination of others, which

can have various meanings depending on how the main principles are

understood.

Content of the basic didactic principles,

tand. bow_they are related

In the Soviet school at present, two principles arising from the

goals of educating our young people acquire decisive.significance:

the principle of educative (developmental) instrilction and the

principle of the relation of education to life outside the school.

The goal formulated in the program of the Communist Party of the ,

SOviet Union--to ensure the development of the well-rounded personality--

can be attained only if instruction is carried out with maximum

15



educational effect. That is, ths,inatruction must facilitate not

only the acquisiltion of knewledge, not only mental development,

' but also develoymeat of the 1?ersonality 'as a. whole, the formation Of

Communist 'morality, gli dialecticai-Tmaterialistie world-views

and convictions..,

In Junei-l90/, the plenum of the.Central Committee of'the

Communist Party/Set the task 'Of overeoming the gap between training

and instruction that still exists in our schools. This signifies

a need to realize first of all the principle of educative'instruetion.

We should bear in mind thdt the principle of "edueative_insiruetiop"

lias held a large place in,the hourgeois sciente of education.

was linked with the name 4.theGerman educator, Johann.lriedrichlerbart..

However, this prinel.ple,Was understood quite differentIy:// notthe

all-round development of:the personality of a frPeman:but,:on:the

contrary,-discipiine through crushing the will,'compUisioly4410.i

was the aim of edudation according to Herbartt
4

tIt would q wrong, hoWever, to taik about educative instructiot

in Soviet schools without regard to the prineiple of its relation

to life and the need for unifying theery and pract,ice.

The purpose of education is to. instill in children both a

desire to study:s9 that 4hey'can do their share in laboring for the

common gooc4. And socially useful siallis and habits. Naturally,

the question may arise, what are the possibilities for realizing

thqe goals, at the elementary level?' These possibilities are-

considerable. Tojealize thep, it-is-necessary.to take into

consideration certain other principles which morP concretely

determine how-to-teach: We have in mind, above all, the well-*

known principles of learning, and practice of instruction. If the

teacher is able to effect them cotAsistent' with the principal

requirements formulated abo7e, then he can Be assured of success.

F4J-st let us show why"these two principles are closely United

by showing that one necessarily presupposes the other and that this

relationship is founded on a definite law of learning. The student can

2
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attain full,amareness of mastery only when he does not passivtly Pike

in new material, but uses it actively. A generalizationof same law of

arithmetic such 'as the commutative law of ,4dition will be learned

consciously when the student himself has disCovered, from solving

suitable addition,examples, that the-result does not change when the

addemds are transposed. .

Activity has a positive influence not only unon the thinking
..1-

pr9cesses (when the student is required to master -concepti and laws),

-but also upon the memory processes, increasing theicapacIty to reme*r

and to reinforce what is remembered.

Try a simple psychological experiment on your pupas'and ?au will

be convinced of the existence of this pri4ciple). VAthout warning, tell

hem to produce (nam.e) the numerical data in the corldi.tion of an

arithmetic problem they have soPied. 4,erform two/versions of this
,

experiment: in one, use prepar/ numerical data, as is usually done

'in problem ,solving; in the other, tell the children to make up numberi
1

themselves. The experiment,'as a rule, will show that they remember

the numbers they thought up themselves better,than the ones which

thby wera given.1

Thus, an opportunity to work actively with the materialNis the

most important condition of conscious.learning. This does not, however,

exhaust thellrequirements for constious dearning. To learA consciously

means to understand what learning is for and what the possibiiities

arejor applying acquired knowledge in practical activity.

Again we see the important role of the student's active appVcation4

of his knowledge in hik own practice, academic and occupational. But

the student's comprehension of Why'arithmetic is studied cannot be

determined merely by his own practical activity. Extensive social

practice, that is, using' mathematics in life, gives children a motive

for studying and brings about a desire 'to study mathematics. Thus we

see that the principle of the connection between instruction and life

1This experiment was performed by the psychologist P. I. Zinchenko

[76].



directly determines (in the conditions of onk schoOls) the_content of

the principle of conscious learning. Nct onlY the cotntent of the

knowledge acquired but a1s9,;the very meihodS.ofits acquisition and

use'must be.mktivated. In t teachinecrocess we must arouse in bile

children a longing to perfe their methods of calculating and solving

problems and to replce less nrecise ones with more precise an

economical ones.

In practice we often find that'the primary schoolchild trieS to

avoid difficulties,- preXerring/to use more cenventional methoas.
, . e

Fo example, some. Oildrenotiter Mastering the techniqUes of written

calculation, begin ip use,ihese methods even in solvingmenta4Y.' And

if they are.not a11owed4o write, they "write-dowe figures'mentalif.

( T'S add .9 an4i2, lown land carrY 1"),. ,I.jhat'melitssthese

children re#t tO ch a oumbeisoMe methodr The'desire to a.ct

accordingAo aonventional4Fules, ther0y,avoiding active mental effort.
t

They have not adopted the practiceof deviating from the beaten path

aid 4earching out more,rat.tonamethods.

A most important task'Of.mathematics instruction is to.give

schoolchildren the impetus to think actively, to surmount difficulties
-

in 01,141.44g,!hevariOue problems encountered in life, and to search

for the most raional ways of solving these problems. The arousal of

such'a desire is inseparably linked to the formation of stable

II cognitive" interests (interests linked to the process of cogn don
/.

of.the.science'being studied). But here again we encounter the

principles of active practice and conscious learning in their intimaee

relationship. In this encounter we discover a new aspect to these

principles.

Conscious,learning presupposes not only the work of the pupil's

mind but also, the direct, active participation of his will and *

emotions. It assumes form4ion of a definite emotional attitude toward

the learning process. "Without 'human emotions,' these is not and

there cannot be a human search for truth," wrote V. I. Lenin [34].
,

To some extent,this tenet, is applicable to our pupil, for whmg -esrning

must become, to a certain txtent, the process of "prpcuring" knox4edge.'

4



The greaterthe teacher's skill, the better' he can organize the

pupils' process of procuring knowledge;.not only Is he communicating

the requisite,sum of knowledge, but he is also formingAn.active

member.df the future Communist society.. Under these conditions the

pdpil,not only gains knowledge in the process of instruction, bt

becomes ;*ficient in methods and techniques of proLring and applying

knowledge.

It is thes4(two elements which are nedessary in order for

instruction to be.developmeata.l. .A.s we know, "an empty head does not

reason" (F. F. BlonSkii),. but a person may have much knowledge that

ins a 4dead,weight" if he is not able to expand and use_it. ,This

kind ability should be systematicafly formed,id'yoUng children'.

considerably mDre difficult for the feacher than merely imparting'

the knowledge stipulated by the curriculUm.

In this book we shall give,particular attention to the problem of

forming the skills,of actiring and applying knowledge in arithmetic.

,We shall try to show howAhese.skills are formed and manifested in

various kinds, of school activities--when mastery of new material is

required inconflection with solving various examples and probfems.

It is especially important to discover which teaching conditions
'4

(organization of the lesson, different formaopf.independent work, and

the like) facilitate the formation of useful skills, and which retard'

their development. We should keep in mind that skills differ depending

upon whether they are limited-and specialized or whether they-5re more

general, appearing in various types of activities. For example, the k

7

ability to add numbers correctly in performing written calculationS is

a limited, specialized skill. The ability to analyze ,(break down)

synthesize (unite), and generalize--that is, to carry out a particular

f ^

mental Operationbelongs to the other category. If 'such a skill has

been formed, it may show up in different kinds of work, both in the

deduction of a new rule of arithmetic and in the solution of examples and

problems. Finally, there is a catdtory of more general, broader skills--

knowing how to organize one's procedure, planning the work, checking it

systematically,.finishing what has been started, striving for accura8y

-vh



and thoroughness of execution, and so on. Such skillS may.be manifestsed-
.

not olly.in arithmetic tlaps, but in,other kinds of schoolwork and

vocatio401 activities as well.

The teacher's efforts should be aireCted at developing a complete

system of such skills in the children--both the-narrower, more partiCular

skills, and the broadet, more general ones. Now lk us:briefly describe

what "activating a skill" means and what is needed for it to occur.

/ For the primarl?schoolchild to bel'aAivein the leating p'iocese,

first he ne plenty of opportunity ro display-independence in school-

work; seto a knowle4ge of effectiVe techniques of W;orking independently.

third, the arousal of a desire for Independence through the creatIon of

a.suitable motivation. In'other words, an independent,, creative apprOlith'

'to proNlem solving must become vial to,him.

Recently the principle of
1
the ac4ivation of leerning whi.ch calls

for awareness and practice of what'one learns, began to be utilized

rather extensively, and to have a decisive- influence on the under-

standing of such well-known principles as accessibility, the systematic

approach, and visual presentation in teaching.

In terMs of the activation of learning,,accessible material men

material that the student can master thrpugh unassisted mental,effort

(under the teacher's direction, of course). This is an essential point

tin understanding accessibilitY. One ehould not only avoid excessively

dif4icult material but also material that is too easy for the atudent.

to Master, in which everything is clear to him from the very beginning

and in which no problems or questions demanding mental effort arise.

System'atic instruction ilso takes on a smmewhat diferent meaning

when seen in terms of the activation of learning. The principle that

a definite sequence Is necessary in assimilating knowledge and forming

skills undoubtedly.,remains in force; to master more complex knowledge

and skills, one must Master the:simpler ones on which they are based.

At the sade time, a different method may be fully justified in

the activation of learning. For example, in teaching children in the

tfirst.grade how to solve problems, the question arises how best to

pass fiom prohems'in one operation to compound problems in two operations.
4

S.
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Two different'ways Can be advancepi. In the firaft 4 on:160111d proceed

from simple problems and, combining twp prohlemslito. 'one, spow the'
#

peculiar character of the new compound-probXem. In the second, one

shouldtell the children to solve a to-operafiotprpblem that is

new to them .and to break it up info two, simple prOble s while solving

it.

search shows that the Nacond way is more effective. It ia

easier,when using this met4od, for children ,to realize the_specifie

character of ut compo9nd problem compared 641, sim?le one. ,WhY?

How can titis be explained?; 14 the,.aecond case the teacher confronts

'them with a difficulti ediately, givin'g them a new kind oi pro.blem

and iLpiaining thkilt i cannor be st;lyed imitediatei-In'one operatio.h,
_

.. - . .- .

thnt ih, in f4e.usual way. In Ole 'first case, hOwever, this cbnfrontation

with a new difficult5? is lacking.:. The chilaren gridua4Y.paai from
. ,

.. . .

0

.simple prObleks they know to a new problem created nr composed on the

basis of the old ones:

When deciding a question of. instructional Tethods involving ways of

introducing certain material, one should be flexible and not always

follow the'same path (from the:easy to the more difficult). It ip

often expedient to present.chiidren with a new difficulty so as to make

them aware of' it, and so that later it will be pasier for them to us&

this Ilew material. In the example cited, the difficulty children

encountered in solving their fi5st two-operation problems will help

them to handle probleLs of unEamiliar form later.

Activation of learning fundamentally influenceS understanding of

the principle of visual presentation as well. "Fro;11 things one must

go to ideas," Jan.Amos Komensi9, Czech educatori,said. Since then this

principle has been extensively elaborated in edueation. In particular,

in the elaboration of arithmetic methods it has, received. much attention. *

As instruction proceeds, the child gradually masters certain
/

abstract concepts, but apart from those which have been assimilated.

New,even more abstract ones, are introduced, and again it becomes

-necessary to make their content concrete by using various means of

visual presehtatIon. Even today this anderstanding of the principle.of

01.
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:visual presentation remaina Unchanged, and 'Soviet teathers are applying

it fruitfully. Bat one aspect of it which should be particularly

stressed when the task is to activate learning, has not yst'found

sufficiant reflection in practical arithmetic instructilin. We mean

the independent tEae of vlsual aflis by primary schoolchildren: Until

now little attantion has been.giVen to this 'essential practice. ..,
,

k\-Students have baen given definite visual aids to use in calculatibnt -....

and aftei a certain amountof ractice with them:the teacher takes

* them awaY. If:they.had a diffi ult arithmetic problem, .hoWever, the

- teacher would maté a diavam.that mould,hlip them understand the
.

14 t
4

relationship baWeen-the data and unknown.contained in the irOblem's

' condition. ,But the question arites: :Under these conditions, will a.
". I

4
e f t

child learn to,use,visual aids in independent work? This question has

'to be answered in the negative. .Under these conditions this skill

cannot be formed because the child lacks practice in using visual aidi

by himself. The citildren themselves should imagine clearly What the

problem is talking about without any special'prodding from the teacher. ,

Students in the upper grades of primary school (third and fourth grades)

anaable to construCt a diagram that helps them to find the relation-

ship between the problem's data and the unknewn.

In a number of cases it is enough tc; make a problem given in
-

abstract form more concrete, without resorting to pictorial visual

aids. For example, in a special experiment, a third-grade pupil was

asked how the remainder varies if the subtrahend is increased. The

boy could not give an immediate answer He had not yet studied the law

defining the interrelationships of these components. However, he.

handled Ehe assignment successfully after independently giving it

concrete substance, by translating an abstract problem into one of

practical value. ,"If I had 5 rubles and they took away 2, then f'd

have 3.rub1es; and If they took away more of my money--4 rublea--titen

there'd be less', only 1 rubla.1' The boy then knew how to formulate

an answer in abstract concepts: "If the subtrahend is increased, the

remainder decreases."

4



Thus we have shown that didactic principles are not simply the sum ,

of prerequisites for success in the learhing process. They comprise

a system whoserelements, although linked.inseparabry, are not equivalent.
,

They play unequal roles 'in this system. Some of theli, such as the,

priAciple of edudationalinstruction and its connection with life, have

decisive significance. Through the principle of activation it affects

all the ot.her'principles. Others,such as the principles of

accessibility, the systematic approach, and visual presentation, hlve

sedondary significance, and their content depends ,in substantial meaaure

on whether the principle of activation of learnihg is realized.

In charadterizing the principle of activation of learning, we have

.shown that, while it arises from the teaching aims of the Soviet'school,

it rests at the same time on a definite psychological law governing the

mastery of school material.

However, still other laws govern learning, Which the teacher must

know in order.to have better cohtrol over them. We shall describe them

below, giving attention to what is required for adequate learning.and

application of knowledge (and what demands are made on a pupil'e

thinking in the learning process) and to the condlitions nnder'which it

is easiest to attain these requirements.

2. The link between analysis and synthesis in ;earning arithmetic
,)

In mastering laws and concepts of arithMetic and in solVing:problems

and examples, schoolchildren are continually carrying out the basic mental

operations of analysis and synthesis. At first they have poor control

over these proceases, and only gradua;ly do they form the ability to

analyze and synthesize.

. Each of you can observe in yourselves, manifestations of the laws

of analysis and synthesis. Imagine that aame unfamiliar apparatus or

mechanism is being demonstrated bore you. You perceive it in its MOst.

gaberal, unbroken form. Neither its purpose nor its working prineiple,

is clear to you. At this first stage in the examination of an

unfamiliar object, you perfonnan elementary.yet,still imperfest aynthesis

which is not based on analysis. Then in examining the object,.you
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separate its individual. partsal interpret,their pu;pcise, drawing

upon what knowledge you have--i:e., you%perform an analysis of the
IFA f,

object: On the basis of thisanalysis An integrated.idea of the objet\'*
is synthee12ed,'161ch4makes possible a definite surmise or speculation

as to its functionv. The-synthesis which you-aie no* performing is npre

complete,'since'it is based on analysis. .

.

:The success of any intellectual work depends on the completenesp

of analysis and synthesist'on a person's ability to effect these two

processes in close'association with each other.,_

In the process of learning. arithmetic, a certain gap is unavoidable

in thelevels at.whieh children carry'out both nperations,,This gap is

temporary, and whether it is,overcome.in as little time.as possible,-

whether the'ehildren are taught to perform closely-linked analydis, depends"

iiolly on the teacher's skill,

We can fincra most striking example of the temporary disunity of

analysis and synthesis in an experimeet with pre-school and nursery

school childr'n in forming their first eeterical concepts. The following

was commonly-observed:

A mother held two sticks in her hands and asked
her twoyear-old girl,' "How Many sticks do I have "
"1, 2, 3, 4, 5" was the answer. When the question
was repeated, the child again recited number's,
without giving any designation to the whole aggregate:
"1, 2, 3.!" ,But immediately afterward, althoughshe had
mit been asked 'How many," the little ,girl said to her
mother, "Give me the two 7iticks;" Seeing two butterflies
flying together, she cried, "Two butterflies:" But a
few minutes later, when the question followed, Now many are
are there?" the answer was different: "1, 2, 5, 7."2

What do these obsgrvations say? At a definite stage in a child's
w

development, in connection with forming his numerical ileas, two

imPerfect forms of pre,numerical concepts co-exist.One form reflects

primary synthdSis', notlased on a preceding analysis. "Two," says'the

child, reldting this to a definite quantity, wi.thout having previously

2
Case taken frthe observations of Menafnskaya [38].



-4iolten it down into inditridual units, without counting. The second

farm, on the other hand, amounts to elementary analysis, since the child

.enumerates a consecutive aeries of numbers("1, 2, 5, 7"). Howevir, this

analysis does not lead to a subsequent minthesis, since this enumeration

is not followed by naming the last nuMber Jas the designation of the tot&

result of counting,. Futthermore, it mUst be kept IA mi'd that'the analysis

in itself ib extremely imperfect in the initial stages, since' a.unit in

. a numerical series still does not .correspond,tto gl element in the aggregate

of-objects.eing counted, and the child makes-an error in reproducing

#
the. series fnmmbers.. .

. .

'Gradually-children become proficient in.this complex-operation of

anZlysis, but.the conCept of number is formed only when analysis Erne .

synthesis are imPlemented in close relAion 0 each other. Breaking
.

.

up the sum tota into units and accompanying this with a recitation

of a series of numbers leads'to subseqUerit Unification of the given
,

- b

7
quantity's elements, naming the last number in the series As the

I
0

total'quantitative result.
.'

At-all stages bf instruction, attentton should be. directed'at .

.,

forming the ability to carry out arialysis and synthesis,. implementing

the link between them. A child cahnot,form a single concept
,

*ithout
.

execut,ing analysts and synthesis. Comprehensive analysis has great

significance here. Incomplete analysis inevitably makes for erroneous
,

synthesis'. This phenOmenon is especially striking in solving
... .

arithmetic problems. .

First and second graders frequently ke mistakes like the

following. In choosing an arithmeticg operation, they do not consider
.,

the question, but perform whatever operation the numbers themselves

"prompt" them to. For example, to solve the problem: "Vanya.had 2
,

apples and Petya had 3. How many mpre apples did Petya have?", same

of them mistakenly add 2 and,3, making this mistake simply because

they du not analyze the text of the problem and do not single out the

question, ,even though it was needed for choosing the tight oper tion..

4, 0



Often in choosing an arithmetical operation, primary school-

children tend to rely on a specific word taken out of context, in

isolation from the rest of the problem. For example, in.coming

across such words as "flew)way" in a 5ioblem's condLtioh, iome

pupils subtract, even though the presence of these words in the text

does not always indicate.subtraction. (For example, the.problem:

'.!Some birds were sitting on a branch. Three flew away and 2 were

left: HOW manyloirds had there been on the branch?" Fontains the
4

words "flew away," but it is solved by adding, not subtracting.

Agaih, this 'kind of mistake results from incomPlete analysis.

"towever, in speaking of.complete analysis.of facts and pheno6ena,

one should stress that this analysis must be subordinate to a

definite problem. Any complex phenomenon has many different aspects.

Depending on the problem, one should sometimes single out one'aspect,

sometimes another. When we are dealing with a concept, it reflects

not all, but only the most significant, aspects of objects and
4

phenomena, Various aspects may function as essential, depending

upon the contepts. For example, in forming the,concept of an

integer, a child deals with quantitative correlations; from the

standpoint of this con ept, the size and form of the objects being

counted are not significant. But in geometry, form is first.and

foremost, and other characteristics are no l er relevant. Thus,

the task of teaching is to train children to perform purposeful analysis

which takes into consideration the goal of the assignment.
4

Mathematics requires children to discern relevant Characteristics

44

inherent in a whole,series of facts and phenomena and to generalize

them, formulating suitable concepts and laws. How can the formation

of correct generalizations bp ensured? We shall answer this question

in the next section.

. Principles determining the formation of

correct .generalizations

The question "we have raised is very important. It is difficult

at first for children to discern and be aware of the characteristics

which are relevant, thereby separating them from numerous irrelevarit

12



aspects of facts and phenamena. Frequently these iasignificant

characteristics are expressed visually and the child sees them first.

. Try giving a child who has not yet formed numerical notions the

same number of objects (for example, five buttons), but arrange them

differently. First arrange them in a small circle, then make a

figure of extended length. If you ask the child which group has

more lantons, he will porfit,to the one which occuPies more space.

Thus the arrangement of the objects in space determined his judgment;
,

and the child does not notice quantitative relationships beyond

these visually expressed characteristics.

To make discernment' of relevant features faster and easier, the

children must repeatedly convince themselves that tht same quantity

can have different spatial arrangements. Children find it especially'

convincing to change the spatial arrangement of a 'definite number of

objects.themsetves. For example, tbey can be told-to put five buttons

that are arranged in a circle onto a rulers thus extending them in

,length. Of-Similar significance are first-grade assignments in

counting and.establishing the equality of quantities made up of

different objects or objects of the same kind but varying in size,

' Color, and the like.

It is very important for the mathematical development of prima6r

sChoolchildren that they understand that the results of the numerical

operations they perform (addition, subtraction, and otherg) do not

dependupon the names of-the objects. If'children add 5 matches

and 3 matches, for example, they will gef the same num-erical result

as by adding any ather objects (sticks, blocks, etc.).

Whether the children halve formed this necessary genera lization

can be checked.very,easily. First, tell a student to add 3 matches

jand 5 matches. When he giNres 8 as the result, ask him what happens if

3 pencils and 5 pencild are added. The child who has formed the

'generalization will answer, "That will be 8, too," or !'Still 8."

'The one who has not yet MI:cle the generalization will want to get

penclls to,perform the numerical operation anew: (In any such case

the choice of numbers depends on the limits beyond which the child

can no longer dompute without using objects.),

13



To form this generalization it is necessary to demonstrate

visually to the children that the result does not change although

the names may be the most diverse. They ahould repeatedly opnvince

themselves of this with their own experiments.

Exactly the same requirements for forming-generalizations hold

true in other sections of the arithmetic course (the study of

.geometric material, problem solvini but'only in these cases do

the children haVe occasion to handle other relevant and irrelevant

features.

Eyrors in generalizations similar to those describedabove 1,ay

be encountered not- only in first and second grade, but in third

ailourth grade as well.
. For example, some pupils cannot recognize

, a rectangle extended in length since they have the mistaken idea

.that the ratio of the lengths of adjacent sides.is a criterioh of

the given concept. This erroneous conclusion would not Ave been

made if the piiil4ren had seen and construtted,for themselves,

rectangles with differentpide ratios.

In.the solution of arithmetic problems, mistakes in genera4zations

occur in.various forms. Either, as noted earlier, children consider

one definite word (most often a verb) to be invariably lInked with

a definite operation when they are choosing an arithmetical operation,

or they regard some verbal exptessionoas,most significant in determining

the type of prOblem. For example, after getting to know the type of

problem in which two numbers are found from their sum and ratio,

some children think it is enough to notice the words "so manyoiimes

as much" in the problem's condition in order to decide that the problem

must belong to this type.

Again in these cases, a necessary condition for correct generali7_,

zations is demonstrating with concrete examples that features which

can change drastically are not relevant for a certain concept. For

example, one may encounter rectangles with different proportions of

lengths of adjacent sides, or a ratio may occur in different problems,

typical and atypical; it may have a different meaning depending on

what other data it is combinedvith in,thendition. Thus we can

now formulate a general rule: A necessary condition for instilling

14
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correct generalizations,in children is the variation of inessential

features of the material presented, keeping, the essentialt constant

and unchanged. Here itis important that'the children actively vary

the inessential'parts of the material themselves when illustrating

a.concept or.law.

The teacher should hive iufficient material available for

exercises. The children can be asked to substitute names of the

objects subject to calculation while perfOrming the same numerical

operation, draw rectangles of various sizes and with various side

ratios, think up problems in an arithmetical operation using

different verbs in the condition of the problem, and so on.

,
It is of great importance for the students to identify not

onlY the relevant charaCteristics (or the principle), but also the

irrelevant (variable) ones. The former are usually given in the

textbook definitions, where they are specially emphasiied. Irrele-

vant characteristics usually are not specified. Still, it is very

.iMportant that children know how to eicpress vocally what character-

istics are irrelevant for a given concept (or principle).
3

Here,

of course, we do not have in mind any complicated statements. It

it quite enough if first gradera say, t's the same no matter what

we count." Or similarly, while drawidg ectangles, they might say,

"Rectangles are different--big and lit --and their siees can be

different." But here, one importan requirement must always be

observed in teaching procedure: he definitions children give of

concepts, their statements of laws, and enumeration of irrelevant

features, should always arise from their own experience; and be a
e

result, not a condition/, of their work with the material so ,.that

they 4re provided with the opportunity to become fully aware oCthem.

3Thls requirement was formulate'd.on the basis of a series of

investigations by Kabanova-Meller
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Ode should always rememberUshinskii's dictum which vividly

expressed this requirement: "A word is good when it faithfull

expresses an idea; and it expresses an idea faithfully when
,

grows out of it, like skin from an organism, and is not put
P

on

like a glove sewn from other skin [68:34]."

Even now a dispute is going on among methodalogists and

teachers over whether it is necessary to give thCchildren the

names of problemtypes. We'shall easily resolve this dispute if-

we proceed from the requirement Sat forth above. .Nanling the type

is useful when it results fromthe child's comprehension of'the

characteristic feature of the type-problem, when he himself makes

a general conclusion.. Conversely, the name may only dohs= if the

teacher communicates it prematurely--add reduces it to some tag,

related to the perely eiternal feitures of a type-problem.'

Let us consider in greater detail what the 'process of

generalizing represents in mastering aKitbOetical concepts, as well

as others. The child learns a general proposition because he

compares observable facts and phenomena1 reveals.the similarities

and differenCes La them. We seeNf4ram the previous axampleS that

discernment of the general (ratios, object form,:problem type,

etc.) is based on ascertaining sithilar features inherent in a number

of phenomena. At-the same tlineldistinctions.in these phenomena

ate noted, allowing the relevant features to be separated from the

irrelevant. Ln counting identical quantities, when children say,

"Five white balls and five red balls," they are noting a similarity

in one essential respect, whiie keeping in mind that this vesemblance

is'inherent in different phenomena.

Comparison is the mental acfivity which the child con-STantly

,implements in learning. Furthermore, Ushinskii [6 8],painted out that

comparison is the basis of all thinking. Success in learning is

:detetmined,to a significant degree, by whether the pupil has formed

the ability to compare, i.e., to notice the siMilar and the dissimilar.,

)
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In mathematics instruction, even in the primary grades, pupila

are required to perform wmplex forms.of comparison. They have to

note what is similar in phenomena which outwardl)differ greatly,

and at the saMe time, they must diacern a difference where the

resemblance is strong.

A significant number of mistakes that pugls make in arithmetic

occur becauSe they do not ,know how to compare; instead, they'__

operate by analogy (in solving examples and problems) when'kchange

in operation i4od is required and, conversely, fail to use known

methods where t ey should, since they do not notice the similarity.

The little words "na" and "v" in the expressions "na skA'ke

("HoW much" larger or smaller) and "NY skol'ko raz" ("how many times"

larger or smaller), which requite fundamental changes,in operational

method, 4re often overlooked by the pupils, and mistakes inevitably

occur. 4

One stumbling block for children is the difference between two

systems of names in 'solving problems of division into parts and

division by contenta In both cases one.has to write the concrete

name that accompanies the dividend; but in the first, ,it is the

divisor that Is written without a name, And in the"Second, it IS the

quotient. Quite frequently children do not notice this difference

and, in writing down the answer to a problem, liken one system of

notation to the other.

, Even in type-problem solutions one often encounters similar

mistakes. For example, the pupils correctly solved problems in

finding two numbers from their sum and ratio, but when they were

given another problem whose terms indicated the difference and the

rAtio, they failed to notice the important distinction in the

conditions and did the problem incorrectly by adding the parts.

At the same time, the reverse is often found in the classroom.

Pupils successfully solve a Problem in division into parts, but

through a definite verbal formula (when the conditions say "how

maily times mote"). If the wording is changed (for example, "If

i've divide one number by another, how much will the result belly),

a number of students perceive it as a sioniAcant change and fail

to use a method they know well.

v
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What are some ways of preventing this kind of mistake, and how

eau one combat it once it has appeared? in particular,..how is one to

counteract mistakes of confusing similar facts and,circumstances?

One general law of mental activity is well lidown: Concrete,

.contrasting phenomena are most easily distinguished; This law

tipplies with equal.Validity both to perception and to thought,

processes. It is based'on the!)hysiologicallawwidely taught by

:Pavlov and his pupils: of a number of stimuli acting on the nervous

system, contrasting stiMuli are the first to be differentiated. In

the study of concept formation at the preschool and early school age,
.

we constantly meet the same fact. 4, trasting concepts, one aiding

aware46ss of the other, are fo n d first of all: "biglittle,"

"good--bad," "many--few," "lon --short," and so on. Such concept

pairs are easily learned because hey are in contrast to each other.

A mathematics course, particularly a primary-grade arithmetic

course, contains many pairs of contrasting concepts: the operationa

of addition and subtraction, multiplication and division, or a direct

problem and its reverse. la many cases (if not in the overwhelming

majority), however, reversible concepts, operations, and problems are

studied in school at different pmes, and the ptudy of thpm ,A often

separwd by rather long intervals. Whether this hampers learning is

a question we shall answer a little later.

Psychological research using various materials (curc ricular and

extracurricular) shOws that contraposition of distinct c6ncepts and

rules prevents subsequent confusion of them. There are twowways of

contrastingsitultaneous and consecutive. In the first; both

,concepts (or, rules) are introduced at the same time (in the same lesson)

in contrast to each other. In the second, first one of the concepts

being compared is studied, and when it has been mastered .the second

is introduced, on.the basis of its contrast to the firfti.

In'teaching arithmetic, what pairs of contrasting concepts can,.

expediently be introduced simultaneously, and what concepts should

be contrasted consecutively? Can it sometimes be expedient to make
;
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the contrast only after both concepts have been.mastered? Up-to now

this third way has been mest'widely used-in schOol. Educational

research is still unable teinswer these questiens definitively.

Further experimentation on the effectiveneielof the three different

ways'of teaching, in conformity with various sections of the curriculum,

needs to be organized.

Even now, however, one can assert the following in all certainty:

Contrast creates,(Indealated advantages for learning, since both concepts

or rules are inclUaed in a single system of knowled -, and learning

r.the features of one .concept reinforces the mastery f the features

of t4e other. Thus one may infer, for example, that it would be

exRedient to4wntroduce addition and subtraction simultaneously.
4

But when the concepts or principles being studied repreSent a

rather complex $wstem of features, and not all, features of this

system are diametrically opposite each other,.it is more expedient

to contrast thein later.. This method was used, for example, with respect

to the two kinds of divisiondivision into parts and division by

centent.
5

The difficulty .in solving these problems consists in the
-

different ways of writing concrete names, as noted above. ,The-

ation of the dividend is the same in both cases; the difference

i e methods ara ip,the two other components. In compliance with

the curriculum, the division into parts problem was studied first,

and the discovery by content was intFoduced on the basis of contrast

with the first. Typically, the pupils theFselvés discovered what

peculiarities distinguished the new problems from problems on-
,

. .. .

division into parts.
, _

Therefore, when a new assignment recalls an old one in certain
,

respects, inducing) students, to apfly already familiar operational

4
Such an attempt is being made, "in particular, by Erdniev and

.a number of Stavropol teachers, [1-70.,1,8].

5
N. I. Kozheurova, a teacher, ran the experiment with the

assistance of Menchinskaya [37],.
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methods, it'is essential to stress the difference between the new
I^

assignment and the ii31.d one and to establish its specific character

from the very beginn4ng of the assignment. The third way, contrasting

both concepts or rules only when an interval has ekap;;;17Xter they

have been studied separately, ii absolutely inadmissible in cases of

this kind. Thus contrasting at different stages should help-prevent

confusion of similar concepts and rules. Contrasting needs to become

a systematically applied method in academic practice .'

SoMetimes it is advisableoto supplement the present curriculum

in those sections whiCh limit opportunities for contrasting. This

observation is made in reference to tWe-problems. The curriculUm

introduces one variety (for.example, problems "on the sum and ratio")

and excludes another (for exa4le, problems "on the difference and

ratio"). Lack of oPportunity'to change Ole type-method as the problem's

condition 'changes not only robs type-problems of cognitive value, but

alsv does harm by preventing the pupils from thinking, since itis

enough for them to "adjust" the problem!s solution in a particular

pattern to make it successful.

4. Abstraction and its role in the process of learning

and applying knowledge. The link between concrete

and abstract thinking in learning ari:thmetic.

\
In the sections devoted to the problem of generalizations and

Conditions for forming them, 'we have touched upon the problem of the

asbtraction process, since mastery of concepts and laws is impossible

without distinguishing certain characteristics and abstracting them

from othbrs. To discover what claims practical schoolwork demands of

the abstraction process, what kinds of abstraction exist, and what

conditione facilitate successful completion of the process, it is

necessary to reconsider this question specifically.

In learning arithmetical concepts dnd laws, students unify similar,

relevant featnres inherent in a number of phenomena, separating them

from the other, irrelevant ones. Generalization and aliStraction are

performed together, inseparably lin1<ed.

But in academic practice there is more than this one form of

20
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abstraction. Another significant.form of abstraction uses previous knowl-,

edge to solve a problem . Th.\Itt is, the child must find a familiar con:- .

cept (or principle) in an unfamiliar, concrete problem. The difference

between these forms of abstraCtion is quite easy to. grasp if they ate

compared by using an example taken from arithmetic,instruction. To form

the concept-of a problem type (for example, involving,"the sum and ratio"),

you show how the given type problem is special by,giving several examples

(with the acti7 help of the children). The characteristic feature of

the condition'and, the appropriate methods of solution, which are identi-

cal for the series of homogeneous -are problems. emphasized, (for 'example,

.the problem's condition gives the sum of two numbers and their ratio, and

.the,typical method is-to introduce a contingent Nart" and then to add the
(parts)

The children notice what the problems in this categor e in common--

-an essential step,in solving thet--and omit irrelevant at es (different

subject, different numerical data, etc.). In other words, w n classi-

fying the problem according to a,given type tiley, do not considerinsignif-
-.

icant features. Here we are dealing with the first kind of abstraction,

which is itplemented together with generalization. 4 .

At later stages of instruction you tell the students to solve a prob-
.

lem of this type on their own. You naturally make various changes jn the

irrelevant aspects of these.groblems--you change wording, subject, numeri-

cal data, or you introduce an additional condltion

This psychological task that confronts the child is to recognize in a

given arithmetic problem a type.of problem studied earlier. To do this he

must distinguish its essential features, "purifying".them of the irrele-

vant features that "cloUd* or "mask," so to speak, the features of the

problem type that was studied. Here we are dealing with the second kind

of abstraction, which acquires the significance of an independent process

since it is not implemented together with generalization. The child has

already formed the generalization. He only needs to.tind a general prin-
ciple, articulating it from new concrete conditions.

The difference between these two kinds of abstraction has important

consequences which dictate a different teaching approach A pupil's

difficulties in carrying out the first form of abstra ion (let,us call
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it the "primary" form) are lightened when the second form of akstraction .

(let us, accordingly, call it the "secondary" one) is implemented. Indeed,

whea we are forming a.concept of a .4pe of problem, wa need to begin, with

a-More concrete probleM and then have.the children go,on to an abstract'

problem. To fall back on an example used earlier, we should first show

"the sum and ratio" type of problem with real objects, then move on to 41

topicalldescriptive problem:

Two boys had 12 apples. One had 3 times as many as the
other. How many apples did each boy have?

1

and only then'give them a problem with abstract content:

[ The sum of two numbers is 24, and one number is twice
....las large as the other. What are the numbers?

By contras, when we are dealing with secondary abstraction, introduc-'
_

in specifics topical details into a problem can only make it harder for the

pupil to solve, since'he haS to recognize a familiar mathematical structure

*. in a more complicated concrete phenomenon, discarding many inessential

details. In one investigation thia fact was demonstrated in an example

of solving Problems by-trequating data." The lourth graders sU cessfully

applied the equating method to iolving problems in w ch they e directly

177.4.

told the different prices of two groups of objects For example, the

problem:

Three books and 5 notebooks cost 40 kopeks, 1 book and 1
notebook cost 12 kopeks. How much each do a book and a note-
book

But when thu were given a problem to which more specific cOnditions had

been added:

A girl bought 3 books and 5 notebooks and paid 40
kopeks the first time. The next time, she bought 1
book and 1 notebook at the same prices and paid 12 kopeks
for them,* How much each do a book and notebook cost?

many of the samé pupils could not solve it. The cause of the difficulty

was that in this problem, the interrelation of the prices of the two groups

of objects was "clouded" by new, specific, purely topical details: "the

first Utile," "the second time,","bought," and "paid." The necessity of

abstracting from a large number of mathematically insignificant details

complicated the solution of the prolSle,m4
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Consequently, a problem varies in psychological difficulty <for the

pu
0

depending on whether we are forming a concept (principle) or giving

exercises in recognizing a familiar concept (principle) under new, con-

crete conditions. This results in a diff t order of presenting problems

from one case to the other.

In approaching the two forms of abstraction in solvtiqg arithmetic prob-

lets, there is another highly significant consideration. When primary

abstraction is carried out, one should ensure fairly extensive experience

by acquainting the pupils with various instances of the concept being

studied. Zn secondary abstraction, the .diagram which aids in the selection
,.

of a general principle under new, concrete conditions, shouldoplay a decis-

ive role.
,

Psychological research has revealed the posiive role,of.diagrams in

problem'solving [6]. It is well Icnoion that the basic difficii,lty pupils

.have in solving arithmetic problems ls the gap which exists.for them between.'

the concrete story aspect of the problem and the abstract mathematical

relationship expressed in it A diagram.(expressing in ebstract,spatial

form a relationship.between data and.unknown--for.example, in the form of
%

rectangles of various lengths) helps to ovetcome this gap by uniting visual
/

elements and abetract material. A diawam, on the one hand, helps to elim-

inate the problem's specific subject since it is more abstract (outside

the 'gubject). On the other hand, it facilitates awareness of the abstract

mathematical relation, since the diagram itself expresses this relation,

in more visual, graphic form.

From this point of view it Is quite typical for the diagram to be

unable immediately to help over4eme the gap between the specific and Vie

abstract in the pupils' minds. An important condition for using it success-

fully is to coMpare it with a more concrete sort of drawing--a picture

illustrating the interrelation of the objects,described in the problem.

In this instance a gradual abstraction from the irrelevant facets of the

problem's condition takes place. In analyzing a picture, the pupil is

distracted from details of the story and directs his attention to relating

the.objects. In analyzing a diagram, he is even distracted from the

objeCtsethemselves and concentrates only on the relationships of.the quanti-

ties expressed in the condition.
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In the course of this exposition we have been approaching formulation

of a most important principle of instruction in general, and of mathematics

instruction in particular: the principle of tha interactioryof concrete

and abstract thOught in. the learning process.. The significance of this

principle (and the law it reflects) is clearly revealed ip the material

ve have'considered.

We.see that a necessary'prerequisite for forming abstract concepts

is the accumulation of concrete experience, including acquaintance with

different phenomena. Recognition of a general, abstract principle will

come about only with the conquest of the gap between the concrete and

the abstract which initially exists in the mind of the person who is solving'

the problem.

At this point we sbould remember that the concepts of "concrete" and

"abstract" are relative. The same academic material may be abstract for

a pupil at one stage of instruction, and at the next stage become concrete,

since its role in the learning process has changed and it begins to function,.

as a concrete support for new, more abstract material.

For example, at the initial stage of instrUction,

advance from. practiceperations with quantities of objects. to arithmet-

iCal operations, the numbers they work with and the calculations they

perform are abstract. But,to the pupils, these numbers and the operations

with them bectime a'distinctive, concrete support for studying.the arith

metical operations and for solving problems.

You can easily discover this for yourself if,you give first,graders

who are just beginning to solve arithmetic,problems a problem withont

number data. Many of them will not be ablelto solve it, sinte they lack

the baSic support of operations with numbers. Operations.with numbers play

an anatogous role (of concrete support) in ,the transition to more abstract

material in the upper grades--e.g.,.manipulating letter symbola in algebra.

The role of,concrete material varies not only with the stage of

instruction but A.SCI with the problem. In mastering newcc:incepts and prinr

ciples, concrete material.is a support to learning., But in recognizinga.

previously studied concept or principle Under new conditions, concrete

material (as was shown in detail in the example involVing solut,ion of type-
.

u.

problems) becomes a condition'which nOt only fai,ls to simplify but actually
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complicates an asSignment. In both cases concrete material is arid in

school, but in the second case it will play a role very different from that

in the first case, as we usually imply when discussing the principle of

'17-sual demonstration.

The prior use of visual aids shOtaa'be considered in the light of the

'broader problem of coordinating the conZrete and the abstract in the teach-

ing process1

We must turn our attention to still another facet of visual aids. They

are certainly not always useful in teaching: Often in the classroom we find

themmisused, when they are applied unnecesdarily. Sometimes they can even ,11

play a negative role, diverting us from the problem at hand. Many cases

can be cited. For example, a first grader is being- taught how to choose

an arithmetical operation (addition, pr subtraction) in solving arithmetic

problems, and to this end theteacher brings out a pi-cture of birds, some

.sitting on a branch and some flying toward them (or awarfrom them). By

looking at this picture the pupil sees the birds that are to be counted.

Obviously he need not mull over what operation to use when he can tell

immediately how many birds there arp after the others have loined them (or

have flown away). Here the visual approach does not scilitate formation

of the ability to Choose an operation to Solve a probleni, but hinders it.

A picture plays such a role when It is used at the initial stages

of teaching children to formulate problems. Keep in mind that at first

children find a basic difficulty in putting a sTuestion into a'problem.

It is often observed that when first graderg are told to think:up a prob-
.

lem, they make up one without a question, or instead'of a question they

immediately give the answer. So it is especial!ly important to have the

pupil construct problems by hiMself in,ore,er to teach him how to formulate

-a question. But what is gained when'4a picture is used as the basis for

'formulating a probleila What happens ig just the opposite of what the

teacher wants. For example, children see in a picture that a little girl'

,picked 3 mushrooms.and a little boy picked 5. Naturally Obey see no

reas on to put into words the question, "How many mushrooms in all do the

boy and girl haveV2 in their problem. Instead of a question they give

a numerical answer, "They picked 8 mushrooms in allu" In this case there

is no need for a question, since the result is immediately obvious. .

.
Such unjustified use4of visual aids occurs at various level's of
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instruction. For example, in arithmetic books for thevarious grades,

one can find illustrations of the things described in the problems even

though the childrtan aire well acquainted with these things, and looking

at them can only lead their thoughts astray. So how can they concen-
.

trate on the problem's mathematical structure?

,In practice, one visual form, the illustrative form (pictures), is

oftenudsused, while analytic types of pictorial visual aids--diagrams

and sketches--are strikingly underrated. A sigAificantly larger place

in arithmetic teaching should be given to these forms. The goat's of

polytechnical instrtiction demand tt. IkcizT this viewpoint, development of

children's spatial ideas, formatioh of the ability to read and construct

a drawing (draft) both mentally and on paper, the abd.lity to transform

deawings and their separate elements mentally, and the like, acquire great

significance [5: Chapt. VI]. Only if we make sure that the children-have

eciough exercises of this type will we succeed in accomplishing the nekes-

sary development of their concrete thought in the primary grades, impera-

tive for their subsequent success, mit only in.academic fields but inr
other work as well.

It should be kept in mind that concrete thinking, the basis for

developing abstract thinking, develops hz. itself in the course of school-

ing,,at all ages.

We stress these propositions because until now a simplified idea of

the development of children's thought has been popularized and reflected

in arithmetic teaching methods, especially those that have to do with the

visual aids principle. The idea comes down to this: A small child thinks

in concrete terms; therefore in teaching him mathematics, one needs to use

visual aids extensively. Furthermore, to the extent that he will master

abstract concepts and rules, it is necessary gradually to remove visual

aids, going from full to partial use of them and then removing them entire-

ly.

What. is correct and incorrect in these assertions? It is correct that

in the early stages of growth a child is capable of learning abstract

material only through the concrete or thv visual. It is also true that

visual aids, so necessary in the early stages of acquiring abstract

knowledge, are unneccessary later, after playing the role of temporary

support.
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tut in what was said above an essential idea has been left out.

Both abstract-andliconcrete thinking develop with age. A small child's,

.igoncrete thinking is developed to a 4ry limited degree, So'visual

aids are notonly necessary.tp,facilitate developpent of abstract think-

ing, but also (to no less a degree) to form various aspects of c ncretei

-thinking. In connection with this, certain Nasual aids must be/eliminated

and others introduced on a wide scale.

to the v?sual principle because .to a

a grade schOol teacher's work depends

In concluding this sect.ion all that

remains to be said is that it would be more accurate to speak not of the .

We have given much attention

significant degree fHe success of

on a proper understanding of X.

"visual aids,principle" but of the principle of"interaction of speech

, And visual aids" as derived from the research of Zankov and his col,la-

borators

The material presented in this chapter testifies that at the basis

of this principle is a definite "law--the intimate interaction of concrete
f

and abstract thinking in the learning process.

5. DeVeloping children's skills for independently-solving problems

lb enable children twsolve problems without assistance( is one of

the mot important aiMs of primary education. In-the-primary grades,

not only knowledge, but also skills necessary for any Independent activity,

must be established. These are, the ability to gain insight into a prob-

lem's meaning, the ability to analyze the problem's conditions and,become4,

aware of the question posed'in it, the ability to break up a complex prob-
.

lem into a number of particular quesdions whose answers lead to the solu-

tion of the bisic problem, and the ability to plan one's work and check

it whilessolving, the problem.

One condition crucial for-forming-thesesk1-11-s-4-s-t he-organization

of a purposeful system of suitable exercises in the teaching procedure.

In this-regard, it is very important for children to carry out the

exercises not just under the direct guidance of the,teacher, but also

totally unassisted.

The,principal feature of S pupils' independent work is that he lacks

the teacher's tutelage, which he has .been acctstomed to for some time, and

.he is left to face alone the task before him. In doing the assignment,
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he should test his powers and, by resorting to his own kuowledge, abili-

ties and skills, observation, imagination and sometimea-oven inventiveness,

find ways of solving the problem and bringing it to'a Satisfactory con-

clusion.

In connection with this, it is perfectly natural for certain mistakes

to arise in the course of problem solving, for one mistake to bring about

another, and for an incorrect answer to be Otained as a result. Does this

mean, then, that the ieacher should help the pupil at the very first diffi-

culty? When a real threat of evor appears, should measures always be

taken to protect him from the possibility of error? Should the teacher

interfering with the pupil's train of reason, remove any difficulty that

rises and direcilhis thoughts and actions along the proper channel? Is

it not more useful to give him a chance to ascertain for himself the error

in his solution, to attempt to find his own mistake and then correct it?

One cay say with certainty that educationally, the latter course will be
4

more advisable whenever the pupil is sufficiently prepared for the appro-

priate wqrk.

The teacher should interfere only when the assignment to be done

independently does not correspond to the pupil's level,of preparation.

Then, of course, the teacher should take measure to remove certain diffi-

culties (those,beyond the child's powers!), but in so doing heAs depriv-c

ing the child of genuine self reliance. The above does not reduce the

value of the teacher's guidance 9f the work. What comprises this guidance

of what is it composed?

First, the teacher thinks through.the content of the assignments and

the sequence in which they will be introduced, to ensure, on the one hand,

Ihe accessibility of every problem, and on the other, a gradual increase

in difficulty.. Moreover, ork. that prepares the children for doing

a certain assignment without as istance proceeds under .the teacher's

direction. The teacher takes care that the children have all the knowl-

edge, skills and habits necessary to complete the given assignment by

themselves.. Finally, the teacher thinks out and determines the form and

content of the directions accompanying a specific assignment and observes

how every pupil's work is proceeding.

At all these stages, one has to consider three phenomena. First is
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the peculiarities of the study material upon which the assignments (which

the children are to 4o independently) have been built. Second is the

stock of knowledge the pupils in the class have had to master earlier.

The third is the individual differencee in preparation, theSaracteris-

tic mental processes.of each child. Thus the teacher's guidance should

embrace the most diverse facets of 1Nrk at the preparatory stair, But the

ultimate goal is to prepare the childrenwto do an assignment totally

unassisted, without Sirect help from the teacher in the course of the work.:

With this kind of teaching procedure, the pupils' independent dna-

cation of knowledge takes on great meaning. We distinguish two kinds of

application. The first kind takes place when the pupil is faced with the

task of learning new material (a concept or law). Here, by solving defi,-;

nite problems, he learns from his own experience what criteria enter into

a concept and what features characterize the arithmetical rule being

studied. (In preseriting the problem of the principle of the activation

of learning, we have already mentioned that if a student is passive, he

cannot fully master the material.) In the case.described above, appli-

cation of knowledge is subordinate to the task of acquiring kn9wledge,

which is one of the most important means of learning.

We are dealing with the'second kind of application of knotiledge

when application occurs as an independent process. In this case the pupil

uses the acquired knowledge to solve new school problems in different

kinds of practical activity. Correct.organization of both forms of appli-

cation of knowledge plays a decisive role in building the pupils' ability

to work independently and to think rationally. .

Application ensures one very significant point that positively in-
k A

fluences the result of instruction. It makes it possible for the teacher

constantlYito check the child's assimilation of the material. Wi giving

ISupils exercises in which new material is introduced, one can ascertain

how well they understand it, and later, by assigning problems to which

this knowledge can be applied, one can check whether the child has formed

the proper skills. Regularly receiving such "feedback" from the pupil
4c

about hip knowledge and skills facilitates the subsequent construction of

teaching procedure, since it becomes clear to the teacher what material
?

requires further explanation, what vaterial needs to be repeated, and

what skills need more work.
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The well known, ancient'proverb says, "Repetition is the mother of

learning." Vow it is sometimes opposed by another, "Application is the

mother of learning." The latter answers better the present tasks, of our

school, but pne should keep in mind that application includes repetition.

We do nibt mean monotonous, unvaried repetition, but the kind that-
cats for an alteration in the knowledge itself as well as of.the condi-

.

4tions for using it.

Independent study assignments reuiring pupils to apply previously

acquired knowledge differ both in degree of complexity Ior the children

and in the nature of the activity that takes place in carrying them out.

Assignments based on the pupils' imitation of the teacher, reproducing

his actions and reasoning, are the simplest. This work is used in arith-

metic lessons in the:lower grades with a,view to instilling the skills

of writing figures correctly.in the first days of school, .by doing a

series of practical assignments linked, for example, with constructing a

paper meter, demonstrating fractions, forming measuring skills, and so
4

on. The substance of_this kind of work is that the teacher gives an.

exaMple, accompanying his actions With the necessary explanations. The

children are to follow carefully his demonstration and explanation and

then reproduce them when the teacher tells them to. The goal of these

tasks is, as a rule, the formation of certain practical

Somewhat more complex are assignments that require,the children
0,

independently te apply knowledge, skills, andhabits, previously aocquired

under the teacher's direction, to conditions analogous tos.those und9r

which they were formed. By this we mean so-called practice.assignments,

of great significance in Arithmetic instruction. Let us consider as an

example the study of tabulated,arithmetical operations (addition tables

in first grade, multiplication tables in seCond grade). Since the chil-
.

dren are supposed to,learn these tables by heart through,studying them,

teachers conduct numerous exercises in solving a large number of the

same examples from a table. Such exercises are conducted both' when the

teacher works with the clas's as a whole, and as.independent work by.the

children in solving examples. The main idea is always.the same: The

children solve the same examplea from the table which they had considered
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previously when they were helped and guidd by the teacher.

Here the child's operations are independent in the sense that through-

out the assignment he is to maintain his concentration himself iand strain

his memory without the teacher's stimulating influence. When doubts and

difficulties arise, he 'should resort to known means of determining the

result, recall the suitable reesoning, independently find the answer, and

verify it. The teacher has specially instructed the children in alr these

processes during the previous assignment, so that even here.we are dealing

only with activity that "reproduces" or "carries out," but this time this

activity proieeds at a muchihigher level than when doing assignments based

on imitation. 2114,

Assignments' that require,chthren independently to apply the knowl-_.

edge,4 "skills, and h3bits they acquired earlier with the teacher's guidance

to cqn4tions differing more or less from those under which they were

formed, are the'----Oxto.s-Elll higher level, Assignments of this, kind differ

fundameAaIly from those considered above. Depending on how much the

conditions in which the knowledge is used diffet from the conditions under

which it was learned, this kind of assignment will demand increasingly

intense independent thought and initiative. Let us show with individual

examples how the degree of difficulty of these,assignments can be increased.'

The simplest and most widely occurring case'is when the teacher, after

going over a new rule with the children; gives them examples of the rule to

solve by themselves (the difference between this and the above is that then

we were talking about solving examples identical to those in the tables;

here, about solving examples similar to those studied with the teacher,

but not the same ones).

This is how fourth graders become acquainted with the rule that says,

"To find the unknown dividend, multiply the divisor Jay the quotient."'

This rule is explained in a number of examples which at first areperformed

under the teacher's guidance. Then as independent work, the qiIdren are
*wk.

given exalmpes to Salve in which the letter x designates theunknown

dividend [50: Ex. 720]. The corresponding eXercise given in the text

embraces various cases': =when the divisor is a two-digit number and the

quotient has a single digit; when the divisor is a three-digit number and

the quotienVis a two-digit number; and so on. Such a seleCtion of
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exercises introduces a certain variety into the conditions of applying

the rule. However, these variations do not belong to the elements of the

assignment which are-relevant in applying the particular rule. Indeed,

in all of these examples the same assignment form is used, which indi-
('0.

cates to the pupil exactly what rule should be followed in solving: He

reads Problem No. 720, "Find the unknown dividend (xS," then he ieads

the example, "x : 32 ,= 8," recalls the proper cule, and acts in strict

accordance with it.

A somewhat different picture is observed when, for exampfe, the'

children are told to invent an example of dividing ,by a two-digit nu:0er

so that the quotient comes out 307. Here the change of conditions touches

not only the problem's secondary but also its basic elements, affecting

the choice of method in carrying it out. (The wording is general--instead

of "Find the unknown dividend" we have "Make up-an example of division,"

familiar-from working under the teacher's direation. Instead of the

customary problem form, we have "x : 64 = 281" etc., determining the

exact position of the unknown).

Here the pupil has to make,extra effort to give meaning to'the prob-

lem, to classify it under a.general rule, and to apply this rule to the

new conditions.

Such ptoblems can be considered intermediate between drill assign-

ments and creative ones--those which require the children,to searsh for

ways of so15w-by themselves. Creative work requires children to show

self-relfance in stating a question and/or searching out ways of solving,

to make the necessary observations independently, and to draw a conclu-

sion independently.

These are assignments related to'supplementing, transforming, and

independently constructing examples and problems according to the varied

assignments of the teacher, or freely composing them', restricted by no

conditions. These are alio tasks directed at, independent analysis and .

'generalization of observed facts conducted in inferrinP a new rule.

1-lese are assignments that require children to search independently for.

material (numerreal material, subiect material) to make their own pThb7

lems.

Of paeticular interest are assignments that require children to seek
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out and select the most effective, rational methods of solving. Let us

illustrate what has been said with'a few cases from classxoom practice.

One of the fourth grades was told to solve the following example:

3x2x7x2x5x5. The teacher told them in advance to find the

quickest way to solve it. The pupils grouped the number in six different

ways (fa- example, 5 x 5 = 25, 25 x 2 = 50, 50 x 2 = ZOO, 100 x 3 = 300,

300 x 7 = 2100), but the teacher told them ,there was a faster way. At

lest, under the teacher's direction, the children arrived at the most

rational grouping, (2 x 2) x (5 x 5) = 100, 3 x 7 = 21, 21 ,x 1OQ . 2100.

Thus, by solving examples, the children' formed the habit of search-

ing for the most rational ways of solving. Such a habit should be culti-

vated in children, with various material, systematiq,ally and according

to a plan, taking into consideration that it will not form bysitself.

Moreover, we frequently observe the reverse tendency in young children

who take "the line of least resistance," so to speak. Without pausing

to think where conditions demand it, they give the first answer that

comes into their head, choosing the way they are most aceustomed to. 4

This comes out clearly in the following case: Fourth graders were

given the Lollowing example with concrete numbers: "The' dividend 4s I

day, the divisor is 60 minutes. Find the quotient." It was found that

all the pupils (but one).in two parallel classes solved tbis example

inefficiently. They broke up the 1 day into hours, getting 24 hours,

theney broke up the 24 hours into minutes, getting 1440 minutes; then

they divided this number by 60 minutes. The rational way.of solving'the

example, which Only one student used, was the folliowinp He broke the

day up into'hkurs and converted the 60 minutes into hours, which allowed

him to escape cumbersome calculations. 'He obtained the answer 24 quite

simply by dividing 24 hours by 1 hour. This boy knew how to overcome

the tendency to repeat the breaking-up operation and found the economical

way of employing two opposite operations.
6

6Both illustrations stressing the importance of choosing rational
ways to solve"examples are taken'kfrom an experiment by the Moscow

methodologist, M. S Nakhimova.
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Arithmetic problems provide very valuable material for molding skill

i&toosing the most effective plethods. 'Particularly difficult, compli-

cated problems do not always need to be used for this end. Even with

simple problems one canteach children to reflect on the problem's condi-

tion, analyze it, and thereby wean them from the harmful habit (very

frequently-Observed in primary schoolchildren) of considering,'calculation

the chief part of the problem and therefore hurrying to get a numerical

answer.

For example, a valuable exercise of this-type is presented by the

problem:

There were 60 kilograis of grapes in two boxes. 16

kilograms were transferred from one box'te the other.
Then how many kilograms of grapego4ere in both boxes?

.The purpose of this and slar problems is to train the pupils tO refrain

from-a hurried numerical solution. As the data of one InVestigation showed,

a number of third and fourth graders handled thia problam-SuccessfullY.

After caaefully acquainting themselves with the condition, they answered

without makingrany calculations, "It's,still 60 kilograms," "It doesn't

change." By contrast, quite a few children followed the unreasonable

course of making.Gattulations (60 16 44,.44 + 1,6 60), without even

, noticing that they got the,same 60 kilograms as the result.

Thus, to cultivate children's creativity in the process of instruc-

tion, and to form in them the habit of reflecting where circumstances

rAquire it, is-an objective without the realization of which it is impossi-

ble to teat children effective methods of working independently. Later

it will be necessary to form, step birstep, the ability to study, watch-

ing so that the pupils learn to organize their study activity correctly.

It is very important to teach children to use their perception for the

task before them. For example, If.a textbook gives a drawing or diagram

having to do with a certain arithmetic problem, students should know

how to use 'it as it is intended to be used and to see in it what can help

them solve the problems. In some cases, the intended use, is to see an

illustrattion in the drawing explaining what objects are the subject Of

the problem. In others', the intended usels to direct one's perception

to another .goal, that of seeing or discovering in the diagram the basic

relations given in the Problem's tondition. The children's approach to
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these two typeb of dravIngs,should be different. In the former they

consider the illustration at .the initial stageof acquaintance with the

problem's oonditiOn and pay nO more attention to it in the course of

solving. In the latter, howevei, they use it in solving. It is fully

possible to devel4 this ability to selectively Perceive illustrations .

in primary Schoolchildren. In an experiment in's Moscow school (No. 115),

this was accomplished in the third and fourth grades. The pupils in

these grades, considering the various illustrations in the textbook deal-

ing with the problems, said, "This picture explains what a tractor is,"

or "This picture helps to solve the problem." In the first case they had

recourse o the drawing only et the very beginni4 of acquaintance with

the problem's condition, while in the secOnd, they studied it extensively

jn the course of solving.

Similarly, pupils have to know hew to organize their memory properly.

The view has-gained wide circulation that in primary schoolchildren, the

mechanical memo"( predominates over logical, meaningful memory'. That is'

children memorize without even trying to make any, sante out of tKe

material, to esta1iish a cOunection between the-facts being described,

or to distinguish what is Mast important.

This view, as the work of many psychologists shows, is not quite

correct. ,Such a predominance does, in fact, occur, but only under certain

conditions, such as when a primary teacher Ileglecti to work at helping the

children form rational methods of remembering. But if thisvork is'con-

ducted, primary schoolchildren can be specially taught to use methods of

making sense out of the memorized material. In particular, they can be

ttught to turn their attention to the textbook rules and definitions in

bold-face type, to check themselves when they do their homework (this

is very important), and to these ends, to reproduce or say to themselves

(after.reading it in the book) the rule or definition to be learned.
_

Later they can be taught not to limit themselves to examples cited in the.

\ book but td, invent their own.

In teaching children effective methods of thinking, it is not enough

to givd:Oem relatively new prOblems. It is important to bring home the

basic rules of solving problems rationally. But that is a special prob-
.

lem, and we shall consider it in the chaptpr on problcm solving.
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6. Skill formation .

#

We have been talking about the role of active,*creative thinking in

arithmetic instruction. 'However, active thinking is possible only if a

significant number of arithmetical operations can be performed fast

enough and without expending thinking-effort, thus freeing time for

intensive mental work on new, more complex material. Therefore a very

important task in arithmetic teaching iS the formation of "automatized"

skills.
1

"Automatization" designates the transition from a conscious to a

mechanical performance of an operation. Such a transifion te4es place

in he formation of a great number of study skillsreading, writing, i

calculating, and others. First _they are carried out consciously, and

'then mechanically, Writhout the participation of the consciousness.

In case of necessity, however, when an obstacle is encountered in

an operation, the consciousnAss againcomes to the rescue'and the opera7

tion is executed with its active participation.

A most important condition in forting adequate skills consists in

ensuring sufficient awareness of them at,the very beginning and only

then bringing them into the category of automatized operations. Observ:.

ance of this condition makes it possible for pupils to carry out many

necessary study operattons quickly and mechanically and at the same time

to implement them under the control of consciousness. Then the children

can always (at the first request from some source, or if they themselves

feel uncertain about the answer) go back to the level of consciously

performed operationl.

The source of a,substantial number of errors in schoolwork, partic-
v

ularly in calculation and computations, Is premature autoMatization of

operations. Pupils who have begun to perform calculations mechanically

without sufficient awareness of them display utter helplessnese if they

make an error. For example, a first grader who had multiplied incorrectly

from the table (3 x 4 = 14) could nOt correct his mistake by himself,

since he did not realize that m4tip1ication is the addition of equal

addends. And when we gave him visual material (sticks, matches, and so

on), he could not use it to pirform multiplication.

How is the teacher to proceed in/these cases? First, he must not
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Begrudge fhe time spent returning sueh a child to past,stages instruc-

--tion and re-establishing the whole chain of reasoning lying at tke baSia

of performing the operation. To this end it is necessary to draw on

visual material.

The skills formed in the process of arithmetic instruction differ by

degree of comptexity. Some of them represent a direct link (pr association)

between perception of the condition and the answer, such as the skill of

multiplying from a table--after the pupil has perceived the condition,

such as "7, x 8," he immediately gives the answer 56.

Ano et category of skills is theFehain of. connections, 1n which case

the answer can be obtained only through a whole serles of intermediate

links, in Which every link entails the next one.. For example; in multi-

plying 158 by 200, we perform an opetation consisting of three sequential

links 1) discarding the zeroes'in the' multiplier, 2) multiplying 158 by

,2, and 3).attaching the two zeroes to the product. Some of these Operations

are carried out very quickly, SQ the zeroes, can be discarded almost at the

same time as.multigplying 158 bY 2.

At the initial stage of instruction, a series of definite rules was

the basis for these operatiOns, but when the skill of calculation has

been elaborated, the pupil performs operations without recollecting the

corresponding rules. These operations can thus be called rule conforming"
116,

operations.
7

Study activity consists of a gre number of these "rule conforming"

operations. Hew, the rules in accordan'1ith which operations are

completed are general. That is, they hold for a large number of distinct,

concrete phenomena. This can be clearly seen in the example cited above

discarding zeroes and then attaching them to the product is done fOr any

numbers multiplied.

The opportunity to rely on a gerleral rule in developing skills is a'

means of very great economy in schoolwork, particularly in fulfilling a

computation task. The need to memorize a large number of particular cases

disappears when one relies on a general rule. If, for example, a pupil

7
The-t.t.W governing forMation of "rule conforming" operations are

realed,, studied, and minutely described by Shevarev [60].
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has become aware of the general rule that .multiplying numbers by one does
, r

not change them, he can multiply any number by one quickly and orrectly.
..._

and avoid the necessity of memtNzimig that 5 x 1 .. 5, 6 x 1 ... 6, and so.'
,

on.
. ,

If the pupil has become.awA.e of eral rule for,the formation .
..

and naming of fractions, then, ing by a logy, he can fort'oand
.. .

name any fraction quic and correctly, even not one yet menti ned im
\ ,

class.

Not only the pupil's comprehension of the rules on which they are

based, but also the system of exercises he carries out, have significance

for the successful exeeution of automatized operations.

cases like the following are well known in school practice. Pupils

learn the words to a rule adequately and can even adduce suitabie examples',

but they make mistakes when they apply the rule. Frequently teachere

explain errors of this type by saying, ',The child wasn!t being careful.°

But why did lack of caution shoW up in this particular case? This in

turn requires explanation. The reason for a mistake should be sought in

the pupil's prelieus work, and in the exercises he carried out.

In every year of schooling, but especially in the first and second

grade, we discover that in solving a series of examples, the children

did not carry out the operation indicated-by the sign. For,example, they

added when they were to subtract. From examining their previous work,

it is easy to_noticLhai before solving the subtACtion example, they

had to solve several addition examples in succession. Thus the students

continued to add the numbers, as if from "inertia," without noticing that

the operation sign had changed.

Pin analogous phenomenon can also be observed in-solving type-problems.

If a pupil has solved seVeral "sum and ratio" problems in a row, it mayp

be observed that he tends to use Elle tyRe method of adding the parts even

--'for a non-type-problem if it contains a ratio. Apparently; in solving

examples of the same type, a peculiar "principle of economy of mental

activity" begins to operate--the children do not note those aspects of

the changing reality that remain unchanged, paying attention only to

the features of it that chanie. The pupils stopped noting the operation

sign because it had remained the same (addition) in a number of examples,

but-they were always aware of the nuAers since they had been different

in every example.
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However,'the "edonomY,prieciple" applied in these cases is ealse.

It is necessary to.paylatteetion to the operatipn eign every tim an,d to

the strucitere of the mathematical task as a whole. The children is t know

.hoiq'to'switch'quickly from one operation to another, responding iqmediately

.to th'e new signal. To form these skills, ekamples and problems requiring

different mdthods of otieration must.be alternated on a. broader scale. After

an addition_example, give one in subtraction; after a Eype-problem with a

ratio, assign a noft-type-problem with a ratio.

The principle of variety or heterogeneity.of exerciseS is,used in

practice by our country's foremost teachers. As can be seen'from what

has been said., it has, extensive scientific substantiation.

As we have"seen'from the preceding exposition, varied exercises are

necessarY at all stages of instruction for various goals. In learning

concepts and laws, they.are necessary in order t9,.Separate the varying

Irrelevant features from the relevant ones, which.are constant. In inde-

pendent problem solving, they are necessary for forming thinking skills.

Lastly, in carrying out automatiz.ed operations, they are aecessarY for'

dev1zpting the child's capacity to switch from one operation to another

easily, overcoming the inertia of operations.

Also, a system of varied exercises in arithmetic instruction promotes

growth in the activity of the child's personality.

7. The principle of full realization of children's cosnitive possibilities
for their age

In the preceding exposition, in characterizing the cbnditions of

effective teaching, we had in' mind primarily teaching methodology and

touched'on the problem of course content only in passing, when we eluci-

dated the 94e of contrasting. We said that to increase the effectiveness

, of learning, the study Of certain similar related themes (or problems) must

be brought closer together in time so that the children will be assured of

an opportunity to becote aware of the similarities and differences in the

material being studied (and applied).. _In_this connection, it is perti

to decide whether topics are correctly grouped by year of instruction

and within kv.program for each grade, or whether the sequence of topics

should be changed.

But this is only one aspect of the coMplex problem of constructing a

curriculum. . At present we cannot be limited to a single regrouping of
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topics--the need for a more radical change in the curritula has arisen,

partiCularly in the arithmetic curriCulum for the primary grades. This

need has been brought about, above all, by the swift growth of science

and technologyand the.necessity of including a number of new subjects

in schooltcourses,-,Naturally,. under these condit:ions the question arises,

is it not pagaZ1..7 to raiie the leyel of the demands.on the children,
r .

offering them more-complex material, beginning with the fitst year :of

school?

To answer this queseion ? it was ne,cessary to study the process by

which children learn arithmetic under changed conditions that included

more complex study material (compared to existent programs). This was

done in a number of investigations. Zankov and his collaborators-taught

ptimary schoolchildren experimentally and,succeeded in getting through

the existing currtculum (in all subjects, among them arithmetic) in three

**years rather than four 1741. El'konin and Davydov [14] introduced ele-
.

ments of algebra into the elementary mathematics coutse in the first year

of school, and Skripchenko [64] did this in the third- and fourth-grade

curricula.

All researchers who had tried'to teach elements of algebra in the

primary .grades have reached the conclusion that it is-fully within the

powers of primary schoolchildren. Therefore, existing programs are

underestimatin the cognitive possibilities of primary schoolchildren

and are not using these possibilities fully.

But the legitimate question arises: Should the sole guide in

constructing curricula be what children can learn? ehildren can be

taught a great deal, we know, but, it may be asked, what do they need to,

study? In deciding course content, we must be guided above all by the

goals facing our schools, we must take into consideratiowthe present

status of science and the system of constructing an academiesubject*

at every grade. Only'in the light of what jshould be mastered should we

consider the question of what can he,mastered.

Thus, full utilization of children'S cCiknitive possibiliTies must be

realized in respect to the other demands, both educational an scientific,

upon course content. The authors of this book have tried to roceed from

the entire sum of desiderata in working out the foundations of an
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I.

*experimental curriculum for the elementary mathematics course.
8

,

No,

aThe principles on which the curriculum is constructed are set forth

in an article by Menchinskaya and Moro [40].
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CHAPTER

THE INTRODUCTION 'OF NUMBERS., COUNTING,

AND THE ARITHMETIdAL OPERATIONS

Formation of the Concept of number and of the arithmetical opera-

tions is a.difficult and crucial taskAtif arithmetic instruction. The

history of the development of methodology testifies that the Approach to

revealing these concepts:largely determines the direction of all subse-
.

quent arithmetic instruction.

What is the best way to lead children to an awareness of nuMber

remains debatable even'today. In this regard, it is instrutt/ke to

.analyze how,.in the history of the development of human culture, the very

Concept of nnmber originated and developed, hov it was continudlly enriched
e

with new content, and what significance this Concept has atthe present

level of development of mathematics. We by no means share the opinion

that the modern child should necessarily take the'road traveled by pre-

ceding:generations in mastering the number concept and becoming acquainted

, with counting and the arithmetical operations. However, we do believe it

*important to imagine4he situations and-the practical problems for which

people first needed numbers, and a broadening of the original concept of,

number, in the course of apprehending the quantitative aspect of their

environment.
.

Such analysis is still especially important because furidamental

discrepancies in the elaboration of a methodological system aimed at

forming a concept of number are explainable, we feel, by the particular
-

1

act that their authors, in concentrating on some one function Of num-

.
ers, one aspect of the concept, wrongly push other.aspects of it into

.the background and sometimes completely overlook it.
,

.

We do not intend here to give a detailed historical essay of the

development of the concept of numbers. (For this question, the reader
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can refer to [15]). We shall recall only the basic functions in which

;Ilumbers appeared in man's practical activity, and the hasic approaches

to A theoretical interpretation of this eoncept that have been made in

the development of mathemaEcs.-

1. The origin and development of numbers, counting, and the

arithmetical. operations

In his practical activity, man must constantly deal with the most

diverse quantities of objects (the quantity of birds or beasta-killed'in

the hunt, the quantity of fish.caught, the quantity of animals tamed,

andhe,like). The. problems of stocktaking, sharing, and barter that

came up in practice demanded more and more aCcurate means of numerical

analysis of these quantities of objects so that they could be compared.

When two groups of objects at hand at a given moMent had to be

compared,'it was enough to use the method of cnrrelatilig their elements

by pairs (the method that in subsequent mathematice received the denom-
p

ination "establishment of one-to-one correspondence between quantities").

This method.of comparing groups of objects might have-been good enough

if barter had alwtysbeen'conducted under sach conditions. In practice,

of course, this is far from the case. What if a fish caught.today is.to

be exchanged for some birds the hunter has not yet obtained but will in

the future? The new problem gives birth to a new method. From direct

correlation of objecti to be traded, man goes to indirect comparison of'

two quantities of objects. To this end any third quantIty may be used

which can'replace one of the quantities being compared in fhe glyen

situation.

The most successful of these quantities turned out to be the fingers

and toes. So, juxtaposing one at a time the objects being transferred

"in advance" and, say, the fingers of the hand, people began to use the

concept of "hand" as a description of tl;e. number Of traded objects. For

a "hand" of fish I should get a "hand" of birds later. Thus, a man not

yet proficient in countinF, and" numbers, in the proper sense of the words,

could ,reason in making. a -trade.

All right, but what if the number of bartered objets does not corres-

pond o the number of fingers on a hand--what if it exceeds the number of
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fingers and toes? A better method is devised. For example, aS many

'scratches are made on4a seick aS fish traded to a hunter, Later, on

receipt of the bird traded for a fiih, the fisherian crosses out as many

'scratches as bIrds he.has received in payment, untitall the scratches

are crossed out.

As social relationships developed, more and more words appeared in

man's speech denoting some quantity--along with natural groups serving

as a description of.quantities ("how many wings a bird has," 7low many

fingers on the hand," etc.), certain conventional unitS appeared.

The ever-growing needs of practice could not always be satisfied

by this method of describing a quantity, Another step forward had to

be taken which would make it possible to describe any quantity--to fill

in the gaps between separate word numbeAp. It required perhaps many

centuries to make this step, but it was finallyotakent The-greatest

achievement of human.reasOn was subseguently to syitematize the large

number of word numbers--to establish a sequence such thatAvery next

word would designate the number Of objects in a group containing bile

more object thAn its predecessor. ,The series of word numbers.ordered

in this way became the universal standard quantity by means of which it

became possible to compare any size aggregate Of'objects in conditions'

underwhich the use of,Previously known methods would be-laborious..

What,did each word in this sequence mean? The word "five," for

example, acted As a substitute for "hand." It reflected 'the property
41

of a series of object groups (regardless of what objects composed theT)

that all elements of these groups could be put Anto oneti-cone porres-:

pondence with the fingers of the hand. The word"two" reflected what

is common to all pairs (be it a pair of eyes, a pair of.horses, or a,

pair of mittens). Along with this meaning, howeVer, every word number .

also gained a new, hitherto unknown meaning--each word number allowed

one, when counting, to judge the place at which a certain'object would

be. This dual meaning of a number found reflection in man's speech--

along with cardinal numbers (one, two,....), there appeared ordinal num-

bers (first, second, ...) .

In this way, the ordering of a great quantity of numbers, in
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'addition to the advantages it provided in determining the capacity (num-

ber) of quantities of objects, led to a brOader use of numbers and count-
.

4
ing. The use of a number to,indicate an ordinal numeral acquiredgreat

significance not only in itself, but also greatly simplified the counting

of objects in a groe forltd from two given groups (when the number in

each group is known)' and determinfig the nUmber in a gropp obtained by

removing a portion'from the known group.

Thus before, to determine the number in,a large group'left after

'removing one or two objects,One h'ad to count all the remaining-objects.

Now it became possible to reason like this: "I had eight sheep, one

slaughtered (the eighth), the_last onein the count will be the seventh,

and seven sheep were left in all." Similarly, instead of recounting from

one, it betame possible to add anotker quantity to the given quantity,

thus joining thm. Only beginning at thiS pointoan one talk about the

origin of the first arithmetical operations, addition and subtraction,

since here, for the first tithe, numbers appeared in a fe:Tm abstracted

from concrete objects, and the operations were done with numbers rather

than objects. This made possible the examination of numbers as such.

Man's cognition of'the nature of numbers in the operations of arith--

metic required tens of centuries and still has not been perfected. Mov-

ing from one relative truth to another, the science of numbers, their

*roperties and.operations using them--arithmetic--gradually exposed

various aspects of these concepts byexamining different applications

of them in practice.

Thus the various scientific ways of treating numbeks, counting, and

the arithmetical operations were born. Let us ponsider scientific

theories reflecting the two basic functions that numbers perform in prac-

tice: The first is "set theory," elaborated by one of the greatest scien-

tists of the late 19th-early 20th century, George Cantor.

Definition of number on the basis-of this theory is linked to the

concept of equivalence of pantities or sets.
1

The concept of a set is

1
The terms podobie (similarity), ravnomoshchnost' (equivalence), and

and ekvivalentnost' (equivalence of sets) are.sometimes used on a level
with the term ravnosil'nost' (equivalence).

Let us recall thatecplivalent (similar) quantities Are-those between
whose elements'a one-tone correspondence can be established, i.e., a
correspondence in which'every element of the first set can be assigned to
a corresponding element of the other, so that distinct elements of the

.first will correspond to distinct elements of the second, and vice versa.
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mot defined; it is'used as,a point of departure.: No matter how the

definitions of number originating from set theory differ in detail, the

' main feature is always the same: A natural number means what LS common

to all.equivaient sets; a natural number isa deacription of the capacity

(or number) Of a set.
2

The.arithmeticaloperations of addition or Subtractioii are defined

in Cantor's theory as the operations of combining Stts or removing part

.of a,..given set. Thus, we see that in this thrry number is considered:as

primarily a description of quantity, and the development of.-the idea of

numbert in Cantor's theory, reflects the historical path of the origin
0

and development,of numbers in huraan practice.' That is uty Caator's.theoiy

is sometimes called the "genetic" or "cardinal number"-theory.

Starting with the work of the Italian mathematician Peano, who

attempted an axiomatic construction of arithmetic, spill another approach

to diselosing the'concept,of number and of the arithmetical operations .

has begun increasingly to penetrate the science of numbers. In thlr4

tAeory, a number was considered a conditional symbol conforming to the
.

system of axioms (assumptions without proof and supportea.by human prac-

tice). Essentially, the properties of the set.of natural nuMbers are

formulated in.the axioms. The comparison of numbers and.the operations

f addition and subtraction ar e! inseparably liaked with thg.PropeTties

of this set. .

Let us give examples to shaw how the reiative s4ee of numbers is

determined accOrding to each of these theories. In set theory, to compare

two numbers onarmust resort to a one-to-one correlation of sets of objects

corresponding to the numbers. The'number corresponding tb the set of

greater capacity ,the oae in which, "extra" elements remain after pairing.

`off its elements with elements of the other set) will be conaidered
,

.
.

larger. However, to compare.two numbers on the basis of the properties

of'the natural lumbers (Peano's tlieory), it'is iinlir necessary'to know f;

.

which of these numbers came6.'erlier in the se5ies. The smaller s the
A

.
a r

o
v

.N,4 2
Thus, in Andronov's textbook forrdepartments of elemuatary school

teacher-traingi institutes and colleges i21, this definition is gi'Ven:

"The,genera , invariable thing that completely characterizes each of a.

certain class of quantities is called a natural number" (all equivalent

quantitiesfocm a "clans of.quantities"). .
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one which comes earlier, the larger comes later.

For example, the sum of two numbers LA and b, according. to thexiom

theory, will be a number c_,.located in,the bth place after a_ in the

natural number series. In contrast to set theory, which, as we mentioned'

above, is soMettmes called the theory of cardinal numbers, the axiom

'theory is called the theory of ordinal numbers. We see that the latter

theorY deals exclusively with abstract numbers and operations with them

aa.tuch, without relying an actual operations with quantities,of objeCts. ,

The axiom theory is a,higher degree in man's cognition of numbers and

arithmetical operations._ It is conaidered more logically rigorous.

Both theories w hich we have considered show-the: dual ndture of .

numbers and reflect the basic functions they fulfill in practice. These

aspects of numbers are inseparably linked., since every word number named

in counting.can at the same time be regarded as the ordinalnumber of.the.

last object'enumerated and as the quantitative (cardinal) description of-

'. thegroup Counted.

.._Everything.said above has referred to the use of numbers for quanti-

. tative analysis of discrete quantities (quantities composed olseparate

objects). However, man constantly encounters Continuous quantities

(extension, weight, area, and the like).in his practical activity. A

quantitative evaluation of them is no leAowdmportant than counting

objects. This task is perfOrmed in practice throug:the invention of

methods of meauremeu,

As is kftbwn, the comparison of two homogeneous qnanOties, one of
,

which fullillaithe function of a "measure," comprises the basis of measure-
.10

menn BVt measure'ment is inseparably linked to numbers and counting. (For ,

4

example, in unr ol-ling five meters of material, a clerk measures one piece
be,

of mater*1 after another on a'meter st,ick, counting up to five.) The

number obtained in measuring can be 4n3s1dered the'resu lt. of counting.

By the very nature of the matter4 libyever, it acts in a new capacity

here, expresslng the .ratio of one quantity to, another.
3

The operations

3This new capacity in which numbers appear here leads to an extension
'of the number concept, since in many measurements it is impossible to
express the ratio of two quantities by a natural number. When one succeeds
in finding a common measure, by means of which both ,quantities can be
measured in whole numbers, their, ratio is expressed in the usua1 fraction
form. rf, howevet, the quantities being compared are incommensurable,
the search for their ratio leads to the apkarance of irrational numbers.
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of counting And Measuring differ quite substantially, and the meaning of

the numb'ers obtained as result of these operations isNfundamentally

different, though they remain indissolublyeonnected (as we observed in

the comparison of cardinal and ordinai,numbers).
,

It is usefUl to dwell on yet another function of number, which it

acquired in the course of the development of abstract mathematicar,theory.

We have in mind a nuMber which functions as an'"operator." Let us,show

by, examples in what cases a number has the value of.an operator. The

multipliershows how matiY times the multiplicand should be repeated as .

an Wend, i.e., what arithmetical operations should be performed on
b

this number. Analogously', in the expression a the number b will serve-_
to.indicate how many times the numSer ashould be used as a factor. Thus

in these and similar instancea, numbers.act in a new capacity. Still. kr-

. another ipa for apPlying them is opened up.

Simpifying the problem,"we can,say that-in practice, cardinal num-
,

_ bers indicate'how many separate objects are in a. group; ordinal numbers

indicate in which place a given objedt falls when counting; numbers

3ibtained as a result of measurement indicate how-many times a certain

quantity is contained in another; nuMbers.in an "operator" role'indicate .

..which_arithmetical operations should be performed, with another number.

It is fundamental to methodology that every one of these astects of num-
.

bers can.be shown in terms of any other.

,Thus we see. ihat "number" is a multifaceted,phenoMenon; consideration

f only one of its facets would lead inexorably-to unjuOgied restriction

sf this concept and would li2lt the possibil.ities for applying it in

practide. Thelpask of-'axithmetic instruction consists, in this respect,
-

in making c4ldren aware, in the most economical,and rational way, of

number as united in all its aspects, t6 acquaint them with all of its most

'important functSons,'and to teach them"to use numbers, counting, measure-

ment, and the arithmetical operations skillfully; in solving various rac-

tical problems. Let us see how this task was solved and is being solved

.through the methods of teaching.wimary-grade arithmetic.

2. Basic trends in the methods of'introducing numbers.and
, .

the arithmetical operations

Progressive educatorS and methodologists have always striven to pre-

pare mathematical theory so that the information being communicated will

t,t..
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be within the children's power io learn conscously and'durably and yet

will retain its seientif,15 quality. In this rewd, difficulties observed

in children studying mathematics have.been ekplained, mainly, bY-,the

unusual abstractness of the concepts being formed, on the one hand, and

by the concreteness, the liisual quality, and the pictorial natUre of

children's thought, on the'other. hand. The only possibla_way to over-

come this contradition between the demands made on the children by the

material itself and their mental capacities seemed to be maxtmal use of
,

visual aids,and a strictly graduated,transition from the concrete to the

abstract in the teaching procedure.

,
Flom the time of Pestalozzi (riglItiy considered the father Of arith-

metic teachiltng methodology) up to tite present, these principles have

determined the approach to.forming children's gencepts of numbers, cpunt-

ing, and the operations of arithmetic. it. is obvious that with such an

apProach, there,could be no possibility of donsttucting a school"course

in aiithmetic accorclin to the axiomatic s cheme. The opinion of Professor

Felix Klein, fnmons as the head of the refAm movement directed toward

introducing,- into%the sohdol, instruction that meets the contemporary

-level of the develOpment, Alf science, is typical in tLs regard. He No

"kites:

The child will never under$tand if we introduce numbers

axiomatically, as objectsiNaving po content and upon which we

operate according to formgrples established by'our own

agreements-9n the contrary: he unites real images with

numbers; to him they are nothing other'than qUantities of

apples, nuts, and similar good tIlings; onli, in thiS form can

these concepts be travismittedintprimary teaching, only in this

form will they actuany be transmitted 40 the children 129].
A'

.

, r
This is why Cantor's set theory, which opens up the widest Tossi-

bilities for the,use of visual aids" should. be the theoretical basis of

the iptroduction of nuMbers. Prac ical operatiOns with specific object

groups should be the basis upon w ich the concept of abstract numbers, and

the arlithmetical operatipns, are ormed.

All basic methods systems, as a rule, originated from such a genetic

approach in arithmetic instruction. ,However, the s,equence and inter-

relation in. which numbers.ahd arithmetical operation.s....shbuld be studied

e
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were decidedidifferently.in these systems, and as a result, basic arith-

metical concepts were revealed diffewntly in them. All the same, with--

out iing into:detail, let'uS examine from this viewpoint, the besi-known
,...

methods systems in arithmetic instruction, which have been designated as

the "numlaer study'method" and the "operation study.methOd.'

As the name indicates, the study of numbers was the basis.of inatruc-

tion according to the first of t ese methods. Comprehensively Considering

elleach 11.4mber separately with ,e pupils, the teacher had to bring ehem to

perceive clearly hOw a number is composed of addends and factors in all
. ii.

.

possible Combinations. 'They came to know the operations of. arithmetic

on the bafie of a sound knowledge of the structureof numbers. The

consequence was the ability to perform the appropriate computations.
,

Children taught by this method succeeded in reCeiying a clear idea
1-

of number structure only through numerous exercises.in which they had.

to consider groups of sticks, circles, and the like", corresponding to

the number being stndied. The arrangement of these sticks, points, and

circles was to help children "notice" the composition ef the number "at
1

first glance," on the basis of direct_ perception,
.

.

The idea of forMing a "group image" in the children corresponding

to seal number became especially popular after the teaching experiments

of Laie, on theba4is of which t,Iley were given a system of square number

figures, which quite graphically illustrated the structure of each number

and its link with all those Preceding.it.

The method.of,studying numbers proposed by.Grube, a German educator

of the last century (a follower of Pestalozzi), was brought to Russia

through the labors of the famous Russian educator and methodologist

Evtushevskii. Evtushevskii perfected Grube's system and prepared arith-

-metic textbooks, good for their time, that facilitated the introduction

of this method of number study inte the )ussian primary school.

4

The main flawof this system, which later forced progressive Russian

-educators to speak Out egainst it, was that children received an extremely

4
Laie's number figures are used in studying the first ten numbers in

our schools, but only as supplementary visual material, along with various
other kinds of apparatus.
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one-sided mathematical development. As a matter of fact, under this
,

system, children acquired a large fund of ideas, thanks to which all

.the arithmetical operations were reduced, in the last'analysis, to the

mental resolutian\of a number into its addends and factors.- The arith-
,

metical operations themselves, as mental operations with abstract num-

bers'ibased on a knowledge of the properties of the natural numbers

and the principles of the structure of the decimal system, receded to

secondAolace here. The number concept that was formed in the pupils

became limited. Chiefly, it reflected number in its function of describ'-

ing a quantity. However, an understanding of the laws governing the

structure of the natural series, of oralrand written numeration, of the

operations of arithmetic, andlitf basic calculation methods was neglected.

The method of studying numbers did not provide adequate presentation'

of the implications of the properties of the natural series for describ-

ing each number and for methods of carrying out the arithmetical opera-

tions. It artifically impeded the children's acquaintarv with basic

.
principles of the decimal s);stem; which allow knowledge of number proper-

ties and the arithmetical operations (a knowledge which is acquired in a

smaller province of,numbers), to be transferred to numbers of greater
\

size. For example, the addition of 3 and 36 was\ considered only in study-
.

ing the number. 39, and it was assumed that the children could not make

the appropriate calculations by themselves until they had studied this

number, even though they had afready considered 6 + 3, 16 + 3, 26 + 3,

and others.

The school artifically held back the development ef children's abstract

thought, since thE4 logic of mathematics was moved into the background, in

comparison with the formulation of visual "numerical ideas:" ,So it. was ,

no accident that the struggle against the monographic study Of

I

umbers 144

to the replacement of'this teaching method by an essentially ue method,

emphasizing just this aspect of arithmetical knowledge--the method of

studying the operations.

The tran'sition to the operation study method was, undoubtedly, a

progressive phenomenon. Teaching based upon it significantly advanced

the pupils' level of theoretical preparation for further study of mathe-

matics. However, the rush to base all instruction on children's early

t_-
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%
if it.fails him, tie must esort to visual material, without which he may

-

understAnding of the properties of the natural numbers led to the other

extreme. Without a suffitiesi-stock of,life impressions, the children.

learned,formally the knowledge communiated'to them. But the abstract

.mathematical laws which were to guide them in carrying out certain opera-

tions with numbers sometimes lacked real meaning for them; they lacked

a solid foundation of sensory perceptions.

Less and less attention was given to acquainting the children with

the composition of numbers.. The idet was that knowledge of the composi-

tion of numbers, in this system, had to come of itself from numerous

caiculations made by the childyen on the basis of their knowledge Of the

properties of the natural numbers and the law4 of the arithmetical opera-
,

tions. So, in adding within the first ten numbers, children were obliged,

for examl4e, in finding the sum of five and three, to use the technique

which they had learned of rearranging' addends and/then to use the method

of adding units or groups. The appropriate chain Of reasoning was

supposed to look like this: "To'add 5 and 3 is the same as.adding 3 and 5;

3 consists of 1 and 2; first I add 1 and 5 and get 6; I add 2 and 6 and

get 8. Then, 3 4- 5 = 8.". By performing such,calsculatiOns many' times, the .

'Ehild was finally to remember that 3 + 5 = 8. If he wanted to check him-

;self, when he met this example again, he Had to perform it again, relying

on his weil-entrenched knowledge of the natural numbers and the methods

of calculation that were described.

A child who had been taught by the-nlamber study method would have

/94'-'

answered the question immediately, without re oning,it out, based simply

upon his clear idea of corresponding groups of oblects (if onlY the fin-..

gers). The second way in this particular case (which uses small numbers)

is simpler and easier for children to grasp; ads more rational. But
f

the picture changes when the operations are to be performed with large

numbers. Knowing the basic methods'of calculation allows the child to

find the answer through reasoning. The method reduces a more difficult

case to an easier one which he has studied a0equately earlier. If he

is not proficient with the-e metods, he has only his memory to rely Upon--

li

be helpless.
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Thus, instruction by operation study armed the pupils with a more

nearly perfect means of solving bY giving theta 'general rules which they

.gould apply on their own to any specific case. However, it sometimfs

caused extra difficulty for them, especially at first, since it did not

take into proper account the child's peculiarities of thinking. Further-

more, with this teaching method, the idea of ordinal numbers moved into .

the foreground, and considerably less attention was given to showing

numbers as a description of quantity. ,

On the whOle, it can be said that the operation study method-7brought

forward to counterbalance the number study method, which gave a limited

notion of numbers,and the arithmetica4 operations--was itself somewhat

limited. In both systems, regarding a number as the ratio of o quanti-
fir

ties and acquainting the children.With the operator function of number

were not special tasks. Numbers as ratios were. cowidered mainly

connection-with thi study.of fractions; numbers as operators were u ed

in practice in ,the transition to multiplication, but their new funct on

here was not brought home to the children.

The contemporary methodology of forminethe concepts of number, c unt-

ing, and the arithmetical operations is based on the general principles
A

elaborated by the.partisans of the operation study method. At the

present stage of methodology, however, certain corretives have been

included in this method which aim at eliminating the shortcomings that

have been.noted.

3. The methods currently used,in our country to introduce numbers

and the arithmetical operations

Nowadays, when the cultural level of the populace of.our country

is rising from year to year and the network of preschool ins4titutions is

constantly expanding, dhildren first meet numbers, countingl and'the

arithmetical operations long before ustematit instruction begins in

school. Unfortunately; until now almost no work has been done on methods

of elementary instruction of children at home (before the child starts

school), although methods' of teaching. the fundamentals of arithmetic in

kindergarten have seen quite a bit of attention in our educational litera-

ture. The system by which kindergarten curricula have been constructed

is presq,eed in full in Leushinals book, in its second printing, which
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every primary schoolteacher Wuld find very useful [35]. The system

elaborated by Leushina is a combination of the number study method and

the operation 'Study method.

In accordance with the curriculum and methodology, children in

kindergarten,arithmetic,class continually deal with quantities of objects..

From percei4ing groups of several objects as a whole they gradually move

on to resolve the quantity into its individual elements. They are

taught how to correlate the elements of two groups of objects by-pairs and

how to compare size of the groups on this basis (establishing the equali-

ty or inequality of the groups being compared, and determining which of
7

them contains more objects).

But along with this kind of exercie, the children are taught how

to count objects. Having Nastered the operation of counting, they use

it in practical exercises to compare two groups of objects. Instead of

correlating their elements one-to-one, they enumerate the elements of

each group. On this basis a link is later established between adjacent

nuMbers in a series. Thus the foundation is laid for studying the proper-,

ties of the natural number series. ,The ordinal number is considered along

with the cardinal number.

Even in'kindergarten, the children get aCquainted with different

methods of calculation. Inthis connection, the study of an addition
e

table is broken down into the three stages of censideration of the cases

1) in which the sum does not exceed five, 2) in which a smaller number is

added to a larger, and 3) in which a larger number is added to a smaller.
N

During the first stage, children learn the appropriate cases from

the table "on the basis of the study of number comvsition," Leushina

says in her book. That is, the children learn primarily on the basis of

concepts that have been synthesized as a result of numerous practical

exercises in breaking down a given object group into two parts. ,However,

the second stage of work assumes that the method of adding the second

addena to the first by unitsAas already been used. The third stage

(adding a larger number to a smaller) conceras schoolwork, in which the

corresponding calculations are performed by rearranging the addends.

Thus we see that the preliminary work done in kindergarten as

*preparation for regular arithmetic work in school envisages all around
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knowledge of numbers. The children get to krow numbers as a description

of the size of grops of objects. They learn how to use numbers and

counting to dete ne the relative size of groups of objects. In counting,

they become'familiar not only with cardinal numbers but also with ordi-

nal numbers. Having learned the natural number sequence, they investigate

how it is constructed (they ascertain that every next number is the result

of,a3Uing 1 to the previous number). All of this leads them in earnest

to a conscious wse of the properties of the natural series in calculating,

and to actual perfAmance.ofarithmetical operations with abstract num-

bers. At the same time, during this preliminary, preparatory work, ser-

.ious attention is given to havi:ng the children accumulite a large stock

, of concepts which help them to analyze how the numbers being studied are

composed of addends. We see that the method of introducing numbers,
t

-,... counting, and the arithmetical operations here descrlbed combines features

of both.the number ptudy meth d and the operation study method.

?The same principles are he basis of the methodology of introducing

numbers, counting, and arithmetical operations which is used in the first

grade of our general edcqt.ion schools, a methodology which we shall now

consider. Quite near children received the kind of preparation

in/arithmetic envisioned the kindergarten curriculum,the work done in

regular school could be planned as a natural continuation and develop-

ment of preschool instruction. 'But mass-inspection of the preparation of

children entering first grade, performed repeatedly by the Academy off

' Pedagogical Sciences, has shown that children differ greatly frOm one

another in,this respect 19, 44, 55).

The general conclusion of careful study of the characteristic fes7

tyres of the knowledge, skills and habits, of sven-year-olds when they

senter school is that, despite a rather large fund of such knowledge, it

is still inadequate. It needs replenishing, strengthening, and systems-

tizing. All of this work to be effected in a class whose pupils differ

Sharply in,arithmetic preparation. This is one of the greatest diffi-

culties any teacher inevitably,encounters from the first days of classes,

assuming that he intends to continue developing the arithmecal concepts

lthe child formed before entering school.
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The current methodology solves the problem the following way. Be-

fore initiating systematic study,of the arithmetical operations'(addition

and subtraction) up to ten, from whichone could begin if all the children,

had the preparation specified by the kindergarten curriculum, one must

conduct intensive.preparatory work, directed at more precisely defining,

replenishing, and systematizing the knowledge that the children have

previously accumulated. This work, which is often repetitive for chil-

Nten who COME from kindergarten well prepared, envisages a more exact'

definition of-basic ideas and the like, numerous exerkises in counting

objects, and the formation Of the concept of "so many" (based on count-

ing). Thereaftet, the children proceed to study the first ten 'numbers
k '

.in order. Usually two lessons are allotted for eact number, and they are_

conducted, as a rule, in a specified manner. ,In t4e first lesson the_ .

children learn how to forM'a new\hember by joining one to the previous-

number (by means of corresponding object groups and practical operitions

with them) . They then study, how to form a group of objects correspond-
111%

ing to the new number,_and practice counting up to the number being

studied (in both directions, using concrete visual aids and square npmber

figures): Onde familiar with the characteristic features of the printed

and written numeral corresponding to the number being considered, the

children do exercises in correi.ating theonumeral with the quantity and

vice versa, as well as exercises which require them to know'the place

of the numbers studied in the series (naming the numbers "neighbors"

in the series, naming the one following the given number or the one

preceding it, remembering a gap in the.series, and the like). The lesson

as a rule ends with the children writing the numerals in their notebooks.

The focuS of the second lesson in studying a number shifts to an

analysis of how it is composed of addends. Every possible combination of

twe numbers adding up'to the given number is considered through actually

'dividing a group of objects into parts, and by working accorling to illus-

trations in the textbook and number tables. Along with object demonstra-

tions, square number figures are used in studying the composition of

numbers.

As they are studying nualbers, t,he chi1dren are meeting their first

arithmetic problems and exemples,.. M hi level:of instruction, they
. .
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solve only such problems andexa which require a unit to be added to

a given number or taken away from it, and they determine the result on the

basis of practical osperations--joining one object to a given group of

objects, or removing one object from a group.

After all ten numbers are examined this way, one after another, the

teacher proceeds to introduce addition and subtraction up to ten. The

method proposed by the textboOk is that, from this moment on, children

should not perform addition and subtraCtion by counting, but rather by

adding on (and taking away) units and then groups (twos, threes).- The

order in rith.all cases are considered is: "Add and take away one,"

"Add and take away tigo," "Add and take away.three," and so on. ,After

adding four, children are visually introduced to the commutative property

of addition, and use it later in adding a larger numbe-r to a smaller.

Learning all the cases in the addition and subtraction tables by heart

should be the result of numerous exercises in adding andaubtracting by

units and groups.

'This methodological system of working on the first ten numbers has

gained wide popularity in mit- schools, especially aince it was made'the

basis. of the standard first-grade arithmetic text. However, a number of

criticisms were leveled at it in the works of Soviet methodologists.

These remarks usually dealt with the order of introducing the children

t411 individual,questions of this tepic, and ended. with a specification of

the content of wOrk at separate stages of, studying the topic [1, 10, 57).

In certain methodological investigations, it has been noted that in

actual school teaching, insufficient attention is given to creating in

children the sensory f.oundations necessary for forming the concept of

abstract numbers, for comparing numbers, aria for studying the properties

of the natural'numbers, and that in this connection some knowledge.of

arithmetic In children is fomal from the very start.

Let us dembnstrate with some examples. To explain the concepts of

"bigger" and "smalles,"-separate objects (a big ball and a smaller one,

etc.) rather than groups of objectsare used for ,comparison in the first

lessons. In such a demonstration, the pupils do not become sufficiently

aware of the arithmetical meaning of these concepts. Later, when they

study the first ten numbers and are asked.which of ttio numbers is larger
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and which smaller (for examilelL"5 or 4), tt*le children orient theM-
.

selves by a formal feature (the number's place in the series) when they

answer, without being able to check their conclusion experimentally-(by

ebmparing corresponding groupp of objects). The teacher is nqt verifying

the children's grasp of the arithmetical meaning of these basic concepts.

He is not guiding the formation of these concepts without which conscious

mastery of numbers and the operations of arithmetic cannot be ensured.

Another criticism that deserves a4 ttention concerns the way ,in which

cliiildren learn the order of the natural numbers. Numerous observations,

as well as the special experiments cited [9, 37, 44, 56] prove that chil-

dren learn the order of the first numbers of the series easily (as a rule,

before starting school), but their corresponding comprehension is almost

inert. Though they eas4ly reproduce this order in the forward direction

beginning with 1 (1, 2, 3, 4,...), they experience considerable difficulty

when told to continue a series starting with any other number (4, 5, 6,

7, ...), to count backward, or to name the number following a given num-

ber or preceding it. Also, knowing how to count from one allows the pupil

only to perform ,the task of counting objects. For all further work
w

connected with the study of arithmetical operations and number properties,

confident and flexible mastery of the series is necessary.

To ens)re just such mastery of the number sequence, it is necessary

to organize suitable 'exercises. Observations show, however, that many

teach'ers deiSend excessively upon frequent repetition of their number

sequence in the forward direction, "from. the beginning" (starting with 1),

and fail to pay enough attention to exercises directed at more flexible

mastery of the number series.

Specific ways of using the various schoolroom visual aids to,form

children's concepts of numbers and the operations of arithmetic have

also been subject to criticigm. It has been mentioned that the tethod

of using visual aids should vary accolvding to the tasks Confronting the

teacher at each separate stage of forming these conceptA.

A failure to meet this obvious requirement can be seen, for example,

in the following case. Having introduced the first ten numbers, the

teacher moves on to consider addition and subtraction. The chief tasks

at this period of instruction is to ensure the children's advance from
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the method of counting from one.to the method of adding (or taking away)

.by ones and groups. If the

(6

ildren then are given only cOncrete visual

aids (i.e., objects) in solving examples and problems, as they did
.

earlier, the instructor not only fails to
0
maxe the transition easie but

-!

on the contrary makes it more diffidult for them to advance,to the new

method of determining the result. Indeed, if, for example.the remainder

which the children are to determine in solving a subtraction problem i6

presented in visual form, it is easier for them to cdunt the corresponding

objeCts than to use the subtraction method, which is less rationalainder

these conditions.

Clearly, when a new problem is'put forward at a given'stage of

instruction, the way in which visual aids are used should vary so that

the .teacher creates conditions for completing the assignment which set

off.the advantage's of the new method of solylhg, or better yet, which

absolutely require its applicaO.on. Various partial uses of concrete

visual aids 4(e.g., in.which.one of the addends is'given in number form

and the other is illustrated with an objeCt) suit this purpose (for, more

details, see [42, 56]).

The above and other criticisms of the method of forming concepts of

numbers and the arithmetical operations are, we See, directed toward a

more exact definition of particular'questions, toward perfecting the

present system, and do not generally concern itS substance.

The merit of the method used in school to form the most important
*

concepts of arithmetic was not subject to doubt until very retently.

Everyone agreed that the concept of numbers and aTithmetical operations

was to be formed by giving the children abundant experience in actually

working with quantities of objects. In the course of comparing.groups

of objects, establishing one-to-one correlations between elements of

compared groups, joining groups of objects, etc., the concept of num-

bers as descriptions of quantity, the concept of numbers as ordinal names

for objects being counted, and then the concept of arithmetical operations

with numbers, were te take shape in the children. No ona was confused by

the circumstance that'eniargement of the number concept--acquaintance with

other.functions of numbers--was deferred for a rather long period, and

when the task of broadening the number concept arose in the course of
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instruction, children often met with substantial difficulty, since it

was then necessary

habits. Such phenome

rrange previously formed knowle4e, skills, and

ve been observed in introducing fractions,

negative numbers, and so on.

No objections were ever raised, either, against the general approach

Laken in acquainting children with the--Principles of mathematics, an I

apptoach iihich was charted by the aarriculum and can thus be:defined in

very simplified, schematic form: from ?ractical operations with real
ai1/4

objects tmainly before Primary school and during the first weeks of school>

to operations with numbers and the studyof their prlerties4the first

5 or 6 years of school); from considering the properties of nuabers and

the four arithmetical operations with specific examples mall from consides

ing the interdependence of certain specific quantities to !discovering

general properties of numbers and the operations of arithmetic expressed

balettersymbolsandtostudYing various forms of interrelation between .

quantities in generalized form (from 7th grade on). A gradual transition

, from the concrete to the abstract--from consideration of particular cases

to generalization (tor example, from operations with numbers to leet'er

expressions), gradual enlargement of the number concept by the introduc-

tion of certain new number forms and subsequent generalization of the

numbers studied (by comparing them with ones coniidered earlier)--thi

is the 'primary trend in the formation and development of basic math

matical concepts which has been determined and reinforced by experience.

Ill recent years, however, this general trend in arithmetic teaching

and above all, the very approach to forming the concept of numbers, consid-

ered to be tested and confirmed by centuries of school instruction the

woLd over, has been cast in doubt in the works of certain investigators.

The urge, so charcteristic of our time, to revise radically.the entire

system of teaching mathematics in school (particularly in the lower

grades) is explained primarily by the fact that against the background of

grhndiose successes in science and technology in modern times, against

the background of rapid development of the exact siereil7Fg7ilie inadequacy

of the mathematical preparation of the g aduates of our schools is being

felt more and more.
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AO
The relatively insignificant improvements and corrections that have

been made in our curriculum and methods up to now still have not been able

to ensure eliminatison of the gap between what the school gives the students

in this regard and the requirements of life. The creatOie thinking of

methOdoIogisps and psycholoasts, scholar-mathematicians.and practicing
1

teachers'ii., vqlved i search for a way to overcome this contradiction.

To everyone,inter d in the organizati?n of mathematical education in

the school oflhe fdiure, the projects for radical revision of elementary

"school arithmetic instruction advanced by various authors and whole

scientific groups today, both in our country and beyond her borders, cannot

fail,to arouse the liveliest interest. So let us look in somewhat more

detail at certain modern trends in elementary school mathematics instruc-

tion that have direct bearing upon the problem of introducing numbers and

the arithmetical operations.

4.. New trends in methods of introducing the principles of

mathematics

.1n this section, certain new trends in methods will be considered, all

of which call for radical reorganization of primary school sathematics

teaching. One of th.em is linked to the name of the Swiss educator

fuisenaire The !'new method of teaching arithmetic in primary school"

that he worked out has been widely disseminated-in the schools of a

number of foreign ccInntries.

Cuisenaire posits as the basic task of arithmetic instruction the

pupils' conscious mastery of mathematical relationships, based on practi-

cal operations with special teaching material. To this end he proposes

the use of rods of various sizes and colors that would replace definite

rs. All the operations of arithmetic and the correlations between

umbers are rvealed, in his system, with the aid of these rods.
5

For

example, in introducing the oncept of multiplication as the addition of

equal addends, the,author use-one long orange rod and five short red

ones whose aggregate equals it in length. The appropriate entry is made:

"1 orange = 5 red," or "5 red = 1 orange."

5For a detailed description of Cuisenaire's devices, see [7].
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Cuisenaire similarly shows the relationship between the different

operations of arithmetic: 'three light-greal rods and one white one are

matched in length to the orange rod, so that the pupils perceive various

possible corrections visually. For example: ."3 light green + 1 white ..,

1 orange," or "1 orange - 3 light,green I white."

However, this is all determined by color (without numbers). In

various practical exercises, for example, a rod.three units long is

replaced by three rods (1 unit) or two bars (2 + 1). All thia looks

very unusual to our eyes, but this method can facilitate comprehension 'of

certain mathematical relationships because it (is quite graphic. In this

case, the pupil has the opportunity to perceive visually a number of

combinations that shoW diverse relations between quantities and between

the arithmetical operations.

From the study of mathematical relationships through color, Cuisenaire

leads the pupils to study them "in terms of the nuMbers from one to ten."

The expression "in terms of the numbers" is not accidental here. Tor
it

Cuisenaire, numbers are not the object of stedy,just as, earlier, color

was not. Both are only a means to another end--the comprehensiOn of

matfienatical relationships.

Characteristically then, the value of using "semi-abstract" material

that can replace (symbolize) mathematical relations in teaching arithmetic,

lies, according to Cuisenaire, in the very fact that it is "semi-abstract."

He critiatzes bringing everyday situations into arithmetic teaching. He

0
notes that objects from the environment should not be objects of calcu-

lation in arithmetic lessons, since they distract children from discover-

ing numerical relationships.

School instruction in our country aims to effect close links with

life. As we see it, in contrast with Cuisenaire, the use of numbers

everyday situations not only does not lead the pupil away from the basic

academic task but, quite the contrary, it facilitates more conscious

learning of mathematics, an understanding of its link with the practical.

From associating with adults, a child begins very early to choose objects

to count in his environment. By the time he comes to achool he has already

accumulated his own arithmetical experience from his life. ,And no colored

rods symbolizing abstract mathematical relationships can "tear him away" i

or isolate him from this life experience.
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Indeed, even during the first days, months, and years of school,

children will continually have to solve problems in life, problems re-

quiring the tse of numbers, counting, and the arithmetical operatiomp..

To deny for an extended time any guidance whatsoever to children in solv-

ing these eday problems, to create an exceedingly artificial situation

in which they have to perform various manipulations with "cemi-abstract"

,material in mathematics classes (and they are unable to ccniprehend either

the sense or ultimate aim of the manipulations) would tne.ar to repudiate

the leading principles of instruction and education upon T.Thich the wqrk

_of the Soviet stflool is based. \

Cuisenaire's approach to numbers also raises fundamental objections.

Keeping in rtiThd that one of the most important tasks of the school is to

nourish a scientific, Marxist world-view in Children, it is exceedingly

.important to construct mathematics'instruction from the very beginning so

as to make them aware of the link between this science and practice.

Children should realize that the nuMber concept has been adopted by man

from the real world and is not a product of pure thapght, and therefore,

number should be a special object of study in school.

However, these fundamental objections to Cuisenaire's initial posi-

t tions do not preclude the usl of individual methods he has recommended

ok in practical instruction in our schools; in particular, one should try

using rods of various sizes and colors to show the pupils visually the

varied relationships between numbers and thgsarithmetical operations

as well as basillParithmetical laws. The arithmetic counting box of rods,

which we use, is not sufficiently adapted to these ends.

-Individual attempts by Soviet psychologists to revise radically the

content of mathematics education, particularly its elementary stage,

deserve more attention. Thus, Gal'perin and Georgiev's work, in which

they elucidate the results of experimental kindergarten teachi4, regards

as paramount, In the formation of the conc4t of number, the analysis of

the numerical relationships beween quantities through measurement. In

one of their reports we readr' "The mathematical approach to the quanti-

tat4ve aspect of things beginswith the isolation of a 'measure" [23].

Therefore, in their next-report, whIch discloses' a program for instilling

elementary mathematical concepts, they chose the "formati9(of a.matilemati-

cal approach to studying quatities" as the first topic [22].
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The authors sa one of.the chief tasks of the study of this topic

to be to teach the children not to estimate size by the impression they

gat from a direct comparison of dimensions, but to systematically use a

ruler and the results of measurement.

All work involved in studying this topic, which'eincludes formation

of the concepts "larger," "smaller," and "equal," is done without numbers

or counting. When two homogeneous quaniities are compared with 'the help

of a chnsen common measure, chips (or notches, etc.) are used instead of

. counting in the comparison. Every time the measure can be put on one of

the rods (or one glass is measured off; etc.) one chip is set aside;. the

groups of chips so obtained are compared by establishing a one-to-one

correspondence, and a conclusiOn is drawnwhich of the quantities coMpared

is larger, which is smallersccording to the results of the compariso .

6

Twenty-two lessons are allotted for such preparatory work; the pur-

pose of which is to establish a link between a quant ative estimate of

quantit4j, and its measurement with a unit of measur Then the Children

'proceed to study numbers (38' lessons). At first they form the concept of

unit, formulated by the authors thus: "That which is measured and equals

a unit of measure is unity, or one." All subsequent numbers are formed

from 1 by adding 1 and are studied consecutively according to this plan:,

forming a new number and naming it, applying the number in measurement,

cardinal and ordinal counting, addition and subtraction up to the given

\number.

After'studying numbers, special time is allotted to considering; in

generalized form,.the relationship between a quantity, a unit of measure',

and a number. It is explained that one cannot compare numbers obtained

from measuring heterogeneous.quantities, or from measuring homogeneous

6The third report [22] relates in detail how the experimenters begin

with exercises in which the children compare quantities composed of simi-

lar objects, chosen with the aid of a unit of measure (there is a unit

for every kind of object)f The direct comparison is replaced,by indirect

(with the help of chips, r;larks, etc.). Finally-Erie exercises create a

situation in which number3 are necessary, in connection with tasks of

the form: "Go into another room and get as many... as there are things
(chips):here--but you may not take the things with you." Hence the

advance to counting and using numbers as a description of quantity.

4
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quantities, or from measuring homogeneous quantities using different

units of measure. At thisestage, a series of practical exercises is

conducted showing how a number ob ined from measuring depends upon th&

unit of measure by which mea rement of\the given quantitY is accomplished.
7

And the reverse situat s are also consideredhow the unit'of measure

mUst vary if a n ..'.er is assigned and the quantity increases or decreases,

and how the qua tity must change if a number is given and the unit of

measure increas 8 or decreases.

We can see that the system of intrOducing numbers, counting, and

the'arithmetical operations proposed by Gal'perin and Georgiev [22]

has much in common with the one currently employed. Indeed, numbers

'even here are introduced by actually establishing one-to-one correspondences

between the elements of groups of objects. Fundamental to the introduction

of numbers.'here is the concept of "so many" that arises from comparing

. object groups.

The chief difference between the way children are introduced to' .

numbers now and the one contemplated by Gal'perin and Georgiev is that

in the latter, work begins by comparing centinuous quantities introducing

theprinciples of measurement and doing suitable exercises without using

'numbers or counting (until they are introduced in class). According to

the experimenters, childrein should first perceive numbers as the result

of measuring (as the ratio of. the 'quantity being measured and the chosen
-1'

unit of measure). However, counting and numbers are actually intrOduced

in exercises to rePlace the chips that had registered how many times a

unit wts contained in......9measured quAntity. In'this connection, in fact,

numbers are introduted, as usual, to describe quantitatively a group of.

objects,in this experiment (by establishing a one-to-one correspondence

between the numbers arranged in natural sequence and the chips making up

the group being counted).

Actually, as we have seen, children meet numbers for the first time

in exercises that require an answer to the question "how many?" (that

is, exactly how many separate objects--chips, notches, and so on--not

"how many times is the unit of measure contaid in the quantity being

measured?"). True, familiarity with numbers and counting is used

7
See preceding footnote.
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immediately in connection with measurement. So when children are taught

experimentally in GalJperin and Georgiev's system, they are introduced

earlier than usual ,o numbers obtained not only as a result of counting

but also as a result of measurement. They meet numbers not only as a

description ofthe quantity of individual.oblects making up the group

being counted (nlibers as "a collection of units") but-,also as indicators

of ratio.

From the very beginning of instruction, the important fact is brought

home to the chinren that a number'depends on the unit of measure chosen;

that the un,it of measure is part of the quantity being measured but is

by no means identical with-the concept of unity in itselfjevn discrete

quantitS can be counted in pairs, in threes, etc.). Such an approach'

to formingithe number concept is of undoubted interest.

In crtheizing 9le modern teaching method, Gal'perin and Georgiev

stress that it doeslot give spfficient attention to lpmbers as an indi-

cation of the ratio of one quantity to another. Galanin pointed this out

in his time, when he wrote more than 50 years ago:

...Elementa'ry instrUction insistently builds the idea

that a number is a collection of hotogeneous counting units,
but this iilea cdrtainly does not contain-the idea of ratio,
although-...the number concept is, rather, contiained in ratio,
for which a collectionl'of counting units is a particular

instance 121].

'One must admit, apparently, that this defect in the method of num-'

bers study has been preserved to the present day. Gal'perin and Georgiey,

have outlined one possible way to overcome this.defect.

TI:en there is doubt about the advisability of planning itatruction

so that, in arithmetic class, for a, relatively -15rol ged period of.time',

the children do not use what they have learned about number. It is

al,go very doubtful whether lessons devoted to introducing numbers should

create a conflict, to a certain extent, between what the teacher sayS and

tfie knowledge the children have acquired earlier. The_question arises,

can the defects of present methods mentioned above be'avoided, at the

same time guaranteeing, in the first stages of instruction, a natural

continuation, development, and extension of the relatively rich store
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of knowledge, skills, and habits*in operating with numbers and,counting

which children learn before school.
8

The same questions arise in considering the experiment conaucted

under the direction of bavydov. This experiment proposes a radital revi-

sion ofthe entire,system of teaching mathematics principles. DaIydov

gives much attention in his research to questions.connected with the study

of nuMbers and counting [13). A

-Davydov's basic plan is to begin teaching mathematics in school by

developing in children an Understanding of the most common mathematical

relationships, stated in letter symbols. He proposes that basic numer4-

ical relationships between quantities be,considered first so that numbers,

their properties, and operations with them will apPear as particular cases

-of already familiar general laws.

Accordingly, Davydov allots three-fourths of the first year.of schoOi

to considering the basic relationships between quantitiesr-forming and

comparing the concepts of "larger," "smaller," and "equal"; considering

the.conditions of maintaining and violating an equality, going from an

inequality to an equality and vice versa; considering the relationship

between elements of an equality. All the while the children have'nothing'

to do with n4mbers: they operate only with specially selected teaching

material (rods, containers of water, sand and scales, etc.).
.

in the study-Of equality--hbw it is maintained and violated-addition

and subtraction signs are introduced. The children learn to express as

a formula the transition from equality.to inequality and the reverse. For

example, A B, A - e B e; dr A > 13;,.' A - e B, A - B,- e.

The experimental instruction showed that first graders learn these

relationships in letter symbols without numbers and before numbers. Num-

be,xs and counting are introduced, in Davydov's program only in the second

semester. Numbers are introduced as the ratio of two quantities, which

are compared by measuring them.

After-Solving problems related-to measuring various quantities (of

length, weight, etc.) with the aid of various measures, the children be-

come fami1i4r with this kind of task, for example: "Put the number 3

8Ga1'perin and Georgiev [22] investigated kindergarten teaching,
where these questions are less meaningful than for work in the first

grade.
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on the axis, taking 4 boxes for a unit.(a measure)," and so on.

In this way they become familiar with ihe principle lizn which the

natural numbers ai-e constructed. Relationships between quantity,
i

measure, and number are then considered. Exerascs of this form are

carried out: "Quantity A by measure as. equals 6; the same quantity

A by measure e equals 8. Which measure is larger, £ or e?"

The next part of the program calls for intr ucing addition

anii subtraction of numbers, but unfortftately, ri1 these arithmetical

'operations are inculcated is not consfatred in detail in the published .

. materials, which only say that addition and subtraction are introduced

"by means of reducing an inequality to an equality." Examples like /

\ this are cited:

\

.8 >

8 -2=
%

5

5

3

3 + x

<

T

7

7

- 5 + x

X =

x = 7 - 3

-It is explained.that in both cases x is fouili first by using

a ta4e (the instructor akks Slow much should be added to 5 to get 8,

anethe.c4ildren look at the table and find 3). .The table is then

memorized by means of the exercises.

Furthermore, it can be seen.from the published curriculum that

later, numbers will be understodd,as the ratio of the quantity being

considered to the quantity that is taken%as a unit of leasure, a notion

euTloyed particularly in explaining the meaning of the operations

of multiplication and division.

Neither the procedure or teaching experimentally according

to the cUrriculum under discussion, not its results, have yet

received'Sufficient elucidation in print: So it is not poAsible

to make a detailed analysis of the merits of the proposals. We
a,

must, however, turn our attention to.tte most controversial

'aspects of Davydov's proposed system,an methods, of forming the

number concept and.of teaching children counting and the arithmetical

operations. .It was mentioned above th Davydov's experiment raises

the same doubtsdas did the view of Gal perin and Georgiev. In
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'ctnnection with bavydov's.proposals, however, we ust raise a few

.additional questions of fundaMental importance.

The first quesion: daa one arm.students wit4wthe. skill of

"immediatelvanipulatIng quantitative features in generalized form"t

on the basis of practical,wdrk with sticks, paper ribbons, blocks,

and plasticine, with water, weight, and-.other such teaching material?

Will this generalization be,so broad (as the experimenter is

convinced) as to make it possible later to consider corresponding

que with numbers qp a particular case? This question cannot

be an d merely on the basis of theoretical analysis: It needs

to be studied in actual instrUction. What is more, even if suitable

research is conducted which answers the question in the affirmative,

it is still'necessary to che6( whether the method contemplated

meets the criterionof raising the effectiveness of instruction as

a whole.

The second questiom Is it right toqUse l'etter symbols at such

an early stage of instruction, for writing the generalization being

taught, as Davydov proposes? There is every reason to fear that

sullh early introduction of l-etters can lead to Elie unwarianted

"formalization" of instruction and to its isoNtion from life.

The fa4t that children, judging by the data cited in Davydov's

article, learned to carry out exercises linked to the use of lettbrs

'in mastering,the described curriculum (Ides not prove that they

.c011 be able to suPply the knowledge acquired to p ctical p b1649. *.

Finally, the third questior2 that should be co t mpl en

cOnsidering-this system 4 this. By placing the idea of ratio

in a position of prime impO'rtance in teaching the number concept,

studying mainly the c7Aarison and measurement of continuous

Oantities over an entire year of instrdction, do not the experAenters

reduce glie signifiotance of a number as the result of counting, as a

quantitative characteristic of' sets Rpmposed df separate objects

'(sometimes not uniform in, many respects)?
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It is difficult to say definitely 'which tasks are more often

encountered in life--those requiring measurement or those requiring the

unting of separate objects.
9

Each of these tasks has its own specific

cha acter, and if Davydov is right when he reproachesmbdern methodology

for neglecting the task of instilling the concept of number as ratio, is

not he making the same mistake in regard to establishing the numerical

(quality of discrete quantities?

In considering the different functions numbers perform in the solution

of yarious practical problems, we have already menticined that each of them,

:*enerally speaking, can be seen in terms of another.

Methodologically, however, the aspect of numbers "turned"

'atowrd the children when they first meet them is,scartely an indifferent

matter. it is also im rtant for all aspects of numbers to be sufficiently

illuminated later instruction..: The need for a system of suitable

work, and for a proper sequence in considering all problems related to the
a

forilation of the number concept and mastery of the arithmetical

operations, should 4fulfilled by beginning with tffe general didactic and

psychologieal'pri!nciples described in the first chapter.

From this standpoint, it is more rational to lead the children away

from forming the number concept*on the basis of practical operations, with

concrete quantities and sets of objects, to an deeper study of the

abstrIct properties of numbers and operations with them. This course

makes it possible to organize school instruction as the natural continua-.

tion and development of pre-school instruc lion, to use more fully experi-

ence in operating with object groups and iitial knowledge of numbers and.

sq
counting, acquIred by the children before they came to &thool, and allows

9Theoretically, of course, one tan consider any problem of the second
type a particular case of the'first. But is not this too hard for a

first grader? Does he understand, for example, that when he answers the
question, "How many chairs are in the room?': he 'has used the concept of
"chair". as a measure just as in measuring water he used k_lass as a

measure. is ndt the reverse reasoning simpler, in which measuring is
considered a particular case of counting (let us count how many unitS of
measure are contained in this quantity being measured)?

tio
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mathmaiics teaching to be'clbsely related to life from the start. Under

these conditions, the knowledge children acquire in the first grade allows

them to solve a wide variety of tasks .that arlie.in their playtime and

schooJ>factivity and.in daily life. At the- same time, the-study of numbers:

and e operations of arithmetieprovides a foundation'for later generali

zations and for moving on to letter symbols.
4

The problem of perfecting numbers and the operations of arithmetic

and of removing the defects that were justly pointed.out in the works

consideredmbove should be conadered from this particular standpoint.

We are attempting ,a solution in our experimental curriculum which is based

on ehese conSiderations. This curriculum is presently being checked by

the Institute of General and Polytechnical Education of the RSFSR Academy
10

of Pedagogical Sciences.

10The experiment, was begun in the 1963-1964 school year in Moscow

Schools NC% 314 and 44, In the V. 1. Lenin School, in Kursk Soklool No.

7 and Kardymovskaya School in the Smolensk province; in 1964-1965 it

Covered more than 40 classes in various_prev,lnces of, the RSFSR.

arri
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CHAPTEkII

a

INSTRIICTION TN MENTAL AND WRITTEN CALCULATION

1. The Iron of teaching mental and written calculation in ;In
.

elementary mAthema,tics course

It s generally agreed jiat.aldng with the inculcation of basic

mathematical concepts, thi stulSof' number properties and the laws of the
q.

arithmetical operations, the formation of children'g calculation skills

occupies a most important position in eleigerktary school-teaching. At_

various times and in 'various countries,Nedamental discrepancies have
4

beton observed in determining the relatiVe i4artande of mental and

written methods of calculation, As well asin'the very appro4Ch.to forming

the appropriate skills.

The American school, for example, has alway4characteristically been-

enchanted with written methods, and in forming calculation skillso, it has

always attached tundamentar importance to mechanical.practice exercises,

which occ+ most, of the time)allotted to arithmitic\pvruction.

- By contrast, the Russian schallol Illas always been distinguished by its

great attention to mental calculation and its desire for children to gain .

a thorough understanding of the calcielon methods use'd in carrying out

the arithriietical Operations, in both mental and written form.

In the*American sch ol, children are taught to urriEb--addition and

.
subtraction in "colu " while they are still stndying,the first t'ell

numbers, and then as they became familiar with these operations up to,

2R, 100, and over, they are taught to use writtenmethods of calculativf

Thus even in the first year of school, written calculation predominates.

Our children use exclusively mental methods during the first V07(5 years of

school,Nhen the first 100 numbers are studied). Later, the children

must mehtally solve simple problems in addition, subtraction, pultipli-

cation,and division with large numbers, resorting to writteh valculation

only when actually necessary'.

4*
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Obligatory daily exercises in calculating mentally, performed at

literally every arithmetic lesson in the elementary grades, have become

'a deep-rooted tradition of school instruction.

To what can we attribute the adherence to mental calculation so

characteristic of our schools, Apart from the practical significance of

the ability to perform simple calculations "in the head" rapidly and

correctly, Soviet.methoAlogists have always'Oonsidered mental calculation

one of the best means ok. deepening the theoretical knowledge which chil-
'v

dren acquire in arithmetic lessons. Mental calculation: facilitates the

formation of basic mathematical concepts, a more tlhorough knowledge of

how numbers ar-vomposed of addends anct factors, a,better assimilation of

the-laws of the arithmetical operationo, and so on. Also, great educational

importance has always been attached to exercises in mental calculation. It

has beea felt to facilitate the developnent of children's resourcefulness

quick-wittedneas, attetition, memoty, ac ivity, speed, versatility, and

0
independence Of thought.

0

omparing mental and written methods of calculation, progressive

prer,.re lulionary Russian methodologists often noted that in all these

respects, mental calculation Opens up .significantIy wider possibilities

khan :Written calculation. In their ef4rts to underline this basic

distinction,-methqdolegiats of the pastrRometiws even exaggerated .the

significance of mental Calculation, incorrectly contrastthg it to writ-.

ten, Vor example, the Russian mathematician and methodologist, Golden-

berg wrote that mental calculation deals with numbers'while written cal-

.

culation deals,with figures. The, first, is natural while the second is

artificial. Further, mental calculation Is creativebut written palcu-

latia,is constrained. Authors ot methods Manuals opposeesuch a sharp

jhxtaposition,.eVen in the pre-revolutionary period. They particularly

emphasized that even Written caiculazlon recNires a certain degree of

awareness:

It is ncessary to stress another aspect as well, to which Gonciarov

[24] addressed hia attention. To a certain degree, automatism should

play a part even in mental calculation. Even then one must talk about'
40

-developing particular skills:on the basis of special,ly selected exercises.

Even the stage of mental calculation thSi appears the most creative, that
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is, analyzing the numbers subject to calculation and choosing the most

rational course of calculation, requires special skills acquired only

through exercise. In recent years, voices have begun to be heatd concern-

ing the unjustified %ominance" of calculations in the elementary arithme-

tic course [13]. They refer to the eXistence of handbooks of tables that

children must know how to use.

What place should mental and written Calculation occupy in a modern,

school? What more particular questions related to this topic are futdal

mental and require special testing in school? Bo forms of calculation
ic

, should retain an important role in the sYsteM of e ementary school mathe-

matics instruction. A book of tables cannot embraep all situations tbat

therpupils will meet in life. If they carry out arithmetic transform,ns

by themselves, it will help them understand the very essence of the trans-

formation, without Which it will be hard for than' tp understand even the

tables. But the teaching ofrmental and written calculation should be

streamlined by introducing expedient changes in both curriculum and

methods.
ft

The posSibility of an earlier introduction Of methods of written\

dalculation 4p to a hundred (not up to a thousand, as stipulated by the

Current cArkqulum) should be determined later. One should also check
,.

whetlier concentric cycles might be curtailed by discarding one thousand

as,a special cycle. There are serious'grounds for considering the possi-
r

bility of reducing Certain instances of written Calculation in the currid-
t . * 7

N ulum which deal with multidigit numbers. Ceetain Cased of multiplication

and division by a three-digiCnumber could be suA0ect to curtailment.

first. Certainly, calculatiorimethods are the sate for larger numbers as

they are fd-t. smaller numbers. 'The student masters these methods,complete-
,

ly by dealing with smaller numbers. And if in peact*ce:he finds'let
.

necessary to compute with larger numbers, he will be fnlly able to deal

with,them. Hy knows the methods and has only tp concentrate throughout,

the_entire calculation process.

It should be noted in passing that,children in school make the most

mistakes in written calculations (with large numbers) not because they

do,not know the calculatioR methods, but because they fail 'to maintainst ,

their attention'uring the Wh,qe ealculation4process (for details, see
,

,the following section). Having the stuctents,generalize the study mAterial

IR
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mare,often should play a decisive role in streamlining the teaching of

calculation technique.

2. Heavy reliance on geveralizing in teaching calculation

The basic methods of msntal and written calculations which.children

must master in-elementary school are based on the properties of numbers

in the decim system and on the properties of the arithmetical operations.

Children ar introduced to methods of calculation,however, long before

they know t general laws on which they are based.

We hav lready talked about the difficulties which the child meets

when first i troduced to numbers and about his great need to consider a

sufficient number of concrete facts--practical operations with quantities

of objects. Even here, however, literally from the first steps of instruc-

\Lion, the numbers themselves should become the children's object of obser-

Vat on Thus, when telling the children how the number 2 is formed by

joining 1 to 1, and then how 3 is furled by joining 1 and 2, 4 by joining

1 to 3,1,>tnd so on, the teacher should impress upon them\the generalization

that d:Very next number cambe obtained by joining 1 to the preceding one.

Analogously, in Considering the composition of each separate number in

order, it is necessary that the children grasp the main principlet-that

every number can be composed either of individual units or of'various

groups.

Quite clearly, at this stage of instruction one cannot expect the

pupils to verbali Na. tIlete general_prineiples, but one can and should stim-
\,

ulate them to carry over the knowledge they have acquired in studying

certain numbers to other classroom material.

If these initial,generalizatoms are reached in the study of,the .

first ten numbers, it will be possible to raise the level of the study

of addition and/Subtraction within 10 on that foundation. But in doing

So, one must c nsider each case of addition and subtraction separately,

relying priyiarily on the visual methods principle, as is most often done

. in practioe. Another way, however, is much more effective for impress-

ing upo the children the general preposition on which these casescre

based:/ "Every number can be added (and subtracted) in parts, either in

uni.tj or in groups." The children come to this conclusion by observing

th teacher add on 3 circles, 4 squares, an161...he like. The children do

7
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not, formulate the conclusion, but they themselves l'egin to act by analogy

in conside(ring new situations. Because of this, one may raise signifi-

cantly the share of work done independently by the children in analyzing

new material.

Here--though thig procedure is not stipulated by the curriculum--it

is useful to introduce the commutative property of a sum (as the textbook

urges). The children are introduced to this.property visual law

is not put into words. They are required only to learn how tqluse it

consciously and in the right ,i)lace in calculations. Thus, Slolving the

example 2 + 7 = , the pupil will say: "Adding 7 and 2 is the same as

adding'2 and 7-- you get 9," and will write the answer, 9. That is

enough. a

In studying the topic, " e Second Ten gumbers," the children master

basic methods of mental and written calculation (representing a number

ap the sum of a row of ones, methods of adding and subtracting with and

without "carrying"). Therefore, it is very impoant to Toint out to

them these general_principles as well as to hay.jthem memorize the.table

laf.addition up to 20. Knowledge ofthese principles not only-will help
e

tkle children to consciously use a particular calculation method, but

it will be good preparation for a later consileration.of the propmerties

of the arishmetical operations.
Ilt ;

One can say ap roximatelx,the same thing about mul liscAion in

first grade. Here i 'i."S` even Aore important.to understand the principal<
,

and-not just learn particular cases. A basic task in the first year of

school is t Show the meaning of the operationT-TO indi!cate the link

between mul iplication and addition. All work on this topic should be

subordinate to instilling the concept of multiplication as the addition

of equal addends. The exercises given to the children should show that

multiplication always can be replaced by addition. It is best to do

this with simple problems in multiplication, with the aid of an illus-

tration of the conditions of such problems. On the other hand, it is

important to show that not all addition can be replaced f)y multiplication,

but only addition of equal addends. To,this end, ill addition to examples
,

of the type: 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 31= ; 4 + 4 + 4.= , etc., and the%

assignment to replace addition by multiplication, one should 'give examples
414
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in which subh a substitution may not be made, as well as mixed examples:

3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 5 =

Furthermore, when studying the arithmetical operations in first

grade,children can learn certain particular cases,in geherai form, such

as, for ..ehmple, subtraction in which the remainder has a zero or multi-

plication bY 1.

Under the heading ",h Hundred," work continues in forming and per-

fecting skills of mental calculation. One can rely on What the children

were taught in first grade more fully thah-has inen done until now in

studying operations wittlin 100 in second grade. Everything should be

done.to make the children see how much there is in common between the

new examples and the ones they solved in.first grade. For this, one

should first compare examples solved analogously, such as the following;

14 + 3 = ? 24 + 3 ? 36 + 2 = ?

14 = 10 + 4 24 = 20 + 4 36 = 30 + 6

4 + 3 = 7 4 + 3 7 6 + 2 = 8

10 + 7 = 17 20 + 7 = 27 30 + 8 = 38

14 t 3 = 17 24 + 3 - 27 36 + 2 - 38

In demonstrating the solving method with visual/aids, it is better o use

the samegaids as in first grade, to give oral explanations in the same

fotm, and so Dn.

Children perceive the resemblance between adding (and subtractyg)

within 20 and within 100 fairly easil. ,But they do not always perceive

the distinction so well as the similarity, and thus they make mitstakes

in solving. Consequently, it is useful to organize exercises so that

examples of this kind are contrasted. 4

In order to study mUltiplication and,division up to 100, the chil-

dren must not only learn the proper tables, but must also explainthe

relation between the operations under discussion, and apply knowledge

of this relationship to deduce the appropriate tables.

In second grade, children become acquainted in practice with cer-

tain new properties of the arithmetical operations. Besides the commu-

tative and associAtive properties, they use the distributive propertysof

multiplication over addition and others extengively in calculation. The

corresponding laws usually are not stated here. But in fact the cjj.drcn,

in solving appropriate examples, can already perform operations sed on 'a

4 .
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general rule, Without resorting to visual material every time.

First- and second-grade experience in applying the properties of the

arithmetical operations and the decimal system when studying mental calcu-

lation is an excellent foundation for the final fourth-grade drill in

'the correspondtng generalitations.

In teaching written calculation in third and fourth grade, it is

extremely important for the children to realize the meaning of the opera-

tions carried out in each specific case.. 'Although they give much atten-

tion to teaching the children conscious methods of mental and written cal-
1,

culation, teachers do not always fully Use, in later work the total knoW1-

edge whit the children acquire.
, 14.

Thus in aciyancing from-ree. concentrit cYcle to another, from the studye

of operations with numbers 'up to¶000 to the study of operationa in the

whole field (Pi- numbers, the teacher arbitrarily spends much time on

explanations which add very little to what has been said earlier.

Much attention should be given to making children aware of the

features of the numbers of,the decimal system as they advance from one

concentric cycle to another. On this .basis, having noted the similarity

between operations with different sized numbers, children can independently

carry over their knowledge, skill and habits (acquired, for example, in

studying addition and subtraction to 1000) when performing these opera-

tions with numbers,of any size.
1

In speaking about the role of generalization in teaching operations d

of calculation one must touch upon the question of introducing third

graders to fractions, although this leads us slightly beyond the bounds

of the topic at hand.

Fractions are introduced in third.grade, according to the curriculum.

However, as mentioned in the explanatory note to the curriculum, familiari-
.

ty with them begins essentially in second grade, where the students aut

given ttie concept of a part of a number, they learn how to find a half,

a third, a fourth, etc., of a number. In third grade this work must be

developed, of course*NAnd here a special cycle is introduced, the content

.1The metiodolggical literature throws much light on the question

of mental and written calculation [49: 54].
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Of Which is listed in this way: "1/2; 1/4; 1/8; 1/10. Expanding and

reducing, reading and writing fractions. calving problems by finding

a fraction of a number" J583.

Here one cannot but note that along with a natural expansion and

deepeniy of the work in second grade, occurs a relative restriction.

In fact, in second grade the children learned to find any part of a num-

ber (within the limits of the numbers and operations studied),, and in

thirdrade theiewOrk is limited only to the fbur fractions indicated

in the curriculum and,',accordingly, to fractions with denominators of

2, 4, 8, and 10.

Thus, even though the second grader Mb no difficulty finding a

third or a fourth of a number, here for some reason it is proposed, after

teaching the child to find, say, 3/4, 5/8, 7/10, to teach him to find

2/3' of a number, prematurely (?!).

Obviously, this reflects the influence of tradition, which proposes

monographic study of certain specific fractions, whose number and form

did not remain constant as the Curricula changed. ''The authors of pre-

vious curricula-quietly rejected the possibility of children's realizing

the general principle of forming and naming a fraction even in fourth

grade. In this respect, the current curriculum takes a step forward,

since it proposes that in fourth grade; in solvinglproblems involving

finding a fraction, the third-grade skills and knowledge for fractions

with denominators 2, 4, 8, nd 10 will be expanded to finding fractions

with denominators from 1 to 10.

Howevtr, in third grade the monographic quality is retained in

studying parts. The experlence of the best teachers testifies that

after learnifg how to form, read, and write frac4,ions by three or four

expmples, the children are able correctly to explain how to form, read,

and write other fractions not yet considered in class. The students are

fully able twlearn the law that is the basis foryobtaining any part,

-4nd to make the necessary generalizations. But in order to do this it

is important not to isolate the study of one part from another. On the

contrary, the teacher must show.the connection betwgen the cases,being

,considered. If the eacher tries to instill suitable generalizations,

it will make it easi4r for the children to study the curricular material

and will makethem eaware of what they-are learning.
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' 3. Calculation-errors and how to ovetcome them
. 1

The basic idea advanced by psych4ogical theory.COncerning errors

comes down to this. A mistake is not just the absence of the right

abswers. It As the result of,a detn te proces't, the nature of which

'must bxa unma-gked. This proposition is often neglected in teaching prac-

doe) Interest is shown only in the examples or problems in which the

children make mistakes, and the same conclusion is made in all such cases.

A mistake means additional eXercise is needed. We 61'1'4311 nlapply this

conclusion to all cases.

. The distinctive nature of a mistake dictates distinctive methods of

attacking In a single example there can,be mistakes of different

origin. Even the samemistake, moreover, may have a varying nature. To

undersLnd.how diverse errors can be; we must be guided by adefinite

classification. A study of tile Inistakes our pupils makOin ca*Alatin

makes it possible to draw up si a classification.-

We divide all mistakes in c culation tato two basic Categories,

according to the Source of the mistakein the comations carr out .

a given operation or in the quality drf. mastery ot'arithmetithl k d e

and skill.
P

Mistakes ciused by conditions under which an-operation is tarried out

are "mechanical." They arise when, becave of certain conditions (fatigue,

'loss of interest, excitement, distraction, and the like), a child's con-

scious control weakens in solving exampiles. The mistakes do no,t imply

lack of knowleS e, nor do they imply that Some arithmetical op,-.ration has

not been.learne thoroughly enough-7they arU linked only to t e pupil's

weakened attent'on as he carries out the operation. Therefore, mistakes

of.this kind fluctuate. An example solved incorrectly the first time is

solved correctly the second time,/ even if the first misiake is never
4

corrected. 4mong these mechanical mistakes are slips of thetongue and

pen, when instead of one number, another number bearing some resemblance

.to it is uttered or written,. This resemblance can be caused by various

factors such aS the sound of the number botil7 pronounced or the way the

figures are writtenl_ t may have an acoustical, optical, or motor basis.

Replacement of one idea by a similar one may occur not only in the

final step of the process--writing or pronouncing the finished result--
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bat also at_earlier stages, when pereeiving the numbers (by ear or eye).

This'catagory of mistake also includes so called "perseverative" mis-

takes, in which some number is fixedly retained in the mind. Such is

the nature of the mistake 43 + = 70; in this, case Lhe digit in the.

second addend was mistakenly written in the total. In certain; cases this

phenomenon is caused by assimilating or likening one number with another,

such as in 6 + 7 = 12, in which tht second addend obviously was likened

to the first (6 + 6). The mistake 47 + 9 = 66 has an analogous origin.

In this case the.tens digit is likened to the units digit.
.

These mechanical mistakes are quite varied and yeld to explanation

Rly with difficulty. Therefore, attempts to explain the conditions under

which this kind of mistake is more likely to appear deserve great atten-

tion.

Research has shown ..hat in the performance of all four operations,

examples containing identical digits g ve the greatest number of errors. .

In a number of cases, the "persevera ive" tendency was strenthened

the presence of Identical digits, which encourage errors such Gs 4 x 4 = 24

or 6 x 6 = 66. This phenomenon needs additional research and analysis.

Wpakening of conscious control because of fatigue is peculiar to

written calculation. An increase in error is observed when progressing

from the 14owerfp1ace/Va1ues to the higher. This phenomenon was specially

studied hy Pehelko./ It was found that of 200 third graders who solved

the following addaion example, 40 made errors--no errors in the units

s,

place, 5 errors in. the tens place, 14 in the hundreds place, and 13 in the
/ wte

a

470,824
15,782
6,594 .

7,986

thousands. In this example, adding ithe units,.the sum of which was 16,

was file1 easiest for the pupils; next in difficulty was adding the tens,

which totaled 27, and the mos.t difficvlt was adding the hundreds, which

" totaled 2.9. -One might infer that degree f e'rror in adding the num:-

bers in a given place-value depcndl on rile magnitude of the addends.

TrZtteck this'inference, the pupils were told to solve an example

in which the sum of the units was the'Largest number, the sum of the tens!,
,

,was a litye less, the sum of the hundreds still less, and so on. The

15-

s
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inference was not confirmed. Adding the units, the, pupils made 4 mistakes,

the tens, 8 mistakes, the hundreds 11 mistakt (Thousands and higher

place-values have fewer addends in the examPle, so that they do not enter

968,469
77,698 .

+ 348

into the comparison.)

Oi the basis of a number of these examples, Rchelko draws the follow-

ing conclusion: :

In adding several addends, the nUmber of Mistakes increases
with progresgion to higher place-values. Obviously, a great

many numbers and an abundance of operations on them quickly
tire the pupils and dissipate their attention.0 Furthermore,
every error in the preceding places influenceS the results of
adding the numbers in the next places [4,7: 53].

This cause--weakened conscious controlis .the basis of a very p

vasive error, in which pupils fail to carry out the operation vindicate

by the sign. The-peculiar character of the numberstgiven in

may determine the choice of operation in this case. Certain n

create very-favorable conditions for a.particular operationthe

e example

bers

bi-

nation of 56 and 6, for example, creates conditions for easy subtr,action.

In this case, through weakened conscious control, sublraction may be per-

. formed in sf)ite of another sign in the elimple.

Performing an pperation which does not covAspond to the sign may

alsil be conditioned by the influence of preceding operations, a phenom-
,

enon which might be -called inertia of adtion., For example, a upil

solves several addition examples in succession. After a while.he stops

paying attention to the sign and adds; even tho?gh an'example Iws'some
'

new signs, such as subtraction. This kind of mistake is typical and is

encountered at various lrvels of instruction.

A mistake such as 80 15 ='6 occupies a rather special placAamont.

.
mistakes caused by weakened conscious control. We fOund this ermr in

the test papers of a number of third graders. Even adults make this kind

of mistake. They usually explain it ty referring to their experience--

"Usually It can be divided without a remainder." The number 6 was chosen

,as quotient ITeeabse multip4ing,it by 5 gives a number ending in zero.
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The same proe,es,is the 'basis for this error among schoolphildren.

Weakened conscious contrdl ifi solving an example fs-doubtless another

basic reAson-for this mistake. But faulty learning of division with a

remainder is also involved.' That Is why such d mistake can be considered

a transition to the next group of gdstakes.
/1

Mistakes in the second group are caused by insufficient mastery of

arithmetic skills. This group can be divided into/ego large subgroups,

according to th& nafure of the mental'process, upon which the knowledge

and skIlls are,based.

IL the calculation skill is bas.ed on rote memorization bf definite

numerical reults and if it is.poorly established, the incorrect answer

mfty-vary and sometimes may even alternate with the coirect,answer. For
,

exam1e, one putal was obser6d.to give three different afiswers'for.the

example 7. x 8. One time he answered incorrectly-754, anotIler time,

correctly-56, and the third time, on a test, again incorrectlyv 7 x 8

) 58.
A

Mistakes of the second subgroup, contrasted with mistakes of the

earlier ,kind, -relate to' skills based on a general rule. The nature of

the mistake is detemined,hera. by how the rule was learned, by the extent

toyhich the rulaused to perform the operation has been generalized.

Sucli mistakes are relatively constant.

For exauple, on the tests writteen by pupils (two second- and tWo

third de classes) inione Moscow school, 'more than 50 mistakes were

made in solving the example 1000 : 200,but all of them could be reduced
-

to twp forms--50 or 500. -In certain children we also discovered a sub-

stantial persistence of the error. On three tests separated by inteivals
*

P

of time, one little girl wrote the same incorrect answer. A number of

pupils repeated their mistakes on two tests separated by an interval of

3 1/2 months.

Cases like this beloiT to the same category: A pupil who got 10

;alien he divided 96 by 6 ieft the mistake uncorrected when he ctrecked his

work, .and when,he thecked a classmate's work, he replaced the other's

'intorrect sol'ution (96 ',,16 9) with his own incorrect solution. A
4

number of pupils retained the wLng answer c2f 10 in this example over

rather extended interva1s of time.
fr
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.,On what processes are these mistakes baSed? How does the pupil

modify ,the known rule when he carries out a wrong Operation? A study of'

the mIstakit permits an answer to tiiis question. 'A!'rule the pupils learned'

earlier acquires an unjustly broad application, or 4Lrtain necessary steps

in it are omitted, and as a result the rule is c'arried over to cases where

it does not apply. S.uch is the origin of mistakes like WOO : 200)= 500

a or 1000 200 = 50. In perfcarmling addition and subtraction on numbers
.

containing zeros, the pupils operated acoording to a definite rulg. They

Performed the operation.by discarding the zeros beforehand and then attach-

ing zeros to the result. Passing on to division examples. they proceeded

in exactly the same way. Thus, in the example 1000 : 200, they obtained

5 by dividing 10 by-2. To the-5 they attached a numbef of Aros (one or

tr).

The next mistake, 96 16 ia 10, ariles.analoiOus.ly. A pupil himself

explainq the steps of his calculation as 90 10 = 9, 6 = 1, 9 -i- 1 =

Yo. Again a rule applIcable to written addition and subtraction (in.which

the operations.are performea sepsrately in regard to't.e tens and units)

is cauied over into division.

In the two'examples cited above, the rule's application was extended

to involve not only addition and.subtraction, but any operation% -

Mistakes engendered by tne similarity of two tules are a special

variety.of tistakes of the seconc1 subgroup (mistakes based pn general rules).

There are, for eNaliip1e,.two similar rules for shorr addition, and for

subtraction, of R. Jn both cases, one must perform the appropriate opera-

'don first with ten and the reverse operation with one. Thoo one is
-

subtractgd in the first case and added ia the second:' In a number of cases,

the pupils are not aware of' this latter, particulr, and differentiated

task. They are aware of it only &I general, indefinite form (some opera-
, .

tion with 1 has to be'perform ed). In this case, an incorrect answer may

have even a betti9- c..11,a,nce i,f arising than a correct one, since the pupils

have a Cendency to carry gut t'he same operation with One that they carried

out first with 10. For example, some pupils got 26 when they added 15 and

9, since they added 10,to 15 and added on 1 (instead of subtracting 1).

A numher of researchers digtinguish errors conditioned by habit as a

special group of mistakes. Hvever, 'our analysis of mistakes shows that
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the concept of habit as applied tin mistakes needs to be.analyzed. Habit

,.can bqilexpressed through paychologicallY different prOcesses: First, it

can be expiessed by the establiAment of a habitual operation. In this

'case, it is easily overcome b'y exerting attention (see,the examplea in

1

rthe first group of mistakes described). Second, it can appear in 'the

form of a habitual generalization (mistakes of the second subgroup, jpst

described). In the latter case, it is not enough for'the child merery

4.0 exert his attention to.wiercome the mistake it is necessary to show

him the rror of the generalization and to instill new information, and.
_

. -.- ,
then new habits.

The methods'of attacking mistakes should be veil*, apd tke choice
.,

of method is determined by the nature of the mist ke. Ile causes of

mechanical mistalces lie outside atithmetical kn Wlellg'e and skills. Th d-
. .

fore an attack, on these mi4ta1es should be directed toward'increasing

the child'*s interest in arithmetic exerLsises, mobilizing-his attention
1:

heightening his sense of reaponsibility, etc.

The me.tholis of attacking the other two kinds of mistakes ate Tate

different. Here the cause of the mistakes islrevealed in arithmeticAl,

know.ledge and skills. Tlie foie"the correction ora mistake must
.

.

,
marily.concern just thos4skilIS andiXnowledge.

'The problem ts often put this Wayl. Is there any posierive'value for

overcoming an errory analyzrng it? Ot can concentrating 2ti an error

only lead to harli", so that,practice in correctly'sOlvingtapptppriate

examples mustAe the basic measure?

As ouz/research has shown, it is not legttiMate to make such a'

statemeWabOut the relative vaZue of methods without considering 4-le

natur,of the mistakes. In one case analysis of a mistake plays a very

large rolefin overcoming it, blit in anOther 14 is totally useless. 'When

wa deal with mistaketh based on a misunderspanding of a rule, it is very

important to analyze the mi:stake itself and show the pupil how it arose,

so Oat he may realize his mistake.. gn the other hand, it is totally

useless (if not harmful) tk5' rivet the pupil's attention to a mistIke

'that arnse as a resultet an insufficientlY established skill. The
4

pupil cannot extract any.instructive lesson from analyzing the solution
4

Af 7 x 8 - ,54. Here the sole method of attacking the mistake is supple- *

mentary exercise in a poorlly established skill.

r

s.
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In one school, various methods of attacking errors were tested.

The'results, showed that analysis of errors based oft-a false understanding
We

of rtlesphad'a very great ffact... The pupils who previously had made this

kind of mistake did not repeat it. Moreover, error analysis prevented

,other, pupil's, to a significant degree, from makialg these mistakes later.

The effect of awareness of the mistake was so powerful that the Tupils

who madg the error remembered 4t... They received a kind, of "intellectu'al

burn" and subsequently were wary of the mistake. For the other category

of mratakes, alich resulted from insufficient:retention of a skill, extra

practice was the ouly effective-method.

Irt attacking mistakes, much attention should be given to "prophylaxis"
#

or mistake prevention. Every teacher knows that it is necessary above all

to guarantee the pupils' effective utder§tanding,of schoolwork in order

protect them from later m1stake4 But there is still another way df

prevepting mistakes, the significance of which some\teaChers underesti-

mate. We mean the way ln which exercises are selected. Even with a

sufficiently thorough understanding of a rule, a child may err.because

the exercises using this rule were, too monotonous.1

These mistakes demonstrate the following law, which is characteristic

of mental activity (we described it in Chapter I, but let us recall it):

When hoMogeneous operations are repeated under identical conditionsi the

elements of the situation that refilaJmed constan f'or the duration of the

. repetition cease to be perceived. The law man fests itself'not only in

mathematical*skills bUt in all other fields a well.t When pupils solv& .

many examples in succession using the same operatjon, they stop paying

attention to the sign. But, if one obser,vs the principle of heterogenity

in selecting exercises, the cause Cf the mistakes wi!ll`be eliminated.
#

The pupil who 'is solving examples in various operations alternately will

pay attention to. the sign each time.: Here it is necessary ,constant1,y

to ffie the childrim watch for possible changes in the condition of the

examples being solved. Instead of the general warning, "Be careful,"..

special directions can be given from,time to time: "Watch out for the

owation signs," "Check whether you pay or may not use the iie in

this case," and the like. There is every reason to believe that the

shortcomings which stili occur in our pUpils practical calculations occur

4
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?not so much because they do not knoWthe r2d1e, as because the system'

of exercises for-actually using these rule; ip insufficiently organized.

lw
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CHAPTER.IV

TEACHING PROBLEM SOLVING'

)

' I.' Arithmetic problems in the elementary mathematics .courie

ThEt question,of the place of arithmetic problems in the-system of

mathematics education demands serious consideration,q

On the one hand, Vie experience df the foremost educators and

methodologists'shows t at solving arithmetic problems (usilig a proper"

method of instruction) plays a viry important, positive role iiii.mathe-

matics instrUctionl On the other Rand, more and more voicee'are being4
heard regatding the inexpedience of ksep'ing arithmetic problems.in the.

curricula, Or at least regarding the improt5riety of using them to the

extent to:which. they ,have been used.up to now-.

Academicians S. L. Sobolev, A. L. Mints, and others declare thit

. mathematics 1,s taught in the schools contrary to "tlie rules of optimaf

sVategy," so that children who are taught arithmetic mUst waste their.

energy "learning abstract thinking all over again in.algebraic form."

From this standpoint, arithMetic problems receive the most criticism.

According to Sobolev, after masieLng algebra, a child is no longer

able, as a rule, to solve an earlier problem by aritimletic methgds.
1

Why then deceive the children? Why 'not teach them abstract thinking

In the lowest grades?

BecaulSe of this controversy 'it is neceSsary, in expounding the
.-

fpundations of the method orteehing the,solution of arithmetic.prob-

lems, first to recount cl,earlythe real role of arithmetic problems in

arithMetic instructLon, Why th0y are needed and what mental processes

they develop in the childres. In addition, it is very important to\

understand how the algebraic method of'solving differs psychologically

from the arithmetical one and whatiliental procesSes"tre cadted out in

each case.

Problem solving has always been consiAeeed in an arithmetic course

as a study activity with d double aim. First, it facilitates mastery of\
2
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mathematical congepts ind laws by showing their relationship to life; and

promoting their use. Second, it" has an Independent value as it tends to

serve to develop the pdpils' creative thinkirig. If_ you analyze 'the arith7,

metic texts for the primary grades (the ones'by Fchelko and Polyakt or

others), you will quickly note that a substanttal number of problems serve

to. instill mathematical'concepts and laws.(the concepts of difference,and

ratio, the operation properties, etc.). Other problems are aimed at

teaching'pup140 particular methods of solving. These are the so called

'tYPe,-prOblems." In a4dition we find, in the third- and fburth-grade

texts, a section of linteresting" problems, consistipg of extremely hetero-,

geneousproblems such as somewhat more difficult type-problems, examples

in story form, and riddles.

To discover the role of problems in mathematics education and tf3"
. -

analyze the arithmetical and algebraic techniques of solving them from
a

a psYchological standpoint, it is necessary to analyze different kindS of

problems- A study of the problew-Solving process discloses the following:

In all Cases the children;,must perforrdtwo basic mental operations--analysis

and,abstrAction. The pupil has to analyze the condition of the problem
a.*

into the data and the unknowndand choose sn.appropria e arithmetical opera-

tion. He must abstract from the.subject of the prob em and translate into

mathematical language, so to speak, the relationships between the data And

therunknownwhich are'described in the texe'in every4ay terms.

When he advances tO probleMs in two operationa, the pupil's zone of

. choice is broadened. He must phoose not only the operation but also 44

pair ef numbers from several given in the condition. lf, however, the

'composite problem easenly.,two nUmerical data, he is-required to provide

an intermediate datum from the condition, and here again the ehoice of '

the ,intermediate datum is determined by what must be found in the,problem.-

It is determined b'y the'question which the Artlem raises.

Let us investigate the'processes effected in using the algeiraic

method of so,lution, which presupposes setting up an equation in these

elementary cases. First, it is necessary to determine the possible

methods (and their psychological meaning) which form a transition from

arithmetical.solution to solution using an equation. Setting up a numeri-

cal formula (not after solving and obtaining a result, but before, when
.
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the(unknown.has not 57t.begn deterMined) is sudh a transitional form.

Let us consider as an'exampleiww...%,fermula is used in two single-

operation problems. In the 'direct problep

4

There were 7 apples, of which 4 were gaten. HOW many

apples were left?

the unknown is the number of apples left, and the relation betWeen the data

and the unknown can be expressed by the equation x 7 7 - 4, br (if a ques-,

tiou mark is used instead of x) 7 - 4

In the reverse p5oblem, expressed indirectly:

There were several apples. Four were eaten 'and 3

were left. How many apples were there at first?

the unknOwn.is the initial number_of apples and the relationship is ex-
. ,

pressed by the equation I. + 3,,

.Cemparing the aelthmetical method, of,.solving with the one which

.approache's the algebrdic,'we mUst pay attention'to theGfollowing circum-

stances. At firSt glance, the use of.x introduces nothing UAW And specif

ic into the problem-solvingvrocess, and in the right-hand side of the .

4

equation, we are dealing essentially with a numerinsl formula.- 'But

thtre ts one essential n

When we tell the pupils

faced wit'h a special tas : find g

question mark) what is unknown an

unknown (inthe firs.t problem, "How

chological point that should be considered-here.

write an equation before solving, they.are

the unknown, designating by x (or a

as tibe found in 'the'problem.: This

1,ples were l.eft"--in the second,

/ "Hownanr apples were there") det rmines thlnumerical formuLa (in the

firsbt case, 7 4; in the second, 4 + 3). Determining "-unknown thus

becomes the central, special task.

Psychologically it is also,vgry important that the pupil be reqiired

not simply to repeat some part of the condition. Indeed, pupils do this

"constantly in answer t6 the teacher's question, "What does the prOblem

aS3.4" but not uncommonly, this turns into an empty formal repetition of

the final question, which does not make the pupils a.Ware of the-unknown

as'distinguished from the irailable data. The psychological faq,ters

involved setting,upt,an equation is something.else. Here one way not
4

limit oneSelf to repeating part pf the text. One needyo reflect upon
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ttie hole text of the problem, breaking indown into the unknown and
, .

the data, and to write.down the reSult of this reflection in expanded

form on.the left and right sideit of,, the equa;ion.
e

The tise of x has anotier imporihnt advantage in this case: By.
,

dire5ting'the problem solver,to lookfor the most general feature--

\Pthis is not known," "his has W be found," it should hasten the pro-

le
\cess of ahptcacting fronr the nonessential story aspect Of the condition.

. _

At the game time it should be stressed that setting up such an
,

equation (even in the simplest forM) presupposes that the pupils axe

,able to read the condition carefully,' to und.erstand the meaning alopthe

Concpls used, and to.refteseni clearly the situation described in the

'problem. And tIlis ability is a&luired when sing the arithmetica method t
r

of solving problemso. So in thit respect, atithmeti i.s necessary for,
.

alg

A significant number of.arithmetic problems in,two or more opera-
.

tions can be sofved, like one operationproblems, purely by arithmetic.

In this case, however, writing down x brings Something new Into the

solving process. Let us show thl_s by the example, ok solving a two-opera-

tion problem'inIfirst grade:

There are 6 liters of milk inoone pilk can and in
anothertocan 2 liters more than Th the first. How much

milk is thAx.e. in both. milk cans?
r ,
a

Chi dren solving this problem often make the Mistake of fusing %qo

.
. ,.

operations into.one. They add 2 liters and 6 liters, and when they get

the result, they feel they have answeredthe final question of.the prOb-
,

lem. )What,good is it to write the equation. x .. 6 + (6 + 2)?' Here again,
.

the unknown, or what iS sought, is separated fro4-what 40 givn,.`and the
.

_

necessity of writing out the data should help in identifyinethe two

'operatiofts--botli the intermediate and the final one.'

e Setting up an equation gives the pupil a ehance'to.turviey the whole

system Of interrelationships expilessed in the probleM's conditi n, which

\he does before he solves the problem with numbers. .When a proble is.'

.solved by arithmetic,'without.first setting up an equation, the pupil

Iften is so absorbed in solving a particular problem and concentrates

so hard on the calcula-tions that he overlooks the.mathematical

-.P
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structure of the problem as a wnole and the system' of interrelationships.

.connected with it. Solving equations of the type's cRzasidered does dot

yet rpquire mastery of spaniel algebraic apparatus Since. operations 'with

the unknown are unnecessary.

Among the problemstcited.ebove was a problem expressed in indirect

form:

There were several apples.. Four were eaten and 3 were
left. Haz many apples were there at firist?

To solve'it, we dev,ised the.equation x = 4 + 3. One can, however, set it

up diffrelitly: x =-4 .03 , And t his equation, thongh it calls for an

operation with the unknown, cab., be solved without using algebraic appara-

tus--by knowing the relation between the components of the operation (in

thN case, that the minuend equals the subtrahend plus t* difference).

Ari equation for a division problem can be constructed and solved

analoiously: 4

14, Twelve meters of cloth were used to make all the
dresses, 3 meters for each dress. How many dresses were

made ih all?

In this case x denotes the number of dresses, and the equation has the
,

form 3x = 12. Here again the equation can easily be sOived on the basil

of'what is learned in the arithmetic course--one of the factors is equal

to the product divided by thetother factor.

It 'should be, noted that solving problemt witt equations which call-
.

for an operation with theiunknown woad,not seem.to be any simpler than

sedving by arithmetic. On the surface, the reverse is true. In solving,

for example, division pr6blems by the arithmetic method, the reasoning

consists of one step, and accordingly, one operation--division--is per-
,

formed immediately, wAePtas in composing an equation, the reasoning

consists of two steps: first the operation on the unknown--multipli-

cation--is designated, and only then is the division written out and per-
.

formed.

.
But from the purely qu'antitative aspect.of solving, the arithmetic

method of solviing is somewhat more difficult psychologic-ally, sitice it

assumes qualitatively original ways of thinking which differ for every

problem. In this case, for example, it is-hece sary to imagine that as
,)

mitny dresses will be made as the number of timls 3 meters is contained
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in-l? meters, and when solving the indireet "apple" problem it rs necessary

to choose the operation of addition, which contradicts the terms in the

text of eSe problem ("were eaten," "were left") which are closely linked'

with subtraction in the child's experiende. By contrast, solving a

lem by an equation supposes a method of rearning characterized by greater

.uniformity and varying little lor various problems. The nnknown is

singled out, its quantitative relationship with other data is detertined,

and so on. The Covrse of constructing an equation in solving an indirect

problem reUects the cours'e or the everyday actions described in Nle prob-

lam :

If x is the initial number of apples, and 3 apples were
eaten, -ihen, must bje taken from

The qualitative diversity df,arithmetical.solving nmthode ancitb

uniformity of the algebraic are even more striking in solving type-..

problems. In them, setting up an equation helps Significantlyaimpli-
,

fy the solving process. 'This proposition is true primarily for.ptableas
%

which require an ari*trary assumptibn, an artificial transformation'of

thg condition. Among Otilers, sum-and-ratio' problems, datw-equaliz)pg

problems, and substitution problems belong to this caeegory. For example:

Ten books and 20 notebooks were bought for.. 2 rubles. A
book is 8 times as expensive as a notebook. How much each
do a book and notebook cost?

ZO solve this"substitution" problem bY arithmetic, we have'to resort to

al artificial inethod, supposing that only notebooks were bought,and

14ccording1y conclpding that 80 notebooks 'can be bought in 'place of, 10

books (natura11y,' the children find this train of thought difficult and

cannot do it by themselves), Then Vie fiAi the total number of notebooks

(80 1-.20 100), then the price of each notebbok (2 rnIdes 100), and

so on.

The algebraic method of solving does not require any artificial

assumption. Real correlatidhs are reflected in the processof devising

an equation: "the cost of one notebook is x. Thin the cost of one book

As 8x." It is quite easy to devise the equation

(8x)10 + 20x = 200: *

Thdre are 100 kopeks to a ruble (Trans.).
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One can assume that solvihg such aa equation will be fullY within the

abilrties'of primary schoolchild4n, Since it is basedon the knowledge

of arithmetic they acquired earlier.
4

80x + 20x 200

100x .1 200 '

x 200 100

x .., 2 (kopeks).

4%44,

-Among the interesting problems there are quite a few which are.
.q4

selved much more, easily with an eqUation.

We have been considering problems in which x has always design4ed

the,final unknown. There is, however, a category of prOblems in which it

is expedient to solve by-taking for x 'not he unkiown expressed in the

problem's final qiiestion but one pf the intermediate ones. Let us giVe
v .

an example of such a problem:'

Oil the firet day, 84 kilograms of cake were sold. On
Ne'second day; 192 kilogiams were sold, and 8 rubles,
64 koloeks more was made on them than on the first day.
How much money in all was made en the cake in the two
days?

-

In this'ease, designating the final unknown by x would greatly compli-

cate the solution oE the problem. Analysis of the condition make
N

itpossi-
.

ble to choose the tost of pne kilogram of cake as the ueknown tebe desig-

rd by,x. Then itis easy to constram-equationi

10x.- 84x 864, therefore

P,l8x864 *

x 864 : 108;
-7

x 8 444

- .
4

But a legitimate question Irises: Towhat degree i. it expedient to.

1-esort to an equation in this case? Indeed, when a fupil chose the cost

af\one kilogram-as an intermediate unknown by analyzing the problem's

.condiiion,'he had already in fact solved the problem arithmetically. The

arithmetical solution df this problem is made puch easier when the con-
/

.

e

dition is written icheuatically:

I -- 84

II -- 192 -- 8 rubles 64 kopeks > than in I.
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With suoh a schematic natation,-the pupil can survey all at once

the entire system of interrelationships contained in the condition (as

he did in writing .an equation), whichTprovides.a basis for choosing an

operation ;to solve the first particular problem by looking ahead and

realizing that later the cost difference is mentione4i and therefore he

must not add the nemberlof cakes sold the first and second days but must

fed their difference. This operation
- -

ones kilogram may be determined. Thus a

océurs here. 'This is a igher form of

important role in solving any creative

is necessaey sq that the cost'of

nrevisionof subsequent operations
.

the analysis,which playS a most
A'

problem. Enrichment of ihe
-..

t ought process by Ais form of apalYsis is essential in describing_the
. -,

%

lution of arithmetic problems.and may serve as a criterion' for judging
.

. .

t eir psychologica and eduCational value.

4art from problems for Nhich the arithmetisgl Method has a certain
.

.

advantage over the alg raic (on# such problem was j4st discussed), there
. i .

are others to which the lgebraic method is generallyinapplicable (true;

here are feW of them in the arithmetic workbooks)... .These are problems

'f'llich have to be olved by comparina._numbers:

. ,

, . Twenty-five birches and 32/poplars grelir in a schoolyard.

:in the fall 10 more birches we're planted. l''han which trees

were there more of, and how many more? (ProblE)o. 358 in
p,e second-grade text by Pchetko and Polyak.)

So what conclusions can be drawn from our comparative analysis of

the process of-solVing problems by two methods--by arithmetic and with

the aid of an equa All this material shows that both problem-solving

methods essentia -*supplement each other. They reach the same goal

but in different ways. The aPgebraic way is not arways the shortest and

Most ecOnomical. The expedieney of using one method or the other depends

on the nature of the problem.

In certain cases, both methods are approximately equivalent and can

1
achieve the goal with the same effectiveness. In other cases, one turns.._

out to be more.effective, and the ailvantage might be either on the side

rFor the rent of this chapter we refer to the standard arithmetic

textbooks published in 1964.
.,
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of the equation method (as people usually think ) br on the side of the

.arithmetical metho,d of solving. The latter Utually occurs in problems '

in which 411t iimore useful to designate an intermediate unknown by x

than the.last unknown expressed by the problem's question. Then it is

.nec4sary to carry'out'arithmetical transformations, and to a large

ex constructing equations no longer makes sande..

We s ould isolate three basic categories of arithmetic problems
,,.

according to the type 0.011tion uihich can be set up to solve them.

The first kind of protlem calls for an equation on the left -s14e of

which is x, the unknown, and on he right a numerical formula. This

equation is easily solved by a p ely'arithmetical method. The.second

kind of problem results in au equation which dells for speratihs with

the unknown, but here Ihe equation can be'solved arithmetically by using
1,,.

one's kiln:ledge of the relationship between the components of the opera-

tions. Tinally, the third king of problem also calls for equations.

requiring operations with the unknown, but here the equations can be sOlved

onl: if the:student has mastered the special apparatus of algebra

(red cing like terms,etc.).
..

i The isolation of these three categories teetifies to the existence

of varivup transitional forms of study actiirity betWeen the arithmetical
,

and algebraic. There is every reason'to believe that these,transitional

vforms,shonld occupy a very prominent position in primary mathematics

education. It should be stressed that some of them have already been

sied in practice in our schools, although still.on a limited scale.

The game of "Guess the Number" is employed as one form of mental

calculation as early as the first year of school and is essentially
,

nothing but an.elementary form of using x, the only difference being

that an empty square takes the 'Alice of the algebraic symbol.

In the later grades, x is introduced in solving examples (see

'Pchelko and Polyak's third-and fourth-rvade texts)2 With this in mind,

pay special attention to phge 91 of t..ge third-grade book, where examples

with x are first introduced, and the pupils are asked what.is known and

what is unknown in the examples. AfterWards, they are told to compose and

solve a problem, using the relationship between three quantities: 1) the

price of one meter, 2) the number of meters, and.3) the cost. The problem.,
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cites numerical values for two quantities, designating the third (the

unknown) by x (accordingly, three'possibleways of making Up the prob-
,

lem arti suggested)'. This exercise leads directly to solvd.ng problems

with an eqtiation. ConStructiT of nemerical formulaufor a problem

already solved, or. the 'reverse (aonstruction of problems'on the basis

of a specified numerical formula), plays an Analogous role. These

exercises have-aNefiaite place in arithmetic instruction in our, Schools,

although variotis teachers treat them differently and introduce them in

.different grades.
. a

Apparently it is necessery to include forms of working on an arith-
,

me4z problem which call.for constructing equations of various types

and. degreep of complexity (before the problem is solved 'midi numbers).

One should take into`Consideration,the data cited above demonstrating

the positive role which.equationconstruction can play in solving prob

lems that vary'in difficulty--direct and indirect, ode7operation or two-

operation problems--and the more difficult typkproblems. As was shown,

the analytic procesees (and.the first stage af analysisy breakdown of

the condition into ihe unknown litd the .givens, or data) and abstraction

from the story and cLculative aspects of the problem are processes which

argfacilitated bysconstructing equations.'

The advisability of using equations which pupils can solve by re-
,

..lying only on their knowledge of-a2ithmetic can scarcely be doubted. In

this case,-,. the proper syetem of introducing this material, as well as the

nature and number'of suitable exercises, etc., are subject to verification

in teaching practice. It may prove useful to solve problems of one kind

by arithmetic'and problems of anottLer kind with an equation. Obviously

It willten be:useful to solve the same problem filist by arithmetic,

and then by.algebra (or the other way around) to give the children a

chanee to compare the methods. Furthermore, sueh a coMparison will help

to establish the meaning of"the mathematical trans;ormations and the

2

2
A teacher, N. I. Kozheurova, succeeded in having the children

write a problem's solution as a numerical formula as early as first
grade [31].
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axithmetical operations which they perform to.find tiag va

knoUt aitet setting up the equation.

ue of the un-

A difterent'problem concerns using equations whose sOlutions are based

on speciai knowlvdge of algebra in the Orimary'gradep. It is necessary,
9 .

first, to ascertaih the feasibility of introducing this knowledge In the
A

primary,grades, since it would hardly be advisable to tell the pupils Va

cofistruct equationsAahich they could not solve. Then the uge of.equatiOns

in solving probleMIS would lose ita basic meaning for the pupils and. would

be totally anjustified. 'The papils would be deprived of the chance to

Lompare the arlthmetical and algebraic methods of solving,,to check the

Solution, and to appreciate the greater rationality.of the algebraic'

met,hod in solving a number of problems.

From all that has been .said, one cannot agree with ,the turrent teftdt.'

alloy to undercut arithmetic And to feel that it detrae6 ,frolk the bitsic

goals of mathematics education. In considering thearitiimeticaland

algebraic methods of problem solving, we were able toshoiethat arithme-

tic plays a very important role by teaching ehildrenito perform anilysis,

synthesis, ankabstraction. These are processes'which'are necessary 41

mastering any branch of mathematics. Arithmetic problems provide an

opportunity for puPils for practice in grasping a mathematical relation--

ship and in using a number of mathematical laws (for example, those

determining how the components and the resIlts oT anyeratlon are

related); pract ice which is essential for'Constructing_equations.

Above we'cited the view that solving by arithmetic should:not be

included in the curriculum because At is difficult and can be immediately

replaced by the sitpler algebraic method. Hmievv, we cannot agree for

two r,easons. yirst, for certain categories of problems, the arithmet

ical method is no more difficult khan the algebraic. Second, the very
-

difficulty or "Problematic" nature of the Problem may even have a posi-

tive didactic use. That id% diificult arithmetic problems which make

substantial demands on the bayic thought processes develop the pupils'

thinking. This view of the problem has beep, very clearly crystallized

ill Soviet methodology and is shared by many progressive teachers. "We

mathematicians think nothing of giving pupils assignments reqairing them

to overcome.difficulties, beginning in the lowest grades," writes

Pokrovskaya.. She continues, "Work.that calls for no effort from the pupil

be
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has no educational value [51]." The positive role played by prC)blems of

increased difficulty is elucidated by Shor [61] and Sitatkin [03], who have

carried out special research. The latter, together with a teacher, N. 0.

Zharova, experimented with difficult problemq in the fourth grade.

Although only a separate group of students solved them, not onlyithey, bu

the whole class became more interested in arithmetic.

N.fany'have written about the interest thus aroused in intellequal

effOrt and in independent conquest of difficulties including both the

methodologistjolyak and.Honored Schoolteacher of the RSFSR, V.

Monastyreva.of Vologda. The feelings which arise in connection with solving

hardiproblems were well communicated by one fourth grader: "I like

solving hard problema best ofs-all. When you solve problems like that,-

you get a special kind.of stubbornness. It givea me great pleasure co

sit cover a problem and dddtroy one solution after another and then on-
(-

tangle the thread,of the problem. ,Finally, in vindication of the value,

to a.mathematics course, of saving problems by arithmetic, one must note

1.

the 64ef point: operating withumerical data.ties arithm'etic.directly

to life and creates the only solid basis on which the ability to onerate

with abstract mathematical symbols can be formed.

Solution of problems in general form, using'letters to designate

specified and unknown quantities, should be introduced as a gendralization,

after a number o problems have been solved with specific numbeis. In

teaching practice, however., algebraic generalization of the very rfthest

factual mater'ial, which the children have been accumulating since the

first grade, is put off for a long time.

Arithmetic and algebra thus are rigidly divided. Upon careful analy-

sis of the present curriculum, one gets the impression that pupils in the

primary grades are protected against the general conclusions for which the

previous work seems to have made them completely Feady. Such an attitude

could only be'justified if it were proved that making suitabld generali-
.

zationa is in fact beyond the ability of chil.dren in the first through

the fourth grades.

Data from recent psychological and didactic invest.tgations, however,

3
From a manuscript by Polyak.
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specially devoted to studying. the cognitive possibilities' of Rrimary-
.

grade pupils, testify to the direct opposite. These investigations co-

gently demonstrated that under the current instructional'system (partic-
i*

ularlY mathematics instruction), the children's cognition'is not used

to the fullest. The children's caibities forogeneralization and ab-

straction, moreoverare particularly underrated. It was shown that this

underestimation leads to artificial snppression of &e pupils' develop-

in.the process of instruction./ .(.See the works of Zankov and hh
/

collaboratorsfor 'example, [74).) .

In4connection with this one óhouldlnaturally consider a; Trlier.

01. introduction df the elements oalgebraio symbolism. Data from-numerous. .

.-

psyclielogical investigations (34.en that heavier and more extenhive reli-

ance on generalizations ilverithmetic -instruction is gale of the.best

,Means of increasing 4eacing effectiveness. Therefore there Is every

reason to suppose.that laments of algebra, if introdueed through a

generalization of aripMetical facts, will help to raise the level of

mathematical;knowlefte, and'will, in particular, help'improve the%

assimilation of arithmeticlin the primary grades.

One of,the Most important problems of the psychology andAthods of

mathematies teathing, not yet solved.decisively, is tile system according

to which aritjametical and algeb-ralc.questiens should be considered; to

what extentqin what form, on the basis of what exercises, and in.what

connection with arithmetical material can elements of algebra be included .

in the.introductory course for the primary grades? It is perfectly clear

that all these questions can be successfully answered only on the basis

of eiperimentation and verification in wide schOol experience.

In recent years, experimental attempts at introdlicing elements of

algebra i the primary grades have been undertaken by a number of investi-

gators. Each attempt deserves the greatest ateention, especially consid-

ering the importance of the questions raised and the role that the refs

of there invetigations may play in the subsequent fate of irathematicsm.

education in our schools.

But before we consider the preliminary results of this research

(the fifth section is especially devoted to this questien), it is
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necessary to inquire what shortcomings'in teach1x problein Solving are,

observed in current school practices and what methods'ean rationalize the

meVodolOgy of teadaing priablem solving, regardless.of the angwer to the

question alleady discussedhew to introduce elements of-algebra'inio the

elementary mathematies course:

2. Baste defeats in teaching pr_oblem solving
. .

Two fundamental striking and closely-linked.defects in te4ching prob-.

Um solving must betnoted. These are the unwarranted wordiness of reason-

ing and the fact that the teacher implements it,thus condemning the,c4l-

dren to passive imitation of this'reinSoning.

Witpsolving a problem, pupils usually take the irqubleto-correctly

reproduce a definite course of reasoning, rather then seeng and bring- !

'ing i ,lolight the mathematical relationship hidden in the problem's eondi-
,

.0.one. These shortcomings of practical k5truction are, to a significant

extent, predet:kmined by the method of presentation of the problem in our

metnodologicaL literature, wIlieh givgs primary attention to the teacher's

-role in explaining and analyzing problems.

Methods manuals and articles emphasile.the way in which the teachera

should read the text of the problem, brie9y write its condition on the

blackboard and explain it with a gketch or di4ram. We are told 1.13 great

detSil how the teacher should analyze the problem, ciad so on. But there

are extremely fevralrectióna about the pupil's rplen acqpiring the abilr:

ity to solve problems by himself:1'

All the same, the method sof the so-called "ahalytic" breakdown (from

the problem's question to its data) which has,been widely disseminated is

one in which theteacher conaucts the analyiis himself while the pupils

are required only to answer the questions the teacher asks:.the questions

are'strictly regAated and are asked in the same stereotyped form.(see

.i1,ter III of [5]).

In this analytic method, a long enumeration of "what we know.and

what we do not know yet" artifically,complicates the solution of a prob-
.

lem which can easily be solved by studying the condition: factual analy-

Sis of both the data and the unknown.

To ascertain the value of the analytic method, a number of investi-

gations. were'performed by Kalmykova [28], Bogolyubov [3], and others.
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It wals established that when thisfrethod is extenSively used, stu ents

fail to acquire skills necessaryfor iritiependent analysis of a pro -

-lem; tiley learn certain'Stereotyped forms of reasoning,which.they can

r apply only to problems which the teacher has already explained how to

solve, or to problems like them. kkatkin w42 pr:ofoundly correct when

he asseted as early as 1947 that t:he analytic bleak:down of 4 Koblem
ft,

(without syritfiesis) cannot be used to find a solution; at best it can
b

4

only explicaUe the result after the problem hae been solved [62; 63].
- I

The solution df Troblems by this method.is excessively prolonged

(if, of course, we are talking about a problem requirkig several opera-..
4

4 .

ticins). When a pupil reAsons duAng the solution of a paftial prob-

lem, e overlooks the remainini steps, ceasing to be.laware Cf ,the Prob-

lem'S condition'fis a whole. Although when carrying out ana,lyais the
- t .

pupil proceeds from the unknown, he.gradually.forgets this unkldwn
&

the coufse of solving. It (ot amazing that, as a rule, pupils ani-%

lyze 4 problem successfu only when the teacher continually inter-
. .

Lerips in the process prodding them to perform the nexiVatep.of analysis.

, But there is one widespread negative4heature in the teaching,,of

'%4Igroblem solving that is also characterized as ,'"verbal,over-indulgence."

It mpst often o4purs in so-61411ed qsymthetic" bieakdown erom the data

to the question), in which the pupils avg required to formulate a ques-

p.on
each time they solve a prdblem ("We find'out such-and-such from

the first operation," etc.). But again, through the misuse of ''.verbal

reasoning," the extent of the pupils' independent practice in solving

varied prothems is unjustly restrfcted, and it is this work that is most

important.

As we will show 'later, both the elemenps,of, analytic breakdown of;

ptoblems, and the formUlation of questions before- carrying out opera-

Lions, are fully admissible #1 teaching pralctice, but under particular'

conditions. They should be used only within strict limits, without

standardizing the procedure of-solving problems, as commonly happens.

But the point is not jus; that these widely practiced metho'ds of

working on problems leave little room for the pupils to practice solving

problems by themselves. There is the view that; in general, only

those rirobleme whicYA-c,lie teacher has explained earlier in &ass.(or
\
analogous ones) Mayen given to pupils to solveyithout assistance. Even
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.
"If

.

'one of the better methods manuals on teaching elementary arithmetic
. (,

(Pchelko's) makes such a recommendation [48]. ....,

\\ ,

- Under these conditions, try giving pupiis in th elementary grades
i

. . ,,-

. a problem they have not solved with the teacher. The overwhelming major-

I.

..147 will refuse, justifying their refusal by the fact fha.t Ne haven't

.'solved'this kind of prob1emYet.7 Schoolchi140.4 tend to develop the

habit of thinking that they have to.find out from the teacher how.every

specific problem is solved.

With respect to problem Solving by pupils, beginning in,the lowest

' ,grades, an aim opposite to.that which often oecurs now shouldbe created:-.
.

, -

One must think over the roblem; since
4

methods of solving it are nnknown2

one mupt find them by Only-by.systematically giving punils
.4r

*practice:in seardhing foi wsys of-so-344.11g problems Iv themSelveA cap they.

be taught to 7think,land thus'ca4 they form the ability to -solve differeut

kinds of problems.

What does ability to solve problems represent? Of what elements is
A

it composed? How is it fo'rmeq.

. An4ysis of the abljlity to solve ppoblems A

The ability to solve problems, like any other ability, presupposes

knowledge of techniques (or methods) of carrying out ope'rations. These
4

operations shoUld be executed according to definite, general rules, which

promote a rational approach to a problem.
5

What are these rules? Are they stated in the methodological Utera-
.

ture, and do teachers.use them? These rules do exist, but theY are not

spelled out in out metTiodo1ogical literature devoted to element,ary mathe7

matics. At the same time, every person who knows how ,to solve arithmetic

problems conforms to these rules. Let us s ate Several rules that are,

4
We have described the basic shortcomings in teaching how to solve

problems in the elementary graaes. .This d?es mot mean that worthwhile
mgthods of teaching problem solvingsare never found in the experience

-of individual teachers and methodologists. We will repeatedly refer to
this valuable experience in subsequent exposition,

5
This does not mean, however, that the pupil cannot solve a-problem

before he, has become aware of methods of solving it. But we will consider
as a full-fledged Skill ,one that is grounded in a distinct awareness of
these methods.



in our opinion the most *port=

1. Do not stare"calculating- ntil you have carefully
studied the condition of the prob em as a whole:

a) 'in readi g through the whole.problem,.pay-
particular aet ion to the question;

.

.'4

i)) return to the problem's condition and select
irelated data; it often helps to,write out the condi-

.

tion br4fly;

c). *if probleps of a
distinguished,in A given
then the.problem is less
to solve.

ferail sort can easily be
complex teblemasolve them;
complex and Atlibe easier

2. In solving a hard problem,
methods%

.

use different

a) first, try to imagine ctly what the problem
Is talking about. To do'this t is helpful to modify
the problem: replace large nUmber with small ones,
inN4flent a similar probleth from your
reverse, ask yourself2What you know
and what you need to find out in t
to reproduce its contents in math

wn life or, the
rom the_condition
problem, and try
tical language;
*

b) a drawing or diagram made class can help
greatly in solving a difficult pro em. The drawing
or diagram should,express the corr lations between
the given and the unknown (the qu tion). When
making a drawing or diagram, check,yourself contin-
ually and construct the drawing from what is said in
the text of the problem. _Watch for mistakes in your
drawing. If you find a Mistake, correct it at once;

c) once you start to solve, performing every
operatiOn With numbers, keep aking yourself what
you haVearned. by this'operation and whethercit was
necessary-to perform this operation in terms of the
qUestion asked in the problem.

sl,
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3. After completing the solution, return to the problem' )

question and check whether'ypu can given an exhaustiVe answer to

thisquestion.6

Methods of introducing these ru es need to be.carefully teSted in

teaching.experience. At present, such testing has begun in the V.. 1.

Lenin School (Moscow, Lenin Hills). TherpeacherA are askea to look for
t

the most successful form of communicating the rules to the children. A a

fourth-grade: teacher, A. P. Voronova, has linked communication of the

rules to tan analysis of mistakes in vigils' witten work. Depending on

the kind of mistake,a child make the teacher writes in,the child's

notebook, "Read the proble s4uesieii carefully," "Write out the'qon4i-

tion briefly,' etc. [390 pp. 50-56].

Checking is/essential in mastering
1
any skill. In solving arhme-

tic problems it takes the following forms: The pupil constantly cora-

pares the solution with the problem s condition and question, recognizes

a mistake if he has made one, rejects a wrong operation and replacee it

with another, checks thdresult, and so on.

Every teacher knows that children's inability to solVe EOiroblem

is characterized primarily by a complete absence of checking. The

pupils in such cases ask some questions, do a series of arithmetical

operations, but never ask themselves the most important question2041*

everything they are'doing is cOrrect, whether it corresponds to the
0

pro em's requirements. And only the impossibilityyf doing a numerical

opera on can stop,them, can hinder them from continuing their thought-

less.an unchecked activity.

Developing the habit of checking onels'own work, in schoolwork in

9 6
A few words are said regarding the significance of rules 0..64'

kind in [59]. Thig question i given much attention in a book by the

Kaluzh methodologist Voronin [7O]. He f/ormulates- a Series cfrUlet:that

determine successful problem solving in the secondary grades of sC.,htwol.

Of theforeign literature, %lye's How to Solve a Problem f52], trans-

lated into Russian, should be Mentioned. This book is of interest eve,a.

for the Soviet teacher. Of primary importance in it is an attetpt

list rules that'facilitate mastery of effective problem-solving tethods.-.%

But in terms of substance, man of the rules require revision and

supplementation.
The rules we have formulated are based on the data from our investi-

gations and teaching, in the Soviet school.
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generali aad arithMetiC in particular, shoUldbe a very impoutant task of

V.ementary
school educatiot- In the middle and upper grades this problem

is given much attention (See119]), but .success can be attained only if .

the children,have been learning'in primary school to check themselves in

the simplest form of school NW work activity.

Practical experience is needed to form any kill, but this experience

can vary in character, depending on eke convlexity, of the skill. Thus,

to develop simple, specific skills (for exampA, arranging nuMbers correcq

ia written calculations), uniform exerciSes, which teach pupils the same !

system of writing nuMberd; are necessary. On the other hand, to develop
s

more complex skills, the kind needed to solve.problems, varied experience ,

ia necessary, id whic4the pupil encounters.various conditions requiring
J9rA

tiodify the specifie methOds of solution being apPlied, toehoose

the most rational of them, to vary to a certain degree the general ruies
r .

- which determine a successful solution.

Though general, the problem-solving ability, like all other abilities, -

lends itself to development, but we require a special system of,exercioes

which make the children want to think creatively and which interest them

in solvimg example problems by themselves and therefore'in s ching for

the most rational wayS of solving them. Independent composi (and

solution) by pupill of problems on numerical material from their environ-

m ent, p lems related to their practical activity, should occupy a ,

larrs place in this system of exercises. Only if unassisted problem

sofving is organized,'if difficulty in'solving grows gradually, so that

surmounting it is within the pupil's powers, will his interest in solving

creatively and independently be austained and eventually become a need.

The general atmosphere of the work of the class as a group helps

greatly in this resAct. The atmosphere should be one in which when
A .

the teacher systematically encourages the pupils-to use various methods

"of solving, and prods them to look for the most rational methods. The

)yupils, experimenting on thereown, should become persuaded visually of,

the advantage' of some method which they have found, and then modify solving

% techniques of their own accord, strivi,ng to find and use the most
N

ia:112nals
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As inStruction proeeds, the system of skills whieh the pupils have

to master is enriched sequentially. New skills are'built onto those

acquired previously. At various stages:of instruction, according to the

complexity of the problems being solved, a, mental operation (or a number
.

of them) neejaing special mastery by the children in their independent

practical schoolwork comes to the fore. jroblems to be solved should help

to fulfill this aLm. For example, when the first story problems are being

,solved in first grade (in one operation), the process of choosing an arith-
.

metical operation becomes important. Therefore, special exercises should

be created so that the pupils can learlk this process practically.

There is' another_ general question concerning the system of problem

selection--the'correlation between prepared problems and the enes the,

pupils compose by themselves. What.placd:should the latter categorK_of

problems have in the total system? There is no scientific answer to this

questiOn, and in practice it is resolved in various wayt.
7

In the ilextbookslor the various grades, assignments for making up

problems are introduced in the most diverse sections and in various

relations to preparda problems. There is, howevert a definite tendency

in the textbooks to introduce problem composing after the children have'

solved an analogous prepared problem. The opposite approach has also

found exprsdion in the methodological literature, The Polish methodolo-

gist Elen'ska puts it into words quite pointedly. In speaking of how

much easier .it is for PUpils to solve woblems they Wemselves have con-

structed, the authors resorts tilia figure of speech: IlThe more we know about

how the knot was tied and the noose was ti htdned, the easier it is ro un-

tie the knot [16: 151)."

But it is impossible to agree with that attitude. In the first plaee,

the person who tied the knot is not always aware of how he tied it, and,

in the second place, in real life a person; as a rule, comes jacross knots

to untie without knowing how they were tied. Of course it is easier for

a pwpil to solue a problem he himself composed, but sol.ving is not the

7Another question--how to seleit various kinds of problet to compose--

fe better elaborated. It is answered in a paper by the teacher and metho7,

dologist Solov'ev [65]. A few amendments to his proposed sYstein have been

introduced on the basis of psychological. research (see 137], Chap. VI, and

[31]).
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basic objectiVe here. And therefore one can by no means conclude that

solution of composed problems should always precede solution of pre-

pared problems. -

From observation andpsychoiAical research we know that in the prob-

lem he composes, .the pupil most often reflects a mathematical structure

which.he has mastered very well. .But teaching should lead the pupils

.forward, create new difficulties and have them encoUnter_more comp1.0

problems, and,once they have unraveled them, they themselves can then

construct" at a new,.higher.level.

Thue';%, in a number Of cases, problem conttruction should immediate y

follow solution of a prepared problem. .But'it'is especially neCessary

to Choose sucA 'a form when the'teacher'compases a problem before the

children's eyes, enlisting their services. This is an,.intermediate form

between aprepared problem and a problem made by the pupils themselves,

. It may'precede solution of a prepared problem. Fopova, in particular,

recommends this form[56, 57].

The effectiveness of this form when work is begun or a problem,

and also the feasibility of employing it at later stages, requires

ipitional testing in teaching practice. (Elen'ska's book gives much

attention to this form of constructing problems, but the principles of

ite use are not absolutely clear [16].)

4. Fundamental questions concerning the methodology teaching

problem solving

OUe 'goal is to describe briefly a methodologital system of exer-

cises which facilitate development of skill in solving arithmetic prob-

lems. In connection with this, our attention will focus mainly on

determining the most expedient type of exercise,,conditioned by the

psychological nature of the skill being formed and_by the nature of

the mental processes which the pupils are td master. But the number

of exercises of a certain kind, and .their specific content, should be

determined by the teacher himself, taking account of his pupils' level

of preparation.

The specific exercises we shall cite should be considered only as

illustrations and could be replaced with others. 'A teacher's initiative
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should be unlimited in searching for the most effective teaching methods.

We are considering the system of exercises suggested here in terms of

various categories of problems, from the easiest to the hardest.

Naste* of problem solving consists of a number of skills which .

constitute a complex system. When a pupil advances to new, more diffi-

cultlorms of Problems, new,
t.

more complicated demands are made on his

mental processes. And at thg same time, mastery of new operations depend

upon skills formed by solving simpler protaems.

We shall be especially interested in the transition stages, when a

skill begins to be formed4 We shall especially tongider solution of.the'

first arithmetic problems.(in one oReration) in first grade, when children

learn how to choose an arithmetical operation, and thenithe.transition to

solving original problems in the same grade, when the children have to
t

cheese not only the Operations, but also suitable Otaiis of numerical data.

,Later we shAl consider'the basic directions in which the'complica-
.

tion of compound arithmetic prOblems proceeds4 aad accordingly, what new

iethods should be used to enrich skill solving problems

It is first necessary to recount the experience children have with

Lartthmetic instruction when they begin to solve arithmetic problems. Fi

Children have some practice in solving examples--by now they have adde4:

and.subtracted. But since they did so with objects, and since these opera-
',

tions' were imbued'w1th solid, vital meaning, solving an example andSolving

.a problem at this stage of instruction actually were fused into one

form of activity. Now another educational gOal arises--to show the speti-

fic tharacter of a problem as.distinguishediroM an example, to separate

them in fhe child's mind.

The children do not grasp 2,his distinction easily, as prOved by the

numerous mistdkes ih Solving And constructing problems in the.first Stages

of instruction in which the children are actually likening a problem to

an.example.. Thus, in solving a pr,oblem, they often give a numerical

40answer without even having read the question formulated in the problem
-

(indeed, in solving an example, the important thing was to get a numeri-
k

cal answer, and no questions were asked in it).

Ac.cordingly, when theHchildren compose problems, they include the

s.
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nuperical result in the condition: "At an 4rport there were 10
airplanes,

4 flew off, and 6 airplanes were left," "Mama bought 10 applei;'I ate one,
-and 9 apples were left," and so on.

It is perfectly clear that *the teacher's basic task at this stage
,is -to make the pupils more aware ofthe

question wilbley solve a prob-
lem, to show visually its real

meaning in their own
experience, to sepa-

rate the question from the data in their minds,'To'this end, how should the first arithmetic problems be
introduced?

In answer to this question, methodology takes into adequate
coniideratien

one of the laws governing
intellectual

development, according to which
mastery of abstract knowledge is pottsible throngh reliance on cnnorete or
even visually

effective
experience. The integer and fraction concepts

are otmed at &
iriffT41 stages of

instruction through the
children's

perceptions and operations with objects.
Mastery of an arithmetic prob-

lem takes a similar
course. The firet

problems are dramatization
prob-"

lems, as Pchelko
calls them in his methods handbook [48].However, with a dramatization

problem, in which all the actions are
performed

realistically, one must,be careful from the very, start that ;

the children do not
perceive'the unknown and thereby separate it from

what is given in the condition.
In an experiment by a Leningrad

schoolteacher, K. D.
laitseva,

which is
described in the Popova book [57], this

prerequisite was ob-
served when the first problem was introduced. In the problem, which the
teacher comPbsed in the presence of the children,

the.given.was demon-
rated to the children

visually (three fish and one fish) while the un-
known--the total number of fish--was

hidden, since all the fish were
dropped into a pail. Here Zaitseva clearly divides the

problen-into two
parts, saying: "What you saw is what we know. flhat was the

beginning of
the problem." In regard to the unknown she asks, "And what do you not
see?". Getting the,proper answer from the children,

the teaeher
continues,

"We don't see how many fish in all ire in the
pail--that is what we don't

know. That is the problem's
question" [57:20].It is not worth the teacher's

while, however, to linger over drama-

.

tization problems. It is necessary to go on to solving
problems with a

text in which
a description

is, given of everyday
actions with objects in
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the absence 4 both the objects themselves
and real actions with them.

In this case, what is known in the problem IS no longer.what(the

pupils see directly
but what they havp

learned in the problem. Accord-

ingly, the quantity, which
they have not yet found--which

the'problem's

questions
asks-;functions

iks the unknown.
Again, the basic.goal

here is

to attain in their minds a clear cut separation
of 4file data from

the

unknown.

But to dothis it is necessary
to develop in-the children the abill-:

ty to imagine clearly
what is being described

in the te t of the problem,

to "reproduce
mentally

the process
described

In the probl ," as Topor

puts.it, generalizinCher
wide experience

in" methods
work in one of the

districts
of Moscow [6630j.

Many teachers give.children
the special assignment

of imagining what

.

the problem'is
telling,

and to Make this process easier,
they tell them

to close their eyes. Some testhers
conduct a whole system of exercises

,ot

aimed at teaching the children
how to imagine clearly

what is described.

For example,'a
teacher at'School

No. 1,72 in Moscow, V. D. Petrovna,

whose experience
is analyzed and

generalized by KalmYkova
[26], conducts

epecial "visual dictations"
in the first period of instruction

in first

grade. The children are shown various jects, and then they have to

draw them from memory,
trying to commu cate pore.exactly

their arrange-

,

ment, color, etc.

Along with the ability.to
ilize the operations

and relationships
.

described
in a probjem,

the 'pupils
need to be taught the reverse process-- *

abstraction.
Indeed, in solving a problem,

they are
required to

know how

to tra,pslate a large number of varied everyday actions
into the language

of arithmetic,
reducing all,their diyersity

to the four arithmetical

operations.

4

...-

To carry out this task successfully,
special exercises correlating

the operations
of life with those of arithmetic

are nedessery.
A good

exercise
of this kind is for the

Children to construct
1;roblems by anal-,

ogy or inwhich they must use another verb. For example,
if a problem

about escaped rabbits has been 4olved,
then the

children can
be told to

make a similar problem about.fish.
If a problem with the'verl;

"bougt"

is solved, the teacher can
then ask ,them to make a similar problem but
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out the-Word "bought." In this respect, assignments which require

e to comliose problems of variable content accord'ing to a given numeri-

1 formula are also useful ("Construct a problem in which 5 is taken

from 10."). This kind of assignment is often encountered in the first-
,

grade arithmetic book. When the teacher uses these assignments, he
aol'""44.

must demand the most diverse versions of everyday activities conforming

to the given arithmetical operation. If, fot example, the teacher devises

a problem that includes the verb "ate"' for the numerical forinula "10 -,5,"

in addressing theclass, he asks the pupils to construct many other prob-

lems with the same nu1bers, trying'to make them use different verbs: "took

away, lost, spent, went away," and the like.

When the pupils begin to read the'text. of the problem by themselves,

a new'goal arises--to teach the ch dren, as Topor 1661 points out, "to

take-pains to grasp the meaning the,text of the problem," and for this

they have to have special exercises. 'We mean teaching children correctly

to single out the question through a suitable voice intonation, not to

omit certain important words of the to-bit that influence the choice of an

arithmetical operation, and so on. .In this connection, the better

teachers do not limit themselves to systematically giving the children

practice in reading the text of a problem, but-show them how important:

a correct reading of the text can be in solving the problem.successfully.

For example, V. D. Petrova often says to the children as instruction pro-

ceeds, "Now Valya read the problem badly and c.an't explain it," or "Katya

got the answer wrong becaUse she skipped the very important word 'more'

when she was reading at home." Not limiting herself to these hires,

Petrova teaches the children to watch how their classmates read the text-,

and to make appropriate comments. Thus her pupils make reiarks like,

"She didn't read the word 'more: very well" "She said the numbers badly,"

,etc.

Teaching the children how to analyze a problem's condition is of the

most essential significance even in first grade. Ability to analyze the

condition in solving one-operation problems presupposes discernment not

of any one element, but of.a whole complex (although still a simple one),

that is, both data and question. Only through awareness of both components

of the problem can an operation be chosen.
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This isIthe new characteristic which distinguishes a problem from

an example. To solve an example, it was en6ugh for the pupils to pick

oat one element: they extracted one word from the.entire condition and,

guided by it alone, chose the operation (for,example, "less'--that means .

yo have to,subtract").

Above we were saying that to avoid such mistakes it is necesssry to

va y the wording in the conditions of problems expressed in direct:form.

But an even Ware powerful meat:Is of counteractiig the occurrece of such

mistakes is the solution of "indirect" problem since in these one must:..%

choose operations the opposite of those directl indicated by,the indivi

dual words of the text. According to the existing curriculum,,problems

expressed in indirect form are given to,pupils in the second year of

school. In,the textbook, they'are collected into separate groups con- '

taining a large number of problems of one kind. But it is better to

follow another principle in analyzing problems, by giving the pupilè

problems in direct and indirect form, alternately. This will teach them

to analyze the condition Of a problem more thoroughly and will,help to

overcome their tendency to choose an operation on the basis of individual

elements of the condition.

Analysis of a problem's condition should be the anbject of special

& exercises, and this is possible only when the center of gravitTis trans-
.

ferred from calculation to analysis of the condition. Today's textbooks

do not provide material for such exeroises. It must be selectedcby the

'teacher, or else the children will inevitably consider the point of the

problem to be calculation, not analysis of its condition. Modern teach-

ing practices often make children think this way. Pupils (not only first

graders,'but older onesotoo), striving to get to the calculation faster,

hastily and superficially analyze the problem's condition (or fair to

analyze it at all). They do not know.how to refrain from calculative

operations where the condition calls for it.

There are great and still totally untapped possibilities for pro-

moting development of the skill of analyzing a problem's condition:,

First, and foremost, it is necessary to give children problems not only

for solving with numbers but also for another purpose-.-analyzing the

diditions and choosing an arithmetical operation. There may be differ-
v.

Out versions of exercises here--giving the pupils a series of prObleMs
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And requiring them to indicate the problems which can,be solveS by a

particular operation,
8
or presenting a pupil with a.certain problem,

requiring him only to indicate the operation needed to solve it.

This methOid is recommended by Popova, but to a different and--

to check how the children use operation signs in problem solving. In this

connection, the author requires them io write the answer along with the

operation sign. To.teach how to choose an operation by analyzing the

condition, it is enough to have the children indicate the operation

sign without writing the answer.

One should stimulate the childrelf to analyze a problem's condition

thoroughly in other ways, too, by having them ind a situation in which

it is absolutely necessary to pay attentio to the question.

t with different*questionsSolving problems with. the same data

.has great value in this respect, sikce it then the question Which

distates the choice of various operat ons:

1. "Vanya had 2 apples, and he was given 3 more.
Then how many applea did Vanya have? (Solved

by the ogeration of addition.)

2. "Vanya had 2 apples, and he was given 3 more.
Then how nany more apples was Vanya given the
.second time than the first?" (Solved by
subtraction.)

A

the second problem beloaato problems in difference comparison, and

this kind, gCcording to the 1960 curriculum, belongs in second grade.

However, ieachers have the opportunity/co go beyond the curridUlum,s6ffier

what if thelevel of preparation of the pupils in the class permits.

4ut use of this kind of problem can be avoided without'exceeding

the limitsof the curriculum, and with this in view one can resort to

joke problems such as this:

Bofya has 3 apples and Vera has 5 apples. How many
apples does their grandmother have?

8 this method is employed by M. 1. Moro, as well as by L. E.
lainkina and T. V. Titova, teachers at School No. 315.
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? I. K. Novikov employed this kind.of.problem coessfully in School No.

110. After the children innorrectly performed addi4on to solve the.joke

problem, Novikov explained the mistake, focusing their attention on the

problem's question. Children react verysemotionally to a mistake made

under theseconditions, and subsequently they pay more attention to the

problem's question.

In papers on psychology proof has been offered that the material

learned best is the material that was the subject of the person's activity

(child's or adult's); that is, material on which he worked acilively. These

facts demonstrate the importance of exercises requiring children to in-
.

vent a question to fit a problem4s condition. Active work in composing

a 'question promotes awareness of its role in the prOblem. The first-
,-

grade text does have this kind of Assignment (for example, see p. 42,

exercise No. 90), but onlv a few of them.

- Teachers could give pupils problem; without a question earlier t

is usually done, in certain cases limiting such assignments to a statement

of a question, and not requiring a solution. Independent composition'of

problems without any limiting instructions ("Think up a probelem") is used

on a rather wide scale in teaching practice, but this kind of work can

be ma emore valuable if along with it the pupils are told to "think up"

or "con ruct" an example and a problem, directly alternating both these

assignMents. This will help children to distinguish clearly'between an

example and a problem and to learn to construct them according to the

assignment.

Once the teacher is convinced that his pupils have mastered the skill

of analyzing the condition of a simple problem and of choosing an opera-

tion on this basis, he may go on to compound problems. To check, it is

necessary to us,e,special assignments from among those cited above. rh,

this respect, the most appropriate are the ones recommended by Popova

[57]. Pupils are,given, a series of problems and must indicate what opera-

tion is needed to solve each problem. Having the pupils tarry out this

assignment in written form and having them put down the operation signi

makes it possible to ascertain, in a brief period, So what degree the

entire class has mastered the skilk of choosing an operation.

A pupil's mastery of operation selection at the preceding stage now

makes it possible to shift the focus to choosing the numerical data, and
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a new system'of selecting exercises should comply with this. First it

is necessary to recall the'lew,of educational psychology whiih we have

' used in 'coaidering a metSodology for solving the first arithmetic prob-

1,ems. In going on to the development o a new skill, it is necessary,

from the very first, to let the pupil sense what constitutes the novelty

of the problem before him, to confront him with a new difficulty, having

sharply detached the new conditions from those to which he ha's been

Iaccustomed.

It is necessary to forsee what mistakes children can make while

-reasoning from their previous,experience in solving single-operation prob-
.

lems.° In solving simple problems, the children did not ponder over what

numerical data had to be dorrelated, since there were only two data in

the protlem's c9ndition. To angjer the problem's question it was necessary

to correlate the data in the condition. It is perfectly natural that

ehildren should approach compound problems with the same idea. Thus, the

teacher's aim is primarily to create conditions under which it is clear
1

to the children that they need an additional datum aot in the text ok the

problem, and therefore to retard or brake, so to speak,i their natur-L

impulse to solve the problem immediately in one openation.

A textbook in which a series.of simple problems with a missing datum

is given before the section introclucing co:1pound problems helps somewhat

to prepare ihem for this. By doing these'exercises, they are schooled

in the idea that there may not be enough data to answer the problem's

question.
4-

How should die first compound problems be constructed? At present,

this question is being rnvestigated b'y many methodologists, who are

taking stock of psychologlcal data [37:249-299; 48, 56]. The analytic

mansition has an advantage over the synthetic. The first.consists in

expanding or breaking donea compound problem into two simple ones, while

the less rational, synthetic way is charaCterized by joining simple

problems into ont--into a compound problem.

The choice of the analytic way is dictated by the necessity of

showing pupils more vividly the specific character of a compound problem

compared to a simple one. But it is necessary to choose a problem with

a structure which facilitates clitprehension of the most important fea-

tures of solving a two-operation problem. That is, problems with the
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impossibility of immediately answering the question, and the need for

an intermediate datum. This requireMeit is satisfied by a problem

which includes two heterogeneous opertiOns--addltion ang subtraction.

This is such a problem:

There are 6 pencils in one.box and 2 fewer pencils in

another. How many pencils in all are there th the two bexeA,

Here the iontradiction between what can be learned by the'Operation of

subtraction (2 mo

5

e) and what is asked in the problem is brought otat

h-

.
.

clearly, since t e question ("How many pencils in all'are there ia the

two boxes?") is oriented toward the opposite operation--addition.

How easy it is to calculate a missing datum in a problem of this

kind is proved in various ways. It has been found that in solving

these problems, children err less frequently by blending two operations

into one (when, having completed the first operation, they fee ey .

have already answered the problem's question). Furthelzmo specially

organize& educational experiment (11. I. Moro together with A. Logacheva

and L. E. Zaikina, teachers at School No. 315) showed that by introducing

a compound problem fira , the distinction between a two-operation problem

laand a simple one is e s blished.
.

,

In thi/Case (in which an ulleomplicated two-operation problem is

given), let us fully ap'ply the method of analytically taking a problem

apart (from the question to the data). The teacher asks the pupils if

they can find how many pencils are in the_two boxes immediately. After

a negative anpwer, he asks new questionsl- -"Why?" and "What do you have

'to find first?" At this point it is very useful to obtain a etailed

,...

formulation of the intermediate question from the pupils. (For example,

in solving the problem cited above, the pupils should state: "First
>

,

you have to find out how many pencils there are in the second box.")

Along with solving compound problems of various structures (at

first including heterogeneous operations, then homogeneous) it is

necessary to practice exercises
,specially intended to develop the chil-

dren's skill in telling a compound problem from a simple one. To this

end, they should be given pairs of related problems, one simple, the

other compound. So that the specific chaxiicter of the roblems

will be the focus of the childAhv's attention, they should sometimes

be given to the pupils not to be solved, but only so That the children
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can establish whether the problem can be solved immediately with one

operation, or whether it Cannot be solVed immediately and needs two

operations for solution.

Gradtally, after accumulating some experience in solving compound

problems, the children need to be brought to,the 'formulation of one of

the rules,we indicated above. In proceeding to solve a problem, it is

first necessarylto ascertain what has to be found and whether there are

enough data in the condition to find it, or whether a new datum is neces-

sary.

In teaching how to solve compound problem's, the teacher must give

attention to a certain feature of the structure of two-operation problems.

Some problems contain two numerical data, one of which- is used more than

once. (Thus in the problem cited above, the datum "67iiencils" is used

-two times: to answer the intermediate question, "HoW-Many pencils were

there in the second box?" and to answer the problem's question, "HOw

many pencils in all were there in the two boxes?") Another category of

problems (in two operations) contains three numerical,data, none djf which

is used more than once. For example:.

During the summer, the children,raised 13 hens and 7
ducks. They gave up 16 fowl to thdkolkhoz. How many
fowl di& the children have left?

Problems in the second category are of interest to us because they

require the pupils to choose, properly two data out of three. It is the

presence of the third datWthat creates the possibility that the pupil

will make an incorrect correlation, a "false synthesis."

This characteristic of the problems must be further utilized in a

dif%rent form by complidating the possibilities for choosing, thereby

helping the children to form the ability to restrain or "inhibit" extra.

syntheses. This has paramount 'significance in naering the skill of

solving sufficiently complex problems.

In this respect, it is very important to vary the arrangement of

the numerical data in thecOndition, and along with the so-called ordered

problems (the coursO)Ctheir solution coincides with the order in which

the numerical data ate arranged) to give the children problems to solve

which are not ordered (in which the order of data and solution do not

coincide).

1k,
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11.

An analysis of arithmetic books for the elementary grades shows

that ordered problems predominate. However, the teacher has every.oppor-

tunity to increase the number of non-ordered problems by using the.prob-

lems in,the textbooks but suitably changing the order of the data in them.

For example, in the second-grade,book, Problem No. 578 gives this ordered

problem:

The young Pioneers sent 50 kilograms of fruit to their

friends. They put 29.kilograms of apples into a big box and

5 kilograms of grapes into each of several small boxes. How

many boxes of grapes were there?

This can easily be made a non-ordered problem by changing the wOrding:

The Young Pioneers sent their friends 20 kilograms of
apples and several boxes of_grapes, 5 kilograms in each,:

They sent 50 kilograms of fruit La all. How many boxes

of grapes wzia_:514.tatel,

Experience shows that when a problem is worded in,such a way, some

pupils tend to correlate the numerical data next to each other. Thus, it

solving this problem they may divide 29 kilograms by "5 kilograms in each."

Mistakes of this kind bear witness tp A low level of problem analysis.

To prevent them, it is important to alternate ordered.with non-ordered

problems systematically.

It is also necessary to watch so,that particular.data areIlot pre-

sented in an invariable combination. /If this happens, children tend to

carry out a habitual synthesis without performing exhaustive analysis.

They slacken their checking and may easily falltinto error.

For example, the second-grade textbook (np. 23 24) gives a series

of two operation problems in increasing and decreasing a number, by several

units. In all/of these problems, three quantities a0 considered. What

does the first one equal? Of the second, how much larger (or smaller) is

It than the first; and of the third, how much larger (or smaller) is it

than the second? .The third quant4y (or both the second and t e third)

has.to be found. In all casescotparison is conducted in jus this order--

the second with the first, and the third with the second. Un er these

conditions, the level of analysis declines, and'aS,a result t4 children

make mistakes in solving problems analogous to.the ones they have just

solved, but in which the third quantity is compared, lor example, not
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with the second, but with the first. One must therefore see that the'

problems vary in his redloect.

To teach- pupil how to analyze a problem's condition, it is also

important to iv num4g1ca1 data written not only in figures,,but also

in words. This forces the pupil to think about the meaning of the text

every cim. and not. be directed purely- by externals, correlating data

written as figures. This purpose is served by including in fhp condition

a figure datum having a direct bearing on the problam's story and not

used as a numerical datum in solving. There are problems of this kind in

the textbooks, although in insigni-ficant quantities. For example, prob-

lem No. 255 in the second7grade textbook:

In 3 days the children glued 40 books for the.library:
the first day--15 books, the second day--14. How many books
did t children glue on the third day?"

Problems of this kind perform the same functian as problems "with extra

data," and at the same time they are not artificial--this is their advan-

tage. One can deliberately make gtill more "provoking" assignments.

Write in number forip a story datum not used in the numerical solution (as

"3 days" is written in the problem cited above), and write in word forq

one of the numerical data necessary for solving the prOblem'; If the

pupils makl a .mistake even here, realization of the mistake theymade

will be very useful, helping to raise the level (acuteness) of analysis

in connection with problem solving.

At subsequent stages of instruction, the possibilities are expanded

ot using a different kind of interesting problem which requires the Chil-

dren not so much to solve as to analyze the conditions. The shortcpming

of problems of this kind, which are given in the textbook (just as in

the fourth-grade text, a special section of "Interesting Problems and

Exercises" is marked at the end), is that most of them are not

enough for the children to solve without assistance, and thprefore they

lose their elational value.

At the same time,.there are a number of problems which are both with-.

in the abilities of the children and very, useful, since they prad them

to analyze the conditions more thoroughly. We will tite only one specific

example of thi.k.ind, the solution of which requires no calculations at

all. Rather, it is enodgh'to ponder the conditions: "There were 60
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kilograms of grapes in two .boxeilt Sixteen kilograms were transferred from

nne box to the other. How many kilograms of grapes were there in both

boxes?"

The children who are thinking, after carefully familiarizing them-

selves with the'condition; answer without any calculating. "It's-Still

60 kilograms"C "It doesn't Change," they say. By contrast, theiother

children perform calculations (60 - 16 = 44, 44 + 16 60), without even

noticing that they get the same 60 kilograms they started with. Problems

of this kind train pupils to rellKn from hasty-action until,, exhaustive

analysis has been campleted,, and this has great significance La forMing

creative thinking.

Problems in three or more operations make greater demands on the

Pupils' analysis of conditions. Therefore the authors of the second-.

grade textbook are correct when they indbduce a special segtion in which

the solution.to two and three operation problems is giyen, and the chil-

dren are told to compare the solutions of pairs of Analogous problems

and answer why one of t4em is solved in two operations and the other in

three.

After a certain amount of practice by the pupils in golving com-

pound problems, however, the number of operations ceases to be a factor

determining the degree of difficulty. The charaCter of the relationship''\

between data, the'ease (or difficulty) with which the relationship can

Wbe exposed, (its more "hidden," or'conversely, its more "open" character,)

begin to play a decisive role in this respect. For eicample, the'eharacter

of the relationship is completely clear in a problem solvable in three

operations which says that so many fewer cucumbers were taken from the

Second plot than from the first, and so many more cucumbers from the

third than from the second (see problem No. 436 in the second-gradN.vxt-

book). A two-operation problem solved by the method of ratios is much

harder for the pupils. Let uS cite one such problem:

Twelve lemons were bought for a kindergarten. Fifty
.knpeks were paid for every three lemons. How much did
all fhe lemens cost? (See problem No. 407 in the fourth-
grade textbook). -

This problem lacks any words which 'directly dictate a correlation of

numerical data '(as in the first problem, in which "so many fewer" or
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"so many more" is ,indicated directly). Only,through analysis of the

specific features of the numarical data (the'relation of 3 to 12) can one

uncover the relationship contaillpd in the problem's condition.

Problems O'f../444:s kind, which can be solved by special techniques,

are marked in the textbooks and put into groups, and.,a note, apparently

for the teadher, points out what type of problem the given group belongs

to. The works of Menchinskaya 67] and Kalmykova [27] map out a system

of work that ensures the children's formation of the concept of problem

type. Let us indicate only the basic stages cq this work.

At first, immediately after analyzing thkziethod of solving this

type of problem under the teacher's direction, the children are given

various problems of this type ,differing from the one discussed only in

details--the story, the numerical data. But the essential elemeas of the

condition which determine application of a type-method of solving are

always given the same form in these problems.

At the next stage, the teacher sets a goal for the children--to learn

to distinguish problem-type when there are substantial differences in

wording which concern an essential part of the conditions,(for example,

the customary wording of the form "the first number is so many times as'

large as the second" is replaced by "the quotient in dividing the,first

number by the second eguals....").

Later, problems of this type are included in the structure of more

complex ones, and finally, the work concludes by comparing problems of

the given type to problems of other kinds having something in common

with problems of the given type fn the wording of the conditions or in

the method of solving.

Thus, after the children learn to solve problems on finding two

numbers from 'their sum and ratio, they are told to compare problems in

which the difference and ratiO are giveh. Although these problems are

not stipulated in the curriculum, in this case one may utilize the

directions in the explanatory note to.the curriculum, which allows the

teacher to expand the study of a certairCtopic if.the proper conditions

are present.

It is also quite useful to contrast a type-problem to non-type-prob-

lems which are similar in wording. For example, after solving a problem

on finding two numbers from their sum and ratio, it is a good idea to
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give a probleM in increasing a nuMher several times, whose wording includes

the same expression "so many times as much." Indeed, introducing exerciseS°
\

,of OAS kind into teaching practice aids the development of Pupils' flexi-

ble Skills in solving ty0e=-problemsr, by preventing the influence of
stock phrase'in solving.

Alongside of problems:Which lead the-pupil fOrward, we discover in

the textbooks a numbet which-in na way enrich_ the pupil. These are pecul-

iar "intervals" and "pau"Ses" filled with other forms of activity, during
.

which prohlem.solving.acquires especially subordinate significance and

fhe structure of.the problems Which the children are told ro solve is pur-,

posely simplified, although they have already4learned a more complex struc-
.2

ture. This occurs, for example, in.the first7grade textbook in the tran .

sition to studying the new operations, multiplication apd.division.-

-

operation.prohlems, Whicluthe first giaderwhave already, solvedimost

completely disappear in this section. Thty appear only in'tlie section

't "Practite," and then do not appear untoll thebsecoad-gr'ade textbOok.

The authors of the textbook gave the following reasons. Only simple

multiplIcatIon and divisiohproblems are introduced into-the-cuiriculum

or the first,year of school.' Thes& two'new operAtions of aiXthtietic are

studied in the second half.of the year, and theelection-of,problems is

entirely suordinate to thelObjLtive of studSting these operations.

Such "intervals" are tet again and agai;1. Tn first gradeAthe "Mtd,tiL

pliaation" an& "Division"

and the same thing occurs

up to 100." It is natural

simplified in the study ,pf

fourth-grade ,textbook;- for

sections:incluge,only singl6 operation problems,

in a subst:antial part of the section-"Numeration-

that the probru'Structure.is also greatly,:

,muitipIication And. 'division tables; in the

a whlle the numeration of numbers of several

figures, and operations pith them, suPplant arithmetic problems of more

tomplex structure, and the s,ame thing occults in the study of concrete

numbers, and so on.

What .does all this say? It teitifies to the feat that the syst em,

of teaching:problem7solving is very often violated. And it is well

known.that every skI.1J can, be formed successfully only if:systematic

exercise is angured.

How is one to get out of this situation? How should the tea4 cher
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proceed with the textbook material? The teacher should not slavishly

follow the textbook in sereCting problems. He must strive to ensure.a

definite system in solving problems, gradually increasing their diffi-

Culty and reinforcing acquired skills. '4herefore, in first grade in partic-

ular, when working with children on single operation problems in multi,.

plication and division,'it is necessary constantly to alternate these

problems with'compound problems in addition and subtraction. Then the

teacher does not have to worry that the ability to,solve two operation

problems, acquired not without labor in first grade, may be destroyed

because of a prolonged lack of practice in solving them and that it will

have to be re-formed in the second year of school.

Moreover, if the pupils',preparation permits, the teacher can go

somewhat beyond the bounds of the first-grade curriculum, giVing coin-

pound problems to solve that include not only addition and subtraction,

but Also multiplication or division (along with the simple problems in
-

the text). The explanatory note to the curricAlum grants a teacher this

right.

The teacher can proceed in a similar way with tgpe-problems, some-
, ,

times deviatin&from the textbook, and if expedient, going somewhat be-.

yond the bounds of the curriculum. When students independently, though

with the teacher's'llelp,. "discover" a type4nethod of solving (and thiS

is whst the methodology of explaining type-problems should be), they do

not, as a rule need to solve as.large a number of analOgous problems

in a row as,the textbook gives (25-30). It is considerably more useful

,to move some of these problems to other sections, alternating them with

problems of simpler structure, relaed to studying some new question of

arithMetic. .Solving a type-problem sote time after it has been intro-

duceciwill be. very ugeful, sinde it requires the pupil to analyze the
4,

probiem's.condition a second tilie.and will not be simply the result of

recalling a specific method repeatedly used earlier in solving analogous

problems.

_In_teAching_hoi_to solve_compound problems (which demand consider-
,

able mental effort from the pupils), the pupils' awareness and mastery

of methods of solving hem, and knowledge of the general rules by which

they must act, acquirI still greater significance (than when the solving

of simple prob\ms was being taught);
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The methods with which the children were acquainted at the initial

stages of instruction (concretization, abstraction, and the liie) acquire

richer substance; now the primary object should be the use not of divid-:

N
ual methods but of the whole system of them. Children should b taught

tcT choose Methods correctly depending on the nature of the 'problem.

We Have aeen the content of one of,the most important mental opeta-
.

tions--the operation of choosing--gradually deepen. If-in the beginning..

. the pupil has been required only to choose the arithmetical operation,

and then to choose numerical data to correlate with each other, now in

addition, he must choose methods which ease the task of finding the path

of solution.

The question may arise, is this latter task within the powers of

primary-grade pupils? The psychological research that has been conducted

allows this question to be answered in the aff4.mative.

According to Kalmykova's data [26], many pupils could be found in

third and fourth grade who actively searched for methods of solving un-

familiar pfoblems. They resorted to constructing a diagram illustrating

the problem's condition, or they tried various type-methods they knew,

or they varied one of the data to ascertain how it would affect the other

dat;. 'They did this even though they bad received no special instruc-

tion in a sYstem of methods of solving problems independently. There is

good reason to suppose, there'fore, that with such instruction, children

can learn to choose more effective methods according to the character

of the problem.

It is important to teach children, for example, to resort to the

method of making a condition concrete if the problem is stated abstractly,
A

or, the reverse, to use the method of abstraction for a problem with a

concrete subject. And finally, it is particularly importantto teach

them to try out different'. methods, replacing one with another in case

of failure.

This latter objective can be realized only through giving pupils

extensive practical work in solving problems independently. The number
1c

of problems children solve.independently should be sUbstantially increased

at the expense of problems solved with the teacher's direct help and

guidance. What should be the conterit of'basic methods for solving rel-

atively difficult problems independently?
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The method of.making a problem's condition mote concrete should

be applied in More active forMs.than atthe initial stage of instruction,.

Then the teacher-limits himsele,Merely to advising the pupll to piety _a
clearly what the problem said. The necessity of a vivid "image" of what

.

is described in the problem retains its significance even now.- But it

should be taken into account that one must know how to use images. HA 4

vivid image of individual, complex details of a problem's condition May .

yven play a negative role, leading the pupil away from discovering basic

correlations. And, most importantly, this process 10 hardly subject to

Control.

Other-forms of concretization, linked with active arteration of the

text of the problem, are much mire convenient. It is very useful to

advise the pupils'to alter a-Problem giVen rn'abstract terms, if neeessary,

into a problem with a specific story'. For example, if a problem is given

about a sum and ratio in abstract form:

The sum of two numbers is 12, and one number is 3 times
as large as the other. What are the numbers?

the children themselves can make it into a problem with a specific story:

TwO boys had 12 pieces of candy, One had 3 times as

many pieces as the other. How pAny pieces of candy did
each boy have?

In certain cases, temporarily replacing large numbers in the prob-

lem's condition with small ones is useful. Such subatitutions are a
s

particular form of concretization, since they help to bring the problem

closer to the pupil's experience". It is necessarr to give the pupae

speclal exercises, telling them to alter the conditions of problems, and
. i

then to prod them to use 'Ehis method as they search for ways of solving

an Unfamiliar, abstract problem by themselves.

,Interpretation of a problem's condition is aided by the opPosite

method--abstraction--in which the condition of a problem with .a concrete

subject are formulated in the language of abstract mathematical corre-

&Lions of 44antities. Not enough,attentiori.has been given to this
a

.aspect of reinterpreting a problem until now. Still, this kind of workj
is very important, since it trains the pupils to "translate" in inathe-

matical terms various correlations clothed in the concrete form o ac ions
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of life without assistance.

Bogolyubov, a teacher, worked out an entire system of such exer-

cises 141. Several problems were given, varied in subject matter Td

identicin mathematical structure. The pupils are to replace words

denoting various eVeryday actirons ("bought so many," "spent so much,"

and the like) with one and the same word, which has the nature of a

mathematical' term, "cost." From these abstfact terms the pupils easily

pass to the arithmetical operation, since the relationship betKeen

quantities becomes completely clear to them.

Bogolyubov IX, in generalizing his many years of teaching experi-
%

ence, gives a "scale" which reflects the different degrees of apkroxi-

mation to abstract mathematical language. Hc shows this by the wording

of one and the,Same final question of a problem:

i) .the Most cOncrete wording: "How many mushrooms did

' the b6iy and gii pic1tether?';

2) more abstract: "'What number of mushrooms did the

boy and girl pick?";

3) , still more abstract; "Find the total number of

mushrooms.";

4) the most abstract, completely free of all aspects

of "plot": The probl.em is to find the Sum of the

'numbers. v

In this last case, the content of the problm is virtually reduced to

naming the arithmetical operation with which the problem should be.

solved.

Doing such exercises gradually makes it poSsible for the pupil to

use abstraction as an independent method for solvInwroblems. Thisds

,facilitated by the textbook, which .introduces exercises in composing and

,solving problems, in which the data are given in the form of abstract

concepts: "number," "cost," lq,alue," and the like.

More effretive and,advantageous fot wide-scale use in school prac-
,.

tice is.a method which, unites concretization and abstraction. A refer

to the use of graphs and diagrams which help show the correlations be-

4' tween the quanttils mAtioned in'a problem. A graphic illustration, on

the one hand, makes it possible,for the pupil to picture these correlations

in visual form (concretization), and conversely, it helps him to abstract

11
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himself from the details of the story and the objects described in the

text of the problem (abstraction). This is the basic value of the'

graphic method.

In praCtice in our schools, graphic illustrations and diagrams usually,,

are implemented by the teacher himself. Very little has been done till now

to make graphic, schematic representation of the.condition the un'known,

and the link between them, a method of independent problem solving by

the pupils. A diagram does not show the objects discussed in,the problem:

'AeIt presents mathematiCal relations between quantities in abstract form.

This is why it is hard for a child with so special preparation to grasp

the connection between an abstract sketch and concrete conditions.

.
.One psychological investigation showed that the use of drawings

of the kind given, for example, in the.second-grade textbook on pages 7,

16, 18, 22, and others, in the fourth grade-textbook on pages 63, 79,

And others, is good preparation for employingiagrams [6]. In these

drawings (which BotSmanova called "object-analytical")'ihe pupil sees,.

the_objects discussed in the problem. These drawings reflect the quanti-

tative correlations between data and unknown. SUih a drawing is closet

to the text of the problem and is distinguished by greater concreteness

than a diagram, and in this respect it is easier for the children to

understand. HoweVer, to be limited to the use of such drawings would be

.utterly wrong. Just because of their,conteness or "attachment" to ehe

story of a definite problem, they can do little to help the child under-

stand the general method of solving problems of the same kind. .

A diagram revealing links between quantities which are veiled in. he-

text of the problem is more likelyA.o lead the pupil to discover a way

of,solving the problem than the object analysis drawing. Therefore, it

is very imparant to teach children to use diagrams in solving problems.

Very useful in this respect is the method of contrasting an object analy-

sis drawing and a diagram of one and the same problem. In this case,

the object analysis drawing plays the role of an intermediate link. By

contiasting,the text of the problems, the drawing, and thelidiagram, the

pupil beComes aware not only of the conciete correlations described in

the given problem, but also of the connection between the quantities
. 4

considered*in it in a general scheme. For example, the.link between cost,

prce, and quantity in general is shown, regardless of What objects are

liftWor

S.
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being talked about.

Research shows that ability to construct a diagram developi in chil-

drep by degrees. At first, they grasg and express in the diagram-the

most general features of the problem, and only afterward do their diagrams

begin to reflect the structure of the problem. Making a diagram*is not

an end in itself. In constructing it, the pupil gradually perceives the

relationship contained in the condition. He continually compares his

drawing with what is described in
I.

the,condition and makes corrections

if-necessary. Consistently perfecting the diagram means perfecting the

analysis and raising the level of analytical work.

When pupils become convinced by experience that using a diagram

aids successful problem solution, they begin to apply thig method on

their own initiative on a large scale, without waiting to be prompted

.y the teacher. Those teacher;Nho ,systematically teach problem solving

with the graphithod achieve good results. ,For example, A. V. Olevanova,

a teacher at School, No. 330 in Moscow (whose experiment was studied by

,Botsmanova), who uses the graphic method extensive;y in teaching problem

solving in first and seccTi grade,. gave children problems otincreased

difficulty to golve by themselves, whicti went farlaeyond'the limits of Y-

the curriculum, and the childr e n coped with these problems successfully.

Certain methodologists [61, 67] give much attention to elaborating

the graphic method. However, it has not yet found proper reflection in

the arithmetic textbooks. Though we could.cite a number of example's of

object analysis drawings which are available in the books, we can hardly

do this with diagrams. The only exception is specific diagrams for motion

problems. At t4 same time, the textbooks have many illustrations for

.quite another purpose: to show the meaning of a word used in the text of

the problem. These drawings often concern things sufficiently familiar

to fhe children, so they may be discatded without detriment.

In speaking of the Ilse of diagrams in teaching problem solving, one

inexpedient form should be mentioned, albeit briefly. We mean the con-

-. struction of diagrams in the course of a so-called "analytic" breakdown
A _

of a problem (from 'the final questinn to the data). Popova often recommends

that such diagrams be used even when thela4ablem itself is easy. At the

same time, the construction of a diagram of the analytic breakdown is diS-

tinguished by certain specific difficulties [56t4105j. However,
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the diagram here is an end in itself, a certain special exercise in logic,

whose psychological and educational value is at least questionable.

Popova proposes another peinciple of diagram construction in her

work on methods of teaching arithmetic in firpt grade [57]. The diagrams

she proposes for first graders help to show e4a4orielations between data .

and pie unknown. Iut according to the directions in this book, themost

active role in constructing diagrams still belongs to the teachev, not to

the pupils.

All of thetiethods descrlbed above were directed at analysis of the

conditions of a problem and exposing the relationship between the quanti-

tps discussed in it. The use of the analytic question "Why?" belongs to

.ithis group of methods. Utilization of this methodOis possible only for

:=;eertain kinds of problems. Thus, in solving problemi "in finding a num-

Aer from two differences," the statement of the questkon, "Why was the.

Ost higher in one case then id another?" for example, helps to-"Luatie"

the basic !Icnot" of the problem, since analysis, naturally, aims at
,

exposing t:iie dAfference.in the number of objects which causes the

difference in cost.

Whether or not unassisted use of this Method is within the pupils'

abilities Was tested in ,ap eiperiment by a teacher, A. E. Kozlova, in

connection with teaching third graders [32]. But the pupils,must be

gradually ,led to unassisted use of the method. In the beginning, the

teacher himself poses the question "why?" in dissecting i new problem,

Ind later .11e tells the pupils to Ask the qUestion in analyzing a problem

which is familiar to them; finally, he prompts them to use this method

in\analyzing a problem which is,new to them. In this case, the pupils

themselyes ask a question aimed at exposing4the basic relationship, and

they th'e;mselves answer it and independently'find ways of solving the new

problem.

,Amalysis of the relationship between data can be approached a differ-

ent way--by arbitrarily changingcue of the data and then ascertaining

how the chanee affects the other data. This also helps to show the
_

relationship between basickquantities. Certain exercises, widely used in

practice, can help pupils to ma9er this method. We mean assignments

which call for transforming the problem into another, when the question

of a problem which ha4 already been solved is changed OW the pupils are
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V.:

11,

required to change the condition, or the reverse, to think up a new ques-
S 4, f-'

eion^f-O- altered-dohdition- ,Eicercises of this kind have been worked

,put by "olyak [53]; 'they also occupy-Elarge,place in Pchelko!s methods
-...;,

manual [48].

If analysis of the problem s condition by the methods described

above does not'lead to the goal, there remains one'methoda_leSs perfect

c

onej,:which, howeNter, children often resott.to on their own: /60e±fOrmi g a

numerical solption as a "trial." These ttials can be effe4iveOn1y,, f
;

the pupils consider them as steps toward deeper analysisof the problem.

In other words, if any pair of data are correlated and a rLnierical soluT
- ,-

tion ia prodnced, then right away the question must be ;asked --caw one
..:

correlate these data? does this not contradict the other data? and would

it be necessary to find thig out, from the standpoint of the problem's

question?

In using this method, there is.aIways the danger of transforming,

'the saving process into mindless manipulatian of- numbers,-which some

pupils who are not fond of hard problems are prone to do. Therefoie,

use of this method bly pupils must be approached with greataution.

Carrying out a numerical solution before exhaustive analysis of

the problem is justified only if the pupil knew how to-expand the prob-

lem into a series of simpler ones during preliminary analysis, first

isolating a familiar problem from one whose methods df solving had to

be found. By progressively solving such familiar, simpler problems,

he simplifies the complex problem given him, and thereby can-,direct all

his thinking efforts toward solving the basic problem.
9

Thus, teaching the pupils methods of solving problems independently

by practice should be the basic objective of the methodology of teaching

problem solving. But along with elaboration of the most effective

methods for pupils to liolve problems, onomust consider another aspect--

a reasonable simplification of.techniques of working on problems. Some

firmly established requirements could be considered optional, or even

superfluous.

Tor instance, in solving problems, must we insist that the pupil

9The technique of expanding a problem into simple problems is
described by Shor [61].
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write down the conorete -name of every component in an operation? I? it

.not enough to.write the concrete name in the result? As we know, much

time is spent getting pupils to learn two different kinds of division--

"into part0 and "by content" and having them master the 'two corresponding

wsys of writing concrete names in solving problems.

An obser.vation shows, even if teachers contrast these two problem

forms, a number of4-loupils wilNtinue 65 make mistakeS in writing'the

doncrete names. Is the expenditure of time and effort on this kind of

schoolwork justified?. Apparently, it is often enough to require the pupil

solving the problem siMply to explain his result briefly, or even merely

to correlate his answer with the question asked in the problem.

Similarly, legitimate doubt arises as to whether it it advisable

always to require e pupil who is solving problems in two operations

(Of'more) to ana1yz the process into isolated steps, when it Would be

.iliore economical to write the necessary operations on one line. We refer

primarily to the kind of problem which can be solved either by double

subtraction or by additiolikand subtraction.

.0ne often endounters problems like the folloWing:

Some- schoolchildren had 10 rabbits. They gave the
kindergarten 3 rabbits, and another rabbitAran away. How
many rabbits did the schoolchildren have left?

The children solve the problem very quickly,,successively, taking 3 and 1

away from 10, while the teacher i trying to get them to formulate two

separate questions and_to perform dition first and then subtrAction.

One asks, should children be hindered from using the simpler way?

In connection with subsequent improvement of arithmetic teaching

.procedure, two objectives should be established: 1) to simplify teaching

by removing from the arithmetic course everything retained in it for

, tradition's sake alone, and12) to introduce more complex academic material.

Attempts to reorganize the subject matter of the elementary mathematics

course>endertaken in recent years by a number of researchers, are moving

in just this direction. We go on to consider the preliminary results

Of theseexperiments.
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5. New experimental research considering the possibilittes of
-

introdUcing elements of algebra into the ele;mentary mathematics,'

course

The first experiment in introducing elements of algebra W'as performed

in the experimental class of El'konin and Davydbv [14]. Unfortunately, .

published.materials nospecial attention was gives to teaching chil-

drep,problem.solving. But,from the outlined curriculum 114) it can be seen

that the experimenters propose that children as early as second grade begin

to construct and solve first-degree equations in two udknOwns in connection

-with the sol4ion of problems. Ziere is still no,data showing whether the

exPerimenters succeeded in realizing this program in practical teaching)

-and if so, under what kind of system the corresponding work vas cmiducted.

Substantially more material on the question under consideration is

contained in an article by the Ukrainian psychologist, Skripchenko 164].

During the school year 1960-61, Skripchenko conducted some interesting work

on developing in fourth-grade children generalized algebraic methods of

solving problems. Convinced that this material was not beyond the powers-

: of fourth graders he transferred his experiment fo the third grade during

1961-62.

The preparation, for solving problems by equations is described in the

following manner:

wAtzt.,.

- Before going on to setting up equations from the conditions

of problems, the pupils distinguished and elaborated individual

steps in this complex process. In the beginning, they formulated

individual algebraic expressions from statements representing the

conditions of problems [64: 87].

It would be more accur* to-say that they learned to express one'of the

unknown quantities in terms of another when their difference or sum was

known. For example, the children are told to formulate algebraic expres-

sions according to this condition:

On the first day, a worker made several Aachine parts,

and on the seCond day he made 5 more than on the first day.

Designating'by x fhe number of parts made by the worker on the first day-,

the pupils then formulate an expression (x + 5) to designate the number

of parts made on the second day.
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Then the children went en to problems in several unknowns. The

authors states:

* After the pupils had developed elementary skill in construct-
ing individual algebraic expressions from the stetements function-
ing as parts of the problem's conditiOn we taught the children

to join individual-eApressions into knations--judgments. nits

work was carried out on problem& similar inkind, then on prob-
.
lems varying'in content and qtructure [64: 891.

Later,- brcontrasting theArithmetic method of solving problems with

usingequatipns a link was established between the skills developed

in the children earlier and the new method of solving. The general con-

clusion the author makes from the experiment is that'
41.

Methods of solving arithmetic problens by setting up
equations in one unknown can be learned by pupils in the
primary grades--not'Only fourth grade, but third grade

also [64: 92-93].

From this summary, it can be seen that Skripchenko's exPeriment

envisaged introducing the algebraic method of salving problems earlier

than in sixth and seventh grade but in approximately the same way. The
40,

general direction in teachftigthe formulation and solution of equations

was maintained: in the first ye r, solving problems by the arithmetic

method; later,constructing simple algebraic expressions reflecting the

problem's individual elemeAts; and finally, constructing equations. The

algebraic method'of solving pl.oblems is introduted on the basis of the

arithmetical One and inZontrast to it.

The proposals formulated by Pchelko took aparoximately the same
"'

direction [47]. But he approached the soluti f the queftion mpre

cautidiasly. Pchelko wrote:

Of the two basic methods of solving problems,.the arithme-

tical one will occupy the leading position in the primary grades

'under,all conditions, because the arithmetical structure of the
majority of problems solved in primary school is such t t it 7)

makeg use of the algebraic method superfluous [47: 68

As an example fof which "the algebraic method simply does not make sense,"

he cites this problem:
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Two trains left two cities at the sax& time, heading
toward each other.. One was going 40 kilometers an hour and
the other, 60 kilometers an hour. The trains met in 4 hours.
Determine the distance between the towns. [47: 68].

0
At thd same time Pchelko considers it expedient to use equation

construction in fourth grade to solve sjmple problems, on finding an un-

known minuend when given the subtrahend and the difference, finding twn

numbers from their sum and ratio, and'certain others. He proposes that

theary simplest equation, suctras-these should be solved on the basis

of knowledge of the relationship between components of the arithmetical

operations. Since these relationships are at present "studied funda-

mentally" only in fourth .grade, Pcilelko considers it possible to intro-

duce suitable equations only in that year, in order to use the algebraic

4 me,thod of solving-in fifth grade for complex, "intricate" problems.

Thus even here, as with Skripchenko, it is a matternot of changing

the system of teaching problem solving as a whole, but only of introducing

equations a little earlier than is done now, in order to make it easier

for pupild,to solve more complex problems and to save some of the time

it bAgis to cover the curriculum.

Another approach to the question under discussion was outlined in

an article by the authors of this book [40]. We proceeded from the fact

that the algebraic method of solving shifts the focus of attention from

the calculation process to the analysis of the relation between data

ahd unknown, and that such a method requires comprehension of the mathe-
.

matical structure of the probldm as a whole (in the arithmetical Method

the pupil's attention is often taken up by individual particular prob-4

lems and the whole is overlooked).:

The algiraic approach to problem solving thus supposes a higher

level of. generalization, and makes greater demands on the ability to

perform analysis and synthesis., than the arithmetical approach. There-

, fore conscious mastery of,the algebraic method of solving complex pnob-

lems should be preceded by special (prolonged) preparatory`work, the aim

of which would be to gradually.instill suitable skills in the children.

This is Why it seemed necessary to us to conduct such an ."algebuaic

preparatory'course," beginning in first grade. In-the teaching experi-

ment organized during 1962-63 under our direction in the first oade of

the V. I. Lenin School (R. F; Sen'kina, teacher), this preparatory work.
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was begun from the moment the children were introduced ta solving very

simple addition and subtraCtion problems [39]. The children were syste-

matically taught to discern closely what is known from the problem's

condition's and what is notknown--what has to be found. In the notation

for solving thesq problems, x was introduced immediately to designate

the unknown number, And the children had to learn to express the unknown

in terds of the known quantities wlth the aid of the signs of the arith-

metical operations. .

Let us show by eXamples how the pt'pils themselves explained the

course of their solutions. Repeating the problem given by the teacher,
,

t4e pupil immediately isolated the known from the unknown. For examPle:_

We know that Kolya had 5 stamps and that his papa gave him
1 more stamp. We have to find out howpany ,stamps in all

.Kolya had then.

FUrther reasoning goes like this:

I call the unknown x--that's how many stamps Kolya
had in all. We know that Kolya had 5 stamps and his papa
gave him one stamp. So he had mote stamps. We need to
add 1 more stamp to the 5 stamps. I write 2s= 5 +.1. Now,

I'll figure out what x is (calculates-mentally and writes)-,
x 6. Kolya had 6 stamps in all.

It can be seen:from this course of solution that here (as in the

problem involving "oncoming eraffid' cited in the Pchelka article),

neither the introduction of x to denote the unknown, nor the construe-

tion of an equation, by themselvessmade the problem any easier to solve

(at first it even perhaps complicated the pupils',work somewhat). How-'

ever, as we said above, it is necessary to evaluate the expedience of

such work according to its use in preparing students for mastering 'the

algebraic method of solving complex problems. From this standpoint it is

highly significant, since with such an approach, from the.very beginning,

problem solving is clearly divided'in the children's minds into the follow-

ing stages:

1) disce ning and deTimiting the data and unknown;

2) designating the unknown by.x and writing the relation
between unknown and data in the form of a definite mathematical
expression;

3) finding the numerical.value of the unknown.
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, These are all'very itportant aSpects of preparation for setting up
S. 0

equations.

Even,ln the first.gradd, the Children were introduced to so-called

."reverse" .(or "indirect") problems in adding and subtracting (problems

involving finding one of two addendg, given the sum and the other addend';

finding the minuend,.given the subtrahend and difference, and others).

PrOblems like these were part of the first-grade curriculum in the past

but were transferred tO the second grade in 1950 because of their extreme

difficulty for seven-year-olds. The expediency of this decision raikrid'

'doubts from the very beginning. At that time, in 1950, Menchinskaya

observed, that Vifficulty in learning Is no argument" and that "we should

have steiven to overcome the difficulty first graders had in learning [36:

73]," taking.into considdration the psychological value of these problems

for education in this'iirst year of school. This consideration was subse-

quently reinforced,by an analysis of the difficulties linked to studying .

problems expressed in indirect form, in-Second grade. The analysis .

showed that rejecting these problems_in first grade regularly leads the

children to adept an incerrect approach. towa.rd problem solving!in general'

[431.
0

There was etiery reason to Sappose that Solving reverse (indirect)

problems in first grade would facilitate development of the,children's

ability to grasp the problem as a whole and to choose an operation

conseiously on the basis of adequate analysis of the,conditions. Consid-

ering direct and revarse problems,at the same time .creates .conditions

which preclude the develbpment of stereotyped solufions and.which kis, -not

permit.children to establish a mechpnical tie between certain isolated

wo0 rds in the text of.the problem ana a particular arithmetical *opera-

tion.
10 h

00

4
There was andther purpose in introducihg problems of this'type into-

the experiment, that of .gradually'preParing the, pupils to use the method

10 These considerations were taken into account in an experiment per-
formed under,the direction of Zankov [731. In 'connection with teaching

-problem solvi07,0141 first grade, this experiment'attaches special signif-

icance to reverse problems and comparison of them with direct ones.
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of setting tip equations. 'To this end, in solving reverse problems, x

was used to designate the unknown. The solutioh of a-problem on finding-

one of two addends from their sum and a second kddend, for example, was'

written this way:

2.60,+ 3 7; x ... 7 3; x = 4

The transition from x + 3 7 to x 1," ,7 3 was accomplished by analysing

the concrete life situation described in the problem. For example, this

problem is solved:.

There were several pencils in a box. The teacher put
in 3. more pencils. Then there were 7 penoals in the box
-4together. How many pencils were there in the box at
eirst?

The Pupil explains'that to answer this question, one needs io take all

seven pencils:And lay aside ("take away") the three pencils the teacher

put in. Then the pencils which were in the box in the beginning will

'remain. By solving problems of this kind many times and carrying out the

reverse assignment of composing problems from a given solution, thepupils

accumulate factual material which prepares them for realizing in general

.form the link between components of arithmetical operations. Conscious-

ness of these links is a prerequisite for solving first,-degree equations

in one unknown.
1.

Preparing first graders to make equations was not limited, however,

,t0 solving simple problems. Changes were introduced into-the methodology

of solving compound problems. Let us show this.with an exAmple.

There were 8.pieces of candy in,a bowl. Four pieces were
)

eaten. Mama put 5 more pieces in the bowl. How many pieces
of candy were there in the bowl then?

The pupil's in the experimental class reasoned and wrote the solution to

11The feasibility of using x in solving reverse problems in first
,grade, and,the feasibility of teaching first graders a general Method
of solving these problems, was demonstrated in KOSSOVIS WOTk [30].
This is borne out by the experiment conducted rn the schools of the
Sverdlovsk region under the directiOn of E. M. Semenov, although both
authors approach formation of such a generalized solving method some-
what differently than we do.
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this problem in the following wig:

it,is necessary to find out how many pieces,of candy
.there were In the bowl then. I'll call that x. We know
that there were 8 pieces'in theloowl, bue.'4 pieces were
eaten-L-so there were fewer--you have to take away 4.
Mama put another 5 pieces in--you have to aila 5. Then
x . 8 - 4 + 5. I'll calculate what x equals (calculates
and writes down x 9). There were then 9 pieces of

candy in the bowl,

tBy such a method of analysis, the pupil mentally grasps the entire solu"

N'tion of the problem as a whole before he proceeds:to calculate.

Other forms of cdipound problems were approached in a similar waY.

,In order to form the children's capacity to analyze and synthesite,.

generalize, abstract and "concretiz'e," techniques of analyzin4a prob-

lem's condition, such as sciSpatic and object illustration of the con-

dition, weConstructed, or had them construct, diagrams reflectcmg the

link between data and unknown, and ()pers. All of'these techniques were

used not only by the teacher, but.by the children also.

O prepare the children4for algebraic generalizations Ph the later

grades', we gave them, after they had solved a large number-of problems

with numerical, data, analogous problebrquestions without nunibers, in

which they had lerely to indicate whit operation of arithmetic was needed.

to answer.the question. For example,,the teacher would say, "If you know

- how many books ard on one shelf and how many are.on anotherthen what

operation do you use to find,oUt how many books in all there are on the

Shelves?"

The first experiament conducted in this direction, in die-V. I.' ...-

Lenin SChool in 1962-63' gave positive results. The above mentioned inno

vations had a,benefIcial influence qp the Way the children learned the

entire curricular material, and not only permitted,the curricular limits

to be exceeded,.but ,lso significantly rais d the theoretical'level of

pupils' iSimilation of mathematics study m terial in first grade

ur experimental program calls for, in particular, implementation

of the algebraic preparation, in connection with the instruction in

problem solving which was considered above for first grade.

In the next gtades, this work receiv6s further development. Thus
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n-ihe second stade, in generalizing the vast factual material accnmu-

lated duriug,their first year,.41e,children learn, in generakjorm, the'

relationship between the componeats of the:arithmetical operations. On

this basis, they solve problems which are.e6sentially elementary first-

degree equations ill one unknown. P
\

In third grade, -they become familiar with using the method of

eiluatiOn construCtion in solving problems such as:

A housewife bought 3 kilograms of potatoes at 10 kopeks per '

kilogram and 2 kilograms of cabbage, She paid 62 kopeks for the
whole purchase. How much does 1 kilogram of cabbage cost?

The equattoti constructed frOm the pro em's coLitions can be solved by

th c

1(1
knowing the relationship between omponents of the arithmetical operar.

tions. The pupils reason this way:

' The housewlfe paid 10 x kopeks for the 3 kilograms of
potatoes, and ye 2 kopeks for the 2 kilograms of cabbage,
and the entire purchase cost 62,kopeke. Then 19x 3 + xx 2
= 62. To find the unknown term, it is necessary to subtract
the known term from the sum: ylx 2 = 62 - 30, ylx 2 = 32. ,

To find the unknown factor, the product has to be diivided
1:15f the known factor: y= 32 1 2, y ar. 16. One kilogram of

cabbage costs 16 kopecks.
.

-

Other problems hich reduce tip-constructing and solang first-degree le

equations in o e unknown can be solved in the same way.

Furthermore, beginning in second grade, along with solving problems

constructed on specific numerical material and prOblem questions with-,

out numbers (discussed above), the children become familiar with solving

problems in a general form, in which the assigned and unknown values are

designated by letters. Problems like this are solved:

The first day, A kilograms-of potatoes were sold, and on the
second day, B kilograms. How many kilograms of potatoes were

4
sold'in the two days? or, There are A tudents in two classes.
There are B students in one,class. How,m students are there,
in the other class?

(Solution: x = A B.)

Problems of this kind, formulated and solv in generakform, are made

specific by the children, who give A and B distinct numerical values.

In the experimental classes, exercises in independent construcilkon
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of problems, from a prepared,solution and from a schematic or brief

notation of the condition, are systematically wm.ducted. After problems

with letter datave been introduced, problems.are constructed" according

to formulas as x * A + x * B, x .'A * B, and die like. These prob-
____

leMs are conStructed both in genetal fotM and with numerical data (depend-
A

ing on what the teacher assigns). Theoreverse assignments are also given.

For example, a proiolem with nuMerical data is used to'8et a general form.

All these exerciaes, as observations show, help the children to be-
.,

come aware of the features of a problem.. They begin to identify,what

innumerable,distinct, concrete problems which are mathematically identi-

cal have in common, and the basic differences which determine the:choice.

of.different arithmetical ,operations in solving problems which appear

quite similar at firstglance, for example, solving a pair of pbablems

involving finding the sum of two addends and finding one of.the addends

from the Sum and the other one. They are good training for studying'how

the components of aritiiefical operations are related.

The use of Al lc symbols thus promotes more thorough, mastery of

arithmetical materi>ov.The exercises described, moreover., are found to

be very useful in developing children's capacity to generalize,.abstract,'

and concretize. In this respect, the use of letter symbols has proved

successful in considering thebasic properties of the operations of

arithmetic.

In second grade the children learned, with full comprehension, to.

write the commutative property of addition and multiplication in letters,

and,in third grade--the distributive property of multiplication over

addition, varlous methods of adding (and subtracting), the associative

proprty of addition, and others. In this case, the use of letter sym-

bols helped the children to formulate appropriate propositiohs in general
.30

form and to cite concrete examples to illustrate a general rule.

The system we have outlined of progressively training pupils to
3.

construct,equalions in order to solve problems in the rlmary grades,
;

of progressively introducing letter symbols as the generali ation.of the

ar4thmetical knOwledge which the children have built up, ne S, of course,

to be seriously tested by experiment. The experiment begun i 1963 in

18 glasses of six schools lis been expanded and is continuing, as we said
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above. It is also necessary to experiment with bther possible

approaches to solving the problems raised. However, the data from

the .preliminary experiments described above demonstrate that an,

earlier introductionof elements of algebra is completely work#ble

;And can be successfully developed in, the future.

ck. a
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CHAPTER V

GEOMETRY IN THE PRIMARY GRADES1

.

Questions of subject matter, system, and methods of studying geomd-

tric niaterial in thd primary grades are%till far from settled'. Recently,

interest in them hasegrown especially in connection'with the need to

raise,theHlevel of mathematics education in school, to strengthen the

connection betWeen instruction and life, and to introduce polytechni-

cal education 1 In the light of these goals, and the.current state of

affairs no one can be.satisfied with geometry preparation in the primary
-

grades.

Let us consider, first Ol all, how the aims of including elements of

geometry in the primary mathemattcs course are stated in the eXplanatory

, no te to the -present urriculum:

'The chieftask of geometric work in the primary grades isjto
give children clear-cut Visual images of the line;segment, angles,
the rectangle, the Square, the cube, and the rectangular parallel-

( epiped; U0 consider certain properties of, figures; and to use this

\ knowledge to armthe children with practicg14tOklls in measuring
length:rarea, and volume [12:53-54].

The importance oi instilling 4aPtia1 concePtion5ls a14-stressed in
4

,

4

stating the general al of arithmetic instruction, and<in considering

9:7.the bases of'methoiol y--the practicni direction of work in geometry.
.

.

Thus, at' present, the.study:of geometric material in the primary"
k A

grades is aimed chiefly atpractical goals, since donaideration of the

properties of figures and the formation of apprwriate conCepts help'
., "

to arm the pupils with the practical abilitids #nd skills necessa'ry for
.,,i.

.

solving practical problems in calculatinO?ea or volume.

Perhaps, in connection with this,qhe selection-of geometric mater-

ial is largely a matter of chance. in fact, neither the explanatory
,

1A. F. Govorkova participated in writing this chapter.

l45
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note to the curriculum nor the basic methods handbooks in arithmetic

make any attempts to justify the selection of the material considered in

grades 1 through 4. One can only suppose,that figures such as the rec-

tangle and square are chosen because ofrthe relative frequency with which

they are encountered in practical problems requiring calculation of area,

and the ease with which these problems can,be solved. Apparently, the

,same criteria dictate the choice of the cube and rectangular parallel-

epipedaror determining volumes. -

The curriculum and mgthodology noticeably*fail to consider carefully

what geometric work in the lower grades might best prepae the children

for the regular geometry course later. The same tende cy which we noted
.

earller in criticizing the insufficient use. of generalization when working

with primary schOlchildren, is clearly evident.both in the selection of

material and in the teaching methods.

Actually, the same procedure is followed herelpteaching only certain

practical material (mainly through sense perception) in the primary grades,
,

and putting off generalization and the transition to operating with con-

cepts until the future. Here the objective is not even to establish a

lira between the facts considered. Only this tendency to put off general-

ization can account.for the stipulation in the curriculum that.the chil-

dren be familiar with the straight line and the line siigment, but not

with the half-line; that the children deal only with equilateral tri-

.angles during the evtire four years of schoplingl even though they are

familiar with the triangle from the first steps of instruty_on, 4nd study

angles after that; that they are,not even lied to understand that the rec-

tangle and the sire are_vrieties of the quadrangle; and so on.

But even this direction in the curriculum is not followed with the

necessary consistency. 3uppose that the selection of figures is made

according to the approath stated above. -Then the question na*.urally

;comes up, why are.figutes such as the circle, and solids such as the

sphere 4nd the cylinder, familiar-to the children and often encountered

in their school and play activity and in practice generally, omitted

from the curriculum?

Furthermore, if the development of children's spatial concepts is

considered one dmportant purpose of teaching geometric material in
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primary rades, then why not introduce'exercises whidh would require the

children to receilnize familiar forms, not only in isoiaion,.but also

rider more complex conditions, in which, say, a familiar figure is an

Clement of a more complex configuration? This is clearly very important

both for applying acquired knolinedge to practical problems and for pre-
.

paring for later work in geometry.in the upper grades.

Furthermore, the authors of the curriculum and of textbooks are very

'cauttous about using mathematical terminology. In order not to introduce

the term "rectangular parallelepiped,".they go so hir as to staee the'

rule for computing volume in this way:~

To calculate the volume of an object.s4ch as a drawer,
a box, a roomt.etc., onemust measure its aength, width,
arid heifiht,-puiTng the.same 'unit of measure,'and multiply,
the numbers obtained. The product is always in cubic
units DO: 1391.

#

. "We see that rejection of a term leads to an inaccurate tatement. In
1,

other, cases, aithough the c,ircumlocution chosen to replace a mathematical

term may describe the'coAcept accurately, it taked4longer to say: For

example, "the sum of all '.he sitie of .the rectangle" instead of "the

perimeter of the rectangl," and 4he like. Still, familiarity with the

most clicn mathematical terms is klecessary'for successful continuation

of instruction in the upper grades. `The'consideNble diffictlity, children

meet when they begin to study the reOlar gecanetry'course occurs partly

because in priary school they were pOlarly.trained to perceive and use

the tftege, accurate mathematical 1 guage with which re mathematics
A

,

teacher operates. )

t

'`.... Observations and special experiments lately coppkacted by ps'ycholo-
,, r 4

gists and methodologists give uS reason to assert that tile exeeeding

caution displayed in this re

Y

pect in curret, teaching practice can be
..

iattributed only to an unde f edtimate of LI pupils' potetitial. In the
,

light Of the new goals confronting our chools, the necessity'of. revising

the subject matter and methods stu ing geometric material in the

primary grades is obvious.
t'

It is in this connection that.in the practice of individual teachers,

and in.experiments by different groups of teachers, methodologists, and
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scientific research institute workers, a wide scale searcli is being made

for the most rational way of improvina teaching in the primary grades in

this direction., More and mbre often saMeone calls for expanding the

content of the geometric material considered in the lower grades and pro-'

poses th introduction of a number of new figures (for examples, the

parallelogram, rhombus, cylinder, and others) to supplement_those now in

the curriculum.

It iS proposed,to,in4ude in the curriculum new topics which are

especially important for a more thorough and consaientious study of the

properties of the figure's considered (for examPle, parallel lines and

the concepp,of horizontal and vertical, among others). . However, revision

of the curriculum should consist not merely in amending or supplementing

the nomenclature of the objects under consideration, or in adding a few

new topics to those now included. It is important to Eliminate the lack

of system in the early introduction of geometry, and the lack of direction

in working with this material.

In particular, it is necessary toidecide what place ge6metry is to

occupy in the elementary mathematics course. Should it be put-to the

service of arithmetic' and flinction chiefly in the visual interpretation

of arithmetical facts, laws, etc., being considered? Should geometry

problems merely dembnstrate one practical application of arithmetic, or

should geometry be given independent impoitance in the course?

,- An analysis of the current curriculum has convinced us that as long

as geometry occupies an insignificant, subordinate position in relation

to arithmetic, it cannot serve to prepare children for the regular geome--

try course.

Obviously, the approach toward zeometry in the mathematical training

of younger students should be somewhat independent'. But does this mEan

that geometry should belsingled out as a separate, independent aca'clemic

subject an'd that the study of arithmetic and geometry,Shonld eed

along parallel lines?

An idea that has recently gained wide prevalence, that of creating

a single mathematics course combining arithtetic with elements of alge-
,

bra and geometry, calls for a course in which all these elements are
,

shown to be inseparably related. ,Of great interest in tliis connection

is the quest/on of what general approach might.subsume the study of

farithmetic and geometry i the primary grades.

I 0
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Deserving of the most serious attention, we think, is the approach

to ving this problem outlined in the works of Pyshkalo [58] and

Nes kov [461, co-workers at the mathematics sector of the Institute of

General and Polytechnical,FAucation of.the R.SFSR, Academy of Pedagogical

Sciences. T4e Institute developed just such a program for teaching first--

through eighth-grade mathematics, in which arithmetic, algebra, and geom-

etry .are interrelated. The main idea unifying this course, and helping

to show the organic connection between arithmetic and geometry problems,

is the theoretical-quantitative approach.

Indeed the operations of joining two quantities, or of removing the

appropriate part from 7quantity, the concept of intersecting quantities,

and the like, can all be interpreted both by using numerical quantities

and by considering geometricligures as loci. bf'course, this idea needs

careful elaboration with regard to the goals of elementary instruction,
-

and to the way primary,schoolchildren think, and then experimental veri-

fication, but the work in this direction is intswesting and productive..

However, the above approach, r4ating arithmetic to geometric mater-

ial in the elementary mathematics course, cannot by itself determine.what

specific geometric material should be studied in the primary grades. The

task of interrelating children's concrete and abstract tinking should

*4bv play a primary role in .solving this problem. Elementary instruction in

geometry should by no means be limited.to instilling 'certain spatial

concepts and practical knowledge and skills in children,, The procedure

for teaching geometry should create conditionc.4for more extensive use

of generalization. It is necessary to plan the transition from notions

to concepts. Thf'S need is dictated primarily by the aim of preparing

Children to study the reguitir geometry course.

However,,in emphasizing the preparation of the pupils for later study

of geometry, it should not be forgotten that the theoretical level of their

geometry ,preparation can be raised only by system4ically and purposefully,

enriching and developing their sensory experience, and that practical

actions with concrete Objects should help the children ,to discover the

specific characteristics of thekr-rorms, and the relationships between

different geometric figures and their el41c17;ts, and thus help them to

make suitable generalizations and abstractions.

(

4
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For example, by solUing the elementary practical problem,of fashion-

ing a triangle from three sticks of arbitrary length, the children will

be convinced, from their own experiences that a triangle can be made not

only from equal sticks but also from sticks of different lengths. And

they will meet a case in which a triangle cannot be made from the sticks

(the teacher should make sure .this happens).. Even if it is 'lot stipulated

that the children know how-the sides of a triangle are-related ("Every

side of a triangle is less than the sum of .the other two sides"), practi-

cal work in the primary grades will provide most valuable material for

acquiring the appropriate knowledge later.

Practical work should be of help not only to accumulating.matacial

for later generalization, but also for teaching children more rational

methods of àçeration. Thus, in solving different kinds of practical

assignmentS r ated ,to,measurement (for example, measuring a broken line),

the children can actually perform various operations leading to the same

goal by different paths, and from their own experience they can discern

which of these ways i§ mote rational. For example, in measuring.a piece

of wire which is.bent in several places, they can measure the length of

each section, and then add up the numbers obtained to determine the length

of the piece; but they can algO measure its length all at once, by

straightening out the wIre.

In organizing practical work for the pupils, one 9hould always remem-

ber that concrete and abstract thinking should be developed interdependently.

When ensuring that the children's sensory exp'4 ience is broadened,

one should simultaneously help them to develop the ability to abstract

themselves from these immediate perceptions, which reflect certain irrel-

evant features of the figures as well as relevant ones. Inability to

abstract oneself from &I inessential can often-hinder the formation of

suitable concepts. Below, we will dwell especially on:this question, since

we think it is of grave importance for inculcating a'geometric approach

to.analyzing the objects in the environment.

In selecting the geometric mlterial, -it is also important to take

into consideration What information about geometry the children desire

or need in school and play andLthe daily conditionsf life. In partic-

i

ular, it is necessary to give special attention to interdisciplinary
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. conditions. It is well known that in lessons in many academic subjecet,
%

particularly labor instruction, drawing, and natural history,vstudents

'Will need much of the information and many Of the skills and habits.that, by

their nature, should ire introduced in mathematics lessons.

At the same time, the connection between subjects should be estab-

lished in other ways beAides including, in the mathematics program, certain

questiOns needed in work with other subjects. Obviously the connection

should be two-sided. Thus, let us,say, in'work lessons or drawing lessons,

there are extensive posibilities for clarifying and.developing children's

spatial notions and helping them to form "geometric vision"-the ability

to see the form of objects, to compare the shapes of different objects

in the environment. Work lessons shotild be used, in particular, for ma

ing various figures and for applying sketching and measuring skills to t

job.
All this doubtless Nquires serious changes.in the methodology of the

teacher's work.. 'Our goal is not to work out in any detail methods of

considering geometry in primary school. We would ohly like to outline'

and disCass certain specific ways of improving present teaching practice

which can be utilized even under the cutrent curriculuM.

First, if we want to raise the level of generalizations-made in

.1.nstruction in geometry (mentioned earlier in regard to arithmetical

material), it is necessary to make a number of changes. For.example,

there is no reason why children who are familiar with trianglesand

quadrangles should be artificially protected from knowing.other polygons.

Even if; after explaining to the children why ope ligure is called a'

ttiangle Cthree angles) and another is called a quadrangle (four angles),,

weithen,showed them a pentagon, hexagon, and'heptagon and tio4,I them.to

name these figures, we would not.say thaf this broadened the proOram.,

This would not be an examination of new-figures but merely awareness of .

the principle of how they are designated. At the same time, this exerL-

cise would ilelp the children to realize that the fiures examined are,

particular cases and that a numberof others may exist besides theM.

.

RusSian-speaking children could, because the su ix -ugol'nik
.remains the same for all of these terms (Trans.).
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4.

This'is of no little importance for developing the children's thinking and

extending their mathematical field -of vision.

- 'Furthermore, if we want them to form a general notion of, say, a tri-

angle, we must by no means limit their experience to knowledge of the

,

equilateral triangle, as is done now (this, by the gay, is stipulated no-

where in the curriculum), jbut on the contrary, we shoUld'take care that

children have the'opportunity not only to observe but also constantly to'

meet triangles of various shapes in practical work. S;it.etching exercises,

construction exercises, and.the like, should,be selected accordingly

In Chapter I it was shown, thqot the two most important:conditions for.

forming conters are wide variation-of nonessent1al featuras, while keep-

ing unchanged the ejentAal features that enter into the subStanee ofithe

concept being formed, and variation (complitation) of the conditions

under which the pupil is to apply the concept being formed.

These propositions can, in full 51,easure, be extended to instilling

generalized geometric concepts. Here it is important to vary the models

the thildren are shown, and to change the conditions under which they are

to recognize a certain figure. By slight modification of textbook assign-

ments, one may use them to this end to a greater.extent. In studying, .

say, the numbdr 8, besides having the chi1dre4 mak12 small squares with, .

8 sticks:it is also usecul tip- tell them to jileke a big square with the

same sticks.

In'addition figureS given in tile appendix of the first,grade

text, one.ghOuld use sets of cardboardsquarea.and circles of diver'se

Azes an colors. ,Then it will be passible for the teacher repeatedly to

call. the childrerOs attention te the fact that squares can differ'in.

variOus v7ays, in color, size, and.so on.

Not only should the size and color of,the figures for demonstration
i 4

yary hut also, without fail, their Position,iu the plane (children often

will no recognize familiar figures if a drawing showsthem in an unusual

,position). Therefore, when seiting the figures out on type-set ing linen

or attaching them to a board with plasticine it is necessary to ke sure

that their.pesition on'the 'plane iS not the.same every.time.

If it is necq,sSary to vary the models of a certain shape widely in

prder to forms general concepta, and then to differentiate the concepts,

the most important'thing is to compare various figures somewhat more often.
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Exercises in figure-making can be very useful matei-ial for such compari-

sons. Thus, after the children have been told to make a square and a

rectangle from'sticks, it is useful to ask how many and what kind of

sticks are needed to make a square, how many and what kind for a rectangie.

By answering this question, the children become more aware of the differ-
.

ence between a square and a rectangle.

Exercises related to measurement, aside from their importance for

evolving measuring skills, can also, under 'certain conditions; help the

children to differentiateAppropriate concepts. For example, before the

children are told to measure the sides of a given square and a given

rectangle, they can be asked which,of the two figures depicted is the

.square and which is the rectangle. After the children name the figures

and measure theii sides, it is important to call their attention to the

results of the measurement. If the teaCher repeatedly calls their atten-

tion to the fact that two.pairs of identical numbers are obtained every

time the sides of a rectangle are measured, and that all four numbers

are identical when the sides of a square are measured, it will serv as

good preparation for considei-it1g the properties of the rectangle and the

in later grades dnd wi e a basis for distinguishing these

figures. /A

Of course, one cannot carry out the tasks of refining, gener lizing,

and Hifferentiating the children's geometric'concepts separately. These

processes are all intimately relatedl However, first one and then another.,

of these' tasks may take precedence. It is important for the teacher to

keep these tasks in front of him and to'work conscientiously and purpose-

fully to develop the children's Spatial ideas and not_hope that they

. will develop by themselves.

'4 Later, the children.should be taught to discriminate figures, to

relate them to one category or another nomurely on the basis of external

similarity or difference, but 'onc bp s of analysis--of sides (equal

or unequal, what sides are equal) and angles (right or not). That is,

by consciously singling out the significant features and abstract.ing

them from the inaignificant. The methodology should envision systematic

work i this direction.

The proceSs of mastering conceptsjs the.process of trahsforming
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what knowledge the children have into still more generalized and differ-

entiated knowledge. Let us' demonstrate this by example. TrY this.

experiment, with the children. Tell them to classify several small Card-

board figures. Let the rectangles differ in the ratio of adjacent sides

(6 cm. long and 3 cm.,wide, 8 cm. long and, 1 cm. wide, etc.). Tell the

children to.locate all the squares and.all the rectangles and to lay,

aside the figures that can be put-neither with the squares nor with the

rec4ang1es. The children will.find the squares, but they will name as

rectangles only those figures whose width is two or three-times less

than their length. Long, narrow rectangles they will call vrulers,

"little stripesv" or "Columns.", This mistake is quite often encountered
4in children. To what canjt be ascribed? The poiht is that the changing

ratio of the,sides changes the external'appearance of the .figures, making

them bear little resemblance to'one ahother.. Relying on the. external. -

resemblance.of the figures, the children de net regard figures dissimilar
4

to the sndard ones as-rectangles.

:II 'is very important for the child to have similar,difficuLty later

when he learns other concepts of geometry (parallelogram,,trapezoid, etc.).

There the changing ratio of the sides makes variations of the same geo-
1

metric shape dissimilar. .The mistakes will,disappeat only when the chil7,,

dren learn to relate a number of figures to one category (say', rearaegle0.

not On the baais of superficial similarity but by discerning essential

feateres and abstracting them from Lhe inessentials knowledie'of

the properties of fiAurhs and mastery of the concepts "square" and "rec-

tangle" allows us to overcome the limitation on knowledge that inevitably

result from lettipg the children 'approach geometric figures frbm ttie

standpoint:,of sup6rficia1 resemblances and differences. As children form

geometric concepts, theif knowledge,of shapes rises to a new level and

becomes more generalized and differentiated.

However, it is not enough simply to impart to the pupils information

about the properties bf geometric figures; it is necessary to organize

work for mastei7ing .t.hoso properties. We shall'not list here exercises

which can be usea to this end, We shall only observe that those in whicX

it is necessary to use knowledge of the properties of figures act4:vely,

to manipulate geometric forms, should occupy a central position among

them.
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In exercises which require the childten to measure the sides of a

given reetangle, to find the perimeter of a square with one side equal

to so many centimeters, or to draw a rectangle whose sides are known, the

children deal with an assigned and named figure. Aut to develop concepts

of shapes2 assignments which require them to determine what the figure

is, 'how it differs from another figure, why it can be called a rectangle,

and so on, areof great importance.' The text has very few assignments

of this type. However, the teacher can easily supplement the textbook

by having the children work independently with teaching materials. FOr-

example, every pupil gets a small card depicting a square and a rectangle

that is nearly a square in the ratio o its sides. The assignment.is-

stated-like this: "Measure the sides of the figures on the card and deter7.

mine which one, is the square."

In doing the assignments discUSsed above, it is more often necessary

to use one of the essential features of a concept (equality of.sides:

all the sides of a square, opposite sides of a rectangle). It is also

important, however, to give the children exerciseg which will bring

another feature, right angles, 'into consideration.

The role of this second feature can' be dembnstrated to them only if

exercises are conducted in recognizing right-angled figures among figures

that'are not right,angled, as well as by comparing a square and rectangle.'

EspeeieAly.valuable in this regard are -dssignments requiring the children

tt recognize squares among rhombuses, rectangles among parallelograms.

The curriculum for the primary grades does not stipulate the.intro-

auction of rhombuses and parallelograms. Therefore in conducting the

corresponding exercises, one may distinguish between a "square" and a

"non-square," a "rectangle" and a "non-rectangle." In practice, appro-

priate classwork can be conducted in the following manner. The teacher'

distributes cards to the children which show geometric figures (two or

three, and a larger number later) in various positions: for example,

iet one card show a square ana rectangle, another--a square and a rhombus,

a thirda square, a rhombus, and a rectangle (or rectangle and parallel-

ogram), and the like. The children are ,to find a square among the given

figures and to measure its side (if the work is conducted in second

grade, or to calculate the sum of all the sides of the squl're (third

grade), or calculate theiarea of a rectangle (fourth grade), and the like.
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Such exercises will make the children..ftntively use the knowledge they

have acquired and will facilitate t.he formation of the necessary generali-

zations.

11, further, we wish to develop propositions, whose comprehension

requires intelligent abstract thinking by the children, which will not

remain empty phrases for-them, then we should plan a.tystem of exercises

-in wkich these abstracr4J will be replete with concrete substance, For .

example, if we introduce the concept that a straight line can be continued

as far in both divctions as one likes, then it is necessary to reinforce

- this proposition by making the children apply it in practice. Fyshkalo

and Neshkov used a good exercise of this kind in their experiment [58):

The children were kiven,d drawing of 'a straight line and seveal points

on the line, outside of itand on-the nental continuation of the line

Seguient-traced on the picture. The pupils had to enumeiate the point,

lying on the given line.

We have already mentioned that the.hbility to see and recognize

familiar figures, not just when they are isolated in a drawing but also

when they are elements of more complex configurations, has great signifik-

cance for later geometry workA.n the upper gradeS. If we want the Chil-

dren actually to learn this, we must cYeate teaching conditions under

which they 'will repeatedlycarry. out the.proper exercises.

The simplest of them is, let ms saY, to enumerate all the segments

obtained 'when cut a straight line there are, given,four points, all the

half-lines that can be fo'rmed here, and so on. When introducing a,figure

as a locus of points, great possibilities are opened up for considering

various instances of the intersection of two or of several figdres. Suit-

able exercises can easilpbe-related to an explahation of the new figures

obtained.

Quite useful, too, are exerqlseS in which.the children themselves
,,

must construct new ,figures Irom several glmen ones--foy example, con-
, .

structing a rectangle or a square'from given triangles (to make the

suitable materials, tt is'enough to cut up d rectangle or square into

the appropriate parts) . The children receil.re bdth these exercises, and

, those which call for superimposing, rotation) parallel shifting of
,

figures and the dike, with great interest [711.
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Elaborating and systematizing such exercises, and searching for

more successful methods of conducting them, is one of the most important

tasks now confronting the methodology of elementary mathematics teaching.

It is perfectly clear.that all the complex prololems which arise

in connection with creating a s e elementary mathematics course, an

organic part of which should be geometric material, can be solved only

on the basis of special experiments. But even now in.teaching practice,

teachers can do much to improve the preparation of primary-grade pupils

for the regular geometry course.

The accumulation of experience in setting up sYstematic.exercises

.intended to form and develop concrete 3otions of shape, spatial position,

and object size, exercises Whose purpose is to'instill the necesary

generalizations and the ,first geometric concepts,.,,can recder an inesti-

mable service in subse4tently devkloping the methodology of elementary

mathematics instruction..
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CHAPTER VI

DIFFERENT KINDS OF PUPILS AND HOW TO APPROACH THEM

IN'ARITHMETIC INSTUCTION

The preceding sections discussed ways to improve methods of teaching

arithmetic, guided by knowledge of the way in which schoolc.hildren assimi-

late material. Knowledge of the general feettires of learning is verY

important for making methods of teaching arithmetic more effective, but

it is not enough. In the same class, at the same level of instruction,

orie cAi(encounter children who differ greatly. Some comPrehend the

material easily, while others are passive, and so on. .

Teaching can achieve goo4 results only when the individual psycho7

logical differences disclosed in the process are taken into account.

But the question naturally arises, where and how are Chese differences

revealed? Their manifestations are extremely varied, and the education-

ally suitable method for approaching a child can be ensured only If we

know what individual traits displayed in the process of instruction are

typical or characteristic of the pupils as a'group.

This chapter is devoted to a consideration of the features typical

of the way primary schoolchildren learn arithmetic. In revealing these

peculiarities, we shall be describing an individualized approach to chil-

dren in the teaching procedure. It should be stressed that such an

approach,can be effective Only if it is consistently implemented at all

stages of instruction: when new material is introduced, when independent

exercises are organized, when the pupils recite, and in their homework

assignments.

There is still another kind of work made especially for slow pupils--

,supplementary aSsignments. These sometimes do not bring about te desired

. results, but only because they are used with the very limited Ajective

of giving the pupils additional practice.with something they have not

mastered sufficiently. This narrow objective is attainable by supple-

mentaryxercises, but when these pupils go on to new material, they
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have similar difficultiesd again lik behind.

To overcome this and thereby forestall failure, it is necessary,

in effecting'an individual approach at all stages of instruction, to

set higher goals, that is, to clitnge the individual psycholifical traits

of the pupils by ,cultivating.those qualities of mind and character which

are insufficisen developed rousing °their interest.in arithmetic,

and forming a creati'Ve iatou approach to school activity, using

every opportunity devill.op their capabilities.

Howevercomplishment of these broader tasks, under the conventional

classroom system of instruction, encounters 4 number of difficulties. Under

these conditions, possibilities for individualizing the teaching procedure

4%-at147very limited. At the same time, avoidance of failure and of repeti-

tiw of a year depends to a substantial degree upon expanding the oppor-

tunities for individualizing instruttion. But.how can organized class

attivity be changed to this .end?

Teachers are working on this question. Deserving of particular atten7

tion is the experiment of Budarnyi, who heads the Methodological Center

of Kalinin District of Moscow and who, together with teachers, is putting

new 'forms of lesson organization into effect [8].

'By this system, the class is divided into three groups, depending

on typical learning traits, or as the authors expresses it, on their

"scholastic aptitudes"--high, average, or low. Thenpupil groups work

with three different verrions of the assignments, gaining knowledge,

ability, and skills at their level: With such an organization, optimal

conditions are created for the pupils' systematic growth, for transfer

from one group to another--from a group of poorer pupils to a group of

better ones.

The educational aspect has considerable importance in this'system.

The children who learn the material poorly have the opportunity of getting

high marks by receiving assignments within their powers, and thiAohas a

positive influence on their attitudel'Aard schoolwork and awakens a

desire to learn even better.

Such an organization of the lesson is being implemented experimentally

in the primary grades, group work being combined with work of the class

as a whole. Further and expanded verification of this experiment is

needed, serious work on creating differentiated assignments is in prospect,
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and many methodological problems are still unresolved. But one thing is

already clear; it is necessary to conduct the leson in such a way that

the,distinctive learning traits of different students are taken into

consideration.-

In this chapter, We shall pay particular attention to the question

of the form_in which children manifest certain traits when they are assimi-

lating various arithMetic materials.at different years of schooling. Thus

the reader, having learned from this chapter how certain individual

psychological peculiarities of schoolchildren are manifested, will be ab

to draw conclusions in,two directions: first,'how to study the children

by bringing out their distinctive traits, and second, the proper ways of

approaching each.pupil individually.
c

We will give basic'attention to describing two types of pupils: 'those:

with a high aptitude for arithmetic and those whO:lea -arithmetic with

difficulty. We have chosen .to describe two contrasting types of pupils,

but we will not limit ourselves to showing the psychological features

only in these, the most striking manifestations, but will try to show

110W deviations from the type-10f pupil described might be displayed.

Thus, we direct the teacher's attention to discernment not only of

similar but of different traits when he studies the pupils, and we point

.out that sometimes different Psychological traits hide behind outwardly

similar ones. Relying on such a study, the teacher will be able, in

working with the. class,,to outline methods of individual treatment which

should be'applied to the entire group of pupils, and Oong with this, to

plan work with individual pupilS, taking their uniqueness into consider-

ation.

In every section of this book we discuss the most effective ways

of approsching pupils individually. HoJever, this question requires

further elaboration, with the active participation of teachers.

1. Pupils withaa high laptitude for arithmetic

This type of pupil usually reveals himself very quickly in the first

days of school. These pupils, as a rule, come to school with a better

fund of knowledge; in particular, they come prepared for school instruc-

tion, preparation which shows up in their ability to subordinate their

activity to the tasks set by the,teacher. They easily master the rules
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of conduct in school and comply with the demands made on.them in the

learning process.

The most strikin-g feature of their ac4emic activity is the quick

.tempo at which they learn school material. Quickness in learning is the

, external Sign behind which lie hidden definite qualitative featUres of

:

.the learn'ng process and a higher level of mental activity, which is

implement d in learning.
_

This level is characterized, primarily, by more highly d veloped

analysis and synthesis, generalization, abstraction, and cone
r

etization.,
-)

This can easily be discovered as instruction progresses and w1th various

school materials. Perhaps a child who enters school in this category

does not know a great many numerals and knows how to count by units

only up to 10. This is not important. The essential.thing is something

else--how the pupil will determine quantity in the number figures offered

him, such as :: :: . The child who performs analysis andsynthesis at

a higher level will immediately notice zind select a convenient grouping

41 of dots and use it in counting.. Instead of counting the dots one at a

time, he will resprt to the more rational method of converting the number

figure into a cardinal number and count by groups ("4 and 4 'make 8").
1

' The pupil who shows an aptitude for arithmetic will make a generali-

zation by himself in cases when many of his_classmates still do not have

one at their disposal. For example, on the basis of his experience with

performing the operation of addition (with objeces), he will quickly come

to 01;i_e conclusion tlt the numerical result does not change when the

name of the O'bjects being calculated is changed. Naturally, he still will

not state it in the form of a rule, but he will use this generalization

in practice--when he receives a particular numerical result from computing

with certain objects (for example, "8 matches"), he will carry it over
c

to other objects (blocks, pencils, etc.), saying immediately, without

recounting, "That's 8, too." This single word "too" expresses generali-

zation and abstraction, since thepupil distinguishes an essential, general

1Naturally we mean here childen who have been taught in kindergarten

to count by groups using numerical ',figures: As psychological research

.
shows, under these identical conditions, some children master more
complete forms of analysis and.synthesis when they operate with numbers;
while others only count by units.I
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property (the correlation of numerical operation and result) and divorces

himself from nonessential features (the qualitative aspect of the calculated

objects)'.'

To ascertain to what degree a first grader knows howito discern essen-

tial features, we can offer him a problem in which inessential elements of

the condition are deliberately stressed, while certaiisentials are, so

to speak, put at a disadvantage. Such, for example, f5 this arithmetic

problem:

A boy went to the woods for mushrooms 2 times. He found
5 white mushrooms the first ttMe and three white mushrooms
the second time. How many white mushrooms in all did the
boy find? 1

It is not4lard to see that an insignificant datum ("2 times"), having

no bearing on the arithmetical content of the problem, is written as a

digit here (thereby prompting the children to use it), while a significant

element of lithe condition ("three mushrooms"), on .the contrary, is expressed

not as a digit Wut in letters, someIhing the children are not used to,

Pupils with high aptitude in arithmetic solve this problem. They, discard

\ the extra datum and use the necessary numerical datum correctly even

\\though it is written in letters.

Pupils in this category accurately and subtly delimit concepts and

systems of knowledge and skills A number of systems of knowledge and

skills which are introduced in the mathematics course have similar fea-

tures. The two ways of designating'numbers when solving problems in

"division into parts" and "division by content," which'children have to

learn in second grade, are a conspicuous example of these systems.

Many mistakes occur witi this kind of problem. Either one'system

of designation is substituted for the other, or isolated elements of the

two systems are confused. Pupils who learn arithmetic easily manage

even this difficult task. As thefbecome familiar with a condition, they

are aware of it, in general, that is, even in the initial analysis they

relate the problem to a particUlar type. From the-i;dry start, this makes

them aim at a definite form of"writing the numerical data when solving

problems. In the one case (division into parts) they write a concrete

dividend, an abstract divisor, and a quotient with the same concrete

name as the'dividendi In the second case (division by content) they
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also write a concrete 'dividend, but then change the form for writing

the concrete names,. in comparison with the firsx case, by putting down

a divisor of the same name as the dividemd. They write.the quotient

with another name, in brackets, or they leave it as an abstract number.

In solving problems of this kind, the solution should be checked

thoroughly, and it is necessary to keep a generalized description of the

type of problem being solved constantly in mind. This feature of perceiv-

ing academicimaterial more generally, of immediately relating it to a

definite category of phenomena (on the basis of rules or principlest

studied); ia a very important trait of pupils who learn arithmetic easily.

They have this kind of generalized perception, or more accurately, ,

recognition, in regard to type-problems. In this conaection, recognizing

the type of problem studied, they are guideok by the sum total of signifi-

cant featurAs, not just by any individual features that happen tb strike

the eye. They manage to perceive the relation between data and unknown

behind a reworded,condition. They separate the familiar art the

condition from the new, extra part and distinguish (dif erentiate)\prob=

ins of similar types. to

.
Such pupils can easily make problems more concrete. The cIasWadvances.

to operations with abstract numbers, such as doing table multiplication "in

their headS," but as soon as tiley are told, these pupils can return to

previous stages and make this operation more concrete. at is, they can

demonstrate it with objects as the addition of equal addend .

In this connection, a very important trait shows up--a flexible or

mobile mina, by virtue of which the pupil can, on his own initiative,

change (vary) calculation techniques. For example, if he forgets a

result'in the multiplication table, he either reproduces the result of

the nearest combination of numbers he can remember from the table and,

with this as a guide, determines the desired product, or he replaces

multiplication by the addition of equal addends.

Knowing how to use various techniques of calculating, the children
.,

at the same time know how Go limit themselves in using them, selecting

the most rational of them, depending on the featus of the example being

solved. The pupils' discovery of characteristic features of assigned

examples hinges on an ability' to analyze.

of
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Schoolwork continually confronts children with the task of .changing

the method of operation according to a change in the condition, and.

they must often solve a series of similar avignments, after which comes

another one that requires them to change their method of operation. In

such cases our pupils notice the change of condition and reorganize their

Method of operation accordingly. For example, after solving a series of

addition examples, at the right time they notice a change irrsign in the

next example and:carry out subtraction correctly.

sides.assignments of this kind, pupils in the upper grades have

to sol more complex ones, overcoming the analogous tendency to repeat

the pre eding operation. This.occurs in subsuming a series of.parkicular

cases u er a general rule. Here it is not enough to.discern any one

element (for example, the operation sign); rather, the relation among all
f

the elements of the condition.must be'established. For example, when

third graders apply the commutative law of addition to solve the exampleS,'

7 + 3 + 2 + 7 = 19,

3 + 2 + 7 + 7 = ?

,they do not make calculations in the second line, because they notice that

it has the same numbers gs the first line. And although they have hid to

apply this law over and over again, some of them, those with a'flexible

mind, do not make a mistake even when, right after these examees, they.,

are given an example outwardly similar but not subject to the given rule:

6 + 2 + 4 mg 12,

2 + 5,+ 6= ?

So in this case, overcoming the desire to act by analogy, they notice the

new addend in the second'line, though to do so they have to carry out the

rather complex operation of comparing.two TOWS of digits.

Children learning arithmetic are often required to reinterpret certain

principles studied earlier. And pupils with flexible mind's manage to do

it successfully, although it gives great difficulty to the others. For

example, in over two years of practice in solving examples:the children

, become accustomed to the necessity of performing operations with numbers

iin the order in which they are written. Then in the third year they meet

'a new rule: The solving order may coincide with the written order, but

it also may not coincide, depending on the operations (higher or lower)
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one mnst deal with..

, This eask is especially complicated when the children have to apply

both these principles one right after the other. To proNie this to your-

self; give thyd- and fourth-grade pupils these three examples after

they study operation order:.

41 8 x 3 6

2) 5 + 6rx 4 =

3) 2 x 3 -I- 4 x 5

In the first one, the order of solving coincides with the order in which

the numbers are written; in ti y. second and third examples it.does not.

A numker of pupils will make.mistakes when solving the last two examples,

likening them-to the first amid performing the operations with the numbers

in the order in which they, wer4 written.

Students with flexible minds, however, -cima'cope with this assignment..

They use not only the first, fam9.1ar rule in solving the examples but

also the second--the new one--although it contradicts their usual experi-
..

ente. It is characteristic of these pupils that studying a new rule

reorganizes the'very way they perceive the operations of arithmetic, as,

operations of different stages! This is seen from howthey substantiate.

the order in, which they carried out the operation--they do not state a

but only indibate what stage,the operation belongs to.
A

Flexibility of mind can manifest tself in the most varied forms,

not only in solving examples and prob ms (as-discussed above), but also

, in composing problems. In this lind of activity, the ability of the chil-

dren No vary 4he problem's story to express a single operation of arith-
.

metic is of special interest. For example, direction such as these

,aTe given: "Think up a problem where you have to add.P After the pupil

has composed a problem, he is again told to think up a,problem including

dip same operation% ,
Let us quote a set of addition problems devised by one of 1-le pupils

who learn arithmetic easily.

Problem j: "Masha had 3 isilograms of acorns; the second
time they went to the woods she gathered 6 ailograms more.
1iow matny Isilograms does she have altoother?

Problem 2: "First a boy picked 6 apples frOm an apple,

tree, then 4 more. )low many apples did he pick?"
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Problem 3: "Three cars were driving down the road, then 6
more cars drove by'. How many cars were driving down the road?"

We see that-the stdry in the problem changes everyftime, and the

everyday operation that expresses addition ("gatheifed,t" "picked," "drove

by") varies accordingly. We see that the boy is not confined to a single

formulation.

We have been trying to show in what folm certa n traits are mani-
.

fested in-children,who learn arithmetic easily. Act veness and flexi-
,

bility of mind are mdnifested most strikingly in tha these children
*

approach a new story problem as a mystery whose methods of solving must .

be found; they do not rush into calculatiOn but analyze the problem's

ondition., As -they proceed to solve partial problems, they keep the

condition of the problem as a whole, within the sphere of their attention;

as they.repeatedly ask themSeives whether a given,operation needs to be

performed, they constant* keep in mind the probleth's'last question and

the other data in the condition. The most difficult kind of analysis--

analysis directed toward subsequent operations and characterized by

anticipating"-is within the powers of elleae pupils when they are still-
. in therprimary grades (of course, with the proper teaching method5).

It is also very dmportant for theM to liave doubts while theyore

solving ("I aon't think it'll Work/this.way--I'll see what happens,if

T divide," etc.); Having transfOrmeii the problem's cOndtion, they

continue the anaiysis, reject methods they have used, if necessary,

and again search for the right one4.

Some begin applying graphic analysis (if the teacher suggests it),

that is, they illustrate in diagram form the relation, expTessed in the

problem's condition, between data andenknown.

Ail ef this characterizes the creative, or as they.still say, the'
-

productive" approach.to problem solving. It is closely allied with

an interest'in difficult problems, with the awakening of the go-called

"iniellectuar'feelings, and above all, with enjoyMent of mental activi-

ty itself, of successfully solving a new problem without assistance.

Of course, these pupils also make mistakes sometimes (eSpecially

in solving more difficult problems by themselN:res), but being OmotiOnally

involved in their mistakes, they quickly overcome them.
4
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Typical of' the category of pupils we 4ve described are a pains: ,

taking and responsible attitude tOwards study and a high receptivity to

the moral aimc cultivated by the Nchool. For these thildren, a can-

scientious. attitude toward their obligations as pupils is natural and

necessary. A
Pupils in this category Aisplay.organization And concentratim in

their studies. If we observe them preparing their lesons, we will notice

that they begin by preparing thework space. They carefully familiarize

ith the assignment; if they read the text aloud, they observe

the prop onations. Some of them, in, doing an assignment (an arith-

metic problem, for example), whisper or reason out aloud in order to

facilitate their own understanding. Wbere the work causes no problem&

they do not use.,speech. They work with concentration and are not diS-

tracted as they carry out assignments in different subjects.

'We have describfed the type of puplls with the most highly developed
ek

positive qualities. Their ativity and f1exi4pility.of mind combine with

an emotionally colored, positive attitude toward study, with interest,

a sense of duty as a pupil, and organization of their work.

TIlkscategory of children should be approached; above all, by 'syste-
.

matically providing them with enough material to rahl_nforce end further

develop thlir poffitive quali,ties during instruction. In working with

9.
the 61ass, there is always the danger of losing sight of these pupils.

While giving special attention to pulling up the laggers. Making those

learn who are distinguished by their slowness, can hinder the developmvt

of children of higher aptitude. Wivhout sufficient sustenance to satis-

fy their interests apd intellectual activity, they will gradually lose
4),

their positive'qualities--their.interest will be spent, they will show

pas'sivity. They may even,etrome discipline problems. In what specific

ways should children with aIligh aptitude for academic material be

approached As a group? ,With:thin vlew, individualization of assign-

ments for independent work is necessary--along with the examples and

. ular

towia

s_

2-il comptehensive description of primary schoolchildren, parti-c-
et th,is,,. the most numerous, group with a responsible attitude

study is given .i.n [691. ,

. , .:A asit.
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problems solved bY the whole class, the teacher should always have an

additional number 'of assignments of increased difficulty to give the

children who.cope with the,classwork more quickly. To tills end, Popovals

Didactic Material may be used with benefit in all four year's' of instruc-

tion.

The'teacher has' extensive opportunities to utilize the pupils' in-

tellectual activlty when he introdUces new material, by letting the

pupils participate directly *in deriving a general rule or law by noticing

common properties in numWcal facts, helping to put the rule or law into

wdrdsNand inventing new, particular examples supporting it. The pupils

cen take an active part in checking papers InT other pupils, and in
4

va;ious 'forms of activity out of class, aimed at developing their mathe-

matical abilitieS. The mativmatical olympiads organized for primary

schoolchildren arb valuable experience.

We have.dpscribed the most striking type of pupils, who have a

whole Aggregate of positivl traits. But it is perfectly natural that

in life, in school practise, we should encounter the most diverse

representatives of this type of child, closer to or farther from this

"ideal" we have described, who also have certain weak points: For:

example, the pupil who is capable of high-level intellectual activity, but

in whom an insufficiently responsible attitude toward study engenders a

certain ursteadiness in hig work--he works actively'only to satisfy an

immediate interest, or he does not have habits of organized work. There

may be substantial deyiation in the characteristic features of a pupil's

thinking: Quickness in generalizing may combine with a certain slowness

in switching from jhe method of operation to another, in the"processes of

generalized recognition; the pupil may reveal an inclination to be guided

by inessential, external criteria, and sqron.

That is why it is very important for the teacher, in systematically

studying the.children in the course of schoolwork, to expose their weaker

sides so that a harmonious development of all their positive qualities

may be achieved.

2. Pupils with a lower aptitude far arithMetic

In this section we shallomaintain the same order of exposition.
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After giving aviescription of the psychological features of this type

of ;411, we Shall go on to discuss the most effective ways of approach-
,

ing this group of children. Then we shall touch uppossibledivergenc-

ies from this type of child and the changes that must be made in an indi-

vidual approach.

Frequently, difficulties in assimilating material are also combined
4

with difficulties in learning rules of conduct. In this connection,

the pupil, so to speak, "walks away" from the task set by the teacher,

submitting to his demands neither ittacademic nor in instructive work.

This shows up in the first days of school.

For vxample,jn the first days of arithmetic instruction in first

,,"_ grade, the .children are fold to sketch a certain number of objects in

their notebooks, corresponding to the number and digit they are ttudying.

But some children display characteristic mistakes. The mumber of objects

in the drawing does not correspond to the given number and dig,ft. They

sometimes draw as 'many as the notebook can hold. Thus the children,

carried away by the process of drawing, overlook the academic task. A

similar phenomenan may occur at this stage of instruction when the chil-

drew are given the assignment of expandlng a number. For example, they

are told to spread out six circidio however they want onto the left and

right sides of the notebook. A substailtiai ilart bf the class uses a

definite principle of expansion, in accordance with the assignment, whiles

indivdual pupils, overlooking the assigned task,liraw circles in any

order, not bothering to correlate the rows in.both coliems, and they feel

that the task is completed when the whole sheet of paper is crammed with

circles.

Subsequent observation of these children during schoolwork discloses

that they Are notable for the slow ;tempo at which they absorb the material..

Most pupils in the class iave already gone on to more complete calcUlation

by groups of units in conneetion,with addition, whik these children

continue to employ the most 'elementary method--counting by l.'s_ Or, when

a srgnificant part of the claws has po.ne on to abstract counting, these

children are still counting on their fingers,.with sLicks, or the like.

This slow learning tempo testIlies to a low level of mental activity.

Yeakt*ss in generalizing shows up most vividly. A pupil will. repeatedly .

444,
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,add 3 aild 4 by using sticks, for example, but when asked how.much do 4

pencils and 3 pencils make, he either will answer II don't know" or will

get some pencils to count them. i

An inclination to rely on purely 0

LT

ernal, inessential..criteria shows

up very.clearly, in the generalizations suth,a child. Thus in solving
. 6 .

arithmetic yrblems, to him the main and decisive thing is. not the meaning

of the pPoblemiout rather certain formal!aspects, as, for example, that+
,J

_

Vthe number is writtelnsas a digit. Give such a pupil a problem in which

'-one oi the data is written in lettersf and this Will,cwte difficulties
4

for him.
4

6

Nadya had 4 kittens. She g'ave one of them to a friend.
How many kittens-did Nadya haveileft?

4V '

After reading the proBlem ,through, the pupil immeaiately names the first
41$k.L

numerical datum, "Add 4 and...," but herekhe USQS, saying in amazement,
. .

.

"And what?" He didn't find the second numerical datum'because it was not

written as a numeral. Here we see'not only weaknes§ at generalization,
. '

but another feature inseparably liftked,with low )men'tal

r

4evelopment--

einertness of thinkill_g, its low mobility. IS
. y ,

. ,.

This group of pupils jtaunc,lily clipgs to customary Methods of operat-

ing and tends to repeat an operation over and over again. This is mani-
,

fested in variods degrees in different pupils. Let us descri e the most

extreme manifestations of this peculiarity.
41

When examples are solved, one of the numbers in the condition is

written (repeated) in the result: 8 - 7 47 9ss, 9 (instead of 10) or

2 + 6 - 3 = 2 (instead o ) and the like. When .1 set-ies ofexamples

are solved one after the oth the preceeding example is fixed in the .,...,

mind, thereby excluding the new problem. This exclusion may have to

do with the operation sign, so t the pupil continues to carry out

the operation he did before without oticing a change of sign, or it

concerns the nature ui the numbers. For example, a first grader would

golvfing examples in adding a two-digit number and a one-

digit number; tile next column has examples in adding one-digit numbers;
0

he solves them incorrectly,'likening a one-digit number to a two-c,ligit

number, under the influence of the examples done earlier.

1.
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When independently composing problems, the most distinctive feature

of the slow pupil's procedure iS the extreme uniformity of the story aspect

of the problem and, in particular, of the words that determine the opera-

tion. For exampie, take these three addition problems that one first-

grade pupil-thought up:

1) A litc.e girl first bought 5 meters, then 2 more

meters. Hew many were there,in all?

#
2) A little girl hAd 10 books, and she bought 10 more

books. How many were.there in all?

There were 10 flowers in the window, and mother

bought 10 more flowers. II:ow many were there in

all?

It is easy to see that the same word, "boughs," and the same que'S\tion,

"How many were there in all?" figure in all three problems. Thus the

pupir makes the task much easie'r for himself by not essentially varying

the wording cif fhe condition

We lave ciied 'a series of examples, showing how, in carrying out one

sttidy assi ent (or a series df assignments one after the other), the

pupil obstinate4 keeps the preceding operation in his mind, refusing to

admit the next new problem. A similar phenomenon takes place when the

study of differept topics is separated by a4leriod of time.

The more familiar sections of the material, which Cere stmdied pre-

viously, influence the study of later ones in such a way that newer

methods of operation are replaced by ones the children are moreaccusteme,

to.

Highly indicative in this respect are the mistakes first graders'make

_ _
when they go from solVing-and toristrueting examples to construgting story

problems. For example, when told to construct an addition problem, pu-

pil says: "At first there were 4 airplanes flying, then 3 more....

5, 6, 7, 8," With this he "concludes the problem without having formulated

a question, and inCluding in the condition a (wrong) numerical result

obtained by counting. In reply-to' the request made righ.t afterwards, to

think up a subtraction problem ("where you have to take away"), he does

not respond to the changed instructions but'again, ignoring the question
4#

of the problem, includes a numerical result-in the condition: "First 10
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airplanes were flying, and 3 more flew after them; 3 more were added

ta the-113-.....1,(4,tll, 12, 13, then there were 13."

Thus, due to extremely inert ,elinking, the pupil reproduces thev

operation he is most used to--counting--likening the structure of a

problem to the More familiar structure of an example. .

Slow pupils often show a tendency to, replace mental calculation

with written calculations "in their heads," after.they study methods of
- ,

written calculation in third giade. For example, one pupil, in mentally

multiplying 75 .by 3, Calculates this way: "5 x 3 15 9 I write 5 and

remgmber 1; 3 x 7 = 21,and the 1 in my head makes it 22 I get 225."

Curiously, the pupils prefer this wholly uneconemiCal Tosthod (one IgioZigt
.

visualize the digits as written) only because they can then rely on more

definite rules which have become for them, so to speak, "stereotyped"

rules of calculation, and can thereby avoid mental calculation, which

Aermits a variation of calculation methods and requires them to choose

the most expedient ones.

Pupils are observed to replace new methods of operating ulth the
*

old, more habitual ones when they solve arithmetic problems, as reflected \

above'all in the Nay they write the names of the nu ,' ical data.' Every

teacher can detat,this easily by observing his pu. . They have begun

to solve illultiplication problems and in this case one of the data--the

multiplier--should be Written without names, while in solving addition

and subtraction peoblems'itvas always necessary to write the names.

Web-eh hoca the pupil's Write names when they go ont.d solvihg Ole multipli-

cation problems. There will undoubtedly be pupils inthe class wha'at

this stage make the mistataa' of*Writing, "3 notebooks x3 notebook9 '

rI
J*

btebdoks"--i.e.,-they Will 4J-so name the multiplier.

We happened td observe this phenomenon: A teacher worked especihaly
,

,
-

w1t.11 thejAple boy who macre this kind of mistakg and the boy_

began to write namps properly for the operation of tv1tip1ication, But
--., .1,

-,..".

.

wh n he had to solve an addition problem, he got it wrong, having writt 11 ,

e opratioh of addithin, according to the multiplication m,odel: "12

kopeks + 2 - 14 kppeks."
.,,

1 ',

le is quite clear that in this case supplementary exerciseg ip a
,

certain operation aretnot enough. 4 whole ysteni8of exercies cnlculated
.

, .

... ,

to form more- flexible thinking, to. overcome Chetrait of inertness, is

,
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needed,. If special educational work is not conducted with such pupils,

they pass from grade to grade, retaining these negative features of

thinking, and because of these,peculiarities, they subsequently strive

to avoid any relatively new tlsk, relying only on'the procedure of

mechanIcally reproducing the'ope.rations immediately preceding or the .

operations which thZy have often encountered in their earlier academic

experience.

The first section of this chapter cited a number of assignments for

pupils in the third and fourth grades which make it possible to discover

exactly how they react to a new problem, and whether they can change

their method of operation if necessary. Let us briefly recall one of

them, having shown how it is solved by pupils with low aptitude for arith-

metic. Third graders are given examples for applying the commutative law

of addition. These consist of two rows of addends. In the first row the

result is written down, ana in the other one it- has to be determined by

the pupil. He is asked, "Can you tell right away, without figuring, what

the answer will be when the numbers in the lower row are adqed?" In this

connection, along with examples permitting application of the law, examples

are,purposely introduced to which it cannot be applied.

It is found that the pupils who did not have a flexible mind, af4e.r

having applied the commutative law to the first three examples, incorrectly

continue to apply it in the fourth and sixth, to which it no longer applies;

thus, they simply tepeat the previous method of operation without analyz-:

.ing the addends in both rows, without comparing them with each othe-r, and

therefore do not notice that the addends in these rows do nt fully coin-

cide.

The urge to repeat previous operations without analyzing the assign-

ment itself is a characteristic feature of this category of pupils.

Some may manifest this trait quite persistantly, even right after th y

have 'ben shown their mistake, thus demonstrating the necessity of'

diralyzing tht assignment. For example, one of the third graders under

study erroneously used'the commutative law on the fourth test example.

'When she wa,s asked te check, she noticed her mistake: "The numbers

aren t the same here." However, going on to the next one--the fifth

example (which permitted application of.the law)--she incorrectly reje"cted

the opportunity of using it in this case: "The numbers aren't the .same
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here, egher--you can't." She simply reproduced the previous operation,

again refusing to analyze the assignment.

The desire to avoid analysis of the assignment is usually accomPanied

in these pupils by lack of checking. ,That is, they exhibit a lack of

analysis of their own solving procedure .and of the result obtained. It..

is manifested in all forms of their activity7-both in solving examples

and in solving problems. Thus when doing writtencalculations, the pupil

manipulates figures without even thinking about what numbers he gets.as

a result, and he does not correlate them with the example's condition.

We had occasion to observe one third-grade girl who, in dividing a

, three-digit number by a. one-digit number, obtained as the quotient a

number exceeding the dividend in size; and yet did not notice the absurdity

of hei numerical result. Let us cite only,one example of such a

calculation, which was not isolated. She divided 748 by 4 in the follow-

,ing manner:

997

4 )748

- 36

38

36

' 00

243

28

;

She detached not one but two digits in the dividend (n t haing

noticed that 7 is divisible by 4); dividing 74-by 4, she got the quotient's

first digit, 9. She divided the remainder by 4 again, getting 2 as a
4---

remainder, brought down the last diiit of,the dividend and, having divided

28 by 4, thought that she had solved the example quite correctly. She did

not even notice that the quotient (997) came out larger than the dividend

(748),since she mpde nocomparisons ,-the numbers with which she operated

actually lacked any concrete meaning for her. It should be noted that in

thia girl's class, her classmates knew how to determine the number of digits

in the qtotient beforehand, since their teacher had taught them this espe--

cially (see A. A. Tsank's article in the collection cited in [3]).

Analogously, when solving problems; the pupils in this group solve

a problem as long as they manage to ldo any calculations, solving separate,

familiar problems included within the composite problem. And they artK
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observed to pause only when some calculation cannot be performed ("It

couldn't be divided," for example). 'But in the process of solving,

, they do not stop to ask themselves whether they have chosen the correct

operation, whether certain numerical data could be correlated, whether

it was necessa4 from the standpoint of the problem's question. Ln other

words, they do not check the process of their mental activity, so that

their psychological work ,does not coincide with the problem they are told

to solve. In their effort to avoid any difficulty or novelty, they

continually, in the course of studying, falsely substitute problems,

transforming a problem useful in a cognitive respect into an assignment

requiring no mental effort at all.

This inclination to avoid any active mental activity is manifested

still more strikingly in the solution of type-problems. Let us analyze

how slow pupils learn methods of solving type- oblems. To reveal this

we gave individual instruction to two fourth-gr de girls who solved

problems poorly. A problem in equating datatwas hosen. The problem

ISM() longer part of the program, but for our experiments it made no

difference, since it was necessary to choose a type 9 problem that had

not yet been solved in class. Many repetitions were required (17 for

one gir/., 19 for the other) before they learned to solve similar problems

of this type (while for the other pupils in the class, two, three, or at

mast nine repetitions were enough).

Typically, mistakes in choosing an arithmetical operation were the

first to disappear (with mistakes in formulating a question disappearing

later); the order of arithmetical operations in solvingLaiproblem

was learned first of all.

It was also easy to see that the op-eratiot-was not linked to the

question as a whole, which expresses a particular idea, but to one of

its elemerr which in the pupils' previous experience vas united with a

definite operation most of the time: "how many moresubtraction" "how

many times as muchmultiplication," and the like.

Thus, the childreylad worked out very short ohains of links ("assoc-

iations") between external, nonessential, features pf the condition and a

definite arithmetical operation. These links, applied to a problem of

equating data, could take this fOrm: "The last number.in the candition
,

and the smaller number of the first two numbers muJI. be multiplied."
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"The larger and the smaller number (of the first pair of numerical data)

must be subtracted," and the like.

It is not surprising that these pupils needed so many repetitions to

learn a type-method. Indeed, it is knpwn that memorizing meaningless

material is mere difficult than remembering material that has geen given

meaning and can be expanded'into meaningful'parts. Pupils like those

described show a tremendous waste of labor, but they achieve nothing,

even after earning how to solve analogous.problems of a definite type,

since this i not a "sylution ofethe problem" in the real sense of the

word.

This ass tion is easy to check by telling them to solve problems of

this type but with\certain changes in the Condition. You change the con-
\

dition's wording, and slow pupils, it appears, can deal successfully with

the new assignment. _Instead of:

14 small furnaces and 4 large furnaces smelt 45,00 tons
of steel a day at one plant. A large and small furnace
smelt 750 tons of steel. How much does a large one smelt?

a problem like this is given:

A 'student bought 3 books and 5 notebooks and paid 40
kopeks the first time. The next time she bought only 1
book and 1 notebook at the same prices and paid 12 kopeks
for this purchase. How much do a book and a notebook
cost separately.

But this is_only seeming prosperity. The pupils managed this assignment

only because they did not scrutinize the meaning ofthe problem, and

the external aspects of the condition--the number, quantity, and arrange-

ment of the nUmerical data--permitted the very same operation sequence

(multiplication, twofold subtraction, division, and then subtraction

again). In solving this problem, the better pupils typically had

difficulties, for they made an effort to investigate the meaning of

Ale problem and could not immediately ascertain that this change of

wording didsnot alter the mathematical nature of the problem.

Iktt now you hring ano ler nonessential change into the problem,

changing the number of numerical data by introducing an extra condition:
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Ahousewife bought,2 kilograms of potatoes and 4 kilograns

of cabbage and paid 20 kopeks in 4 coins for the entire pur-

chase,. What are the prices of potatoes and cabbage if 1

kilogram of potatoes and 1 kilogram of cabbage together cost

25 kopeks?

Your below-avvage pupils will display utter confusion because the arith-

metical operation sequence they have learned by heart has been violated.

They wil.l take the number denoting weight from the number denoting cost,

and so on.

Now try making a relevant change of con . Give them another.

type of problem (a "substitution" problem) t individual features

of resemblance to the original problem in equati The pupils in

this case will act as if no changes had been introduced. n this prob-

lem, the total cost of one item from each of two categories is not given,

but rather, how many times more exp6nsive one item is than another is

known. But the pupils handle this numerical datum as if it designated

the total cost. They multiply it by the smaller of the first pair of

numbers. For example, Solving the problem,

Twelve lemons and 20 oranges cost 6 rubles, 24 kopeks.

An orange is twice as expensive as a lemon. How much does

a lemon cost and how much does an orange coAt?

they multiply the number "2" by "12," and ask the question, "How much do

12,tlemons and 12 oranges cost?"

We have been describing the problem-solving procedure of those pupils

who compok&tely lack the ability to solve problems. Cases of this kind

are not often ericountered in school mong pupils who have trouble-
.

' learning arithmetic. Partial inability to solve problems is observed

significantly more often, in which weakness of analysia..is manifested.

a versatile analysis of the condition is characteristic of above-average

pupils (as was noted above), so that they o not lose sight of the prob-

lem as a whole in riving each partial PyobImi and, iritchoosing each

operation, are aware not only of'the p question but also of later

data, then the opposite is characteris c of below-average children.

Analysis is performed in short steps; it is always dir ed at some one

element without taking in account eve thing else, witiout "antici-

pating."
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This peculiarity is particularly orious wrhen compound problems are

solved in which it is possible'to make 4 'false synthesis," when the.

numerical data can be correlated.in varioub wayS: both correctly (wheri

tiie.problem as a whole is taken intogac unt) and incorrectly. For
r .

examplej.in solming the problem, '

AO kb

!A store old 84 kilograms of cake'the first day and 192
kilograms thl second day. 86 rubles 40 kopeks more was
received forf them on the second day than on the first dElyt:o.
In the 2 ds, how much meney was taken in for the cake
altogether? .

the first two nimeri,cal data (84 ki.I.ograms and 192 kilograms) may.ificor-

rectly be added if the';76. is no "antiapating,"Athat is, if analysis

directed at the subsequent data and at the question of the problem is,

lacking.

pupils who do not know how to solve problems pererm thlrfalse

synthesis becaUsa, having selecte this pair of data from theiconditimn:

they perform the first possible syn hesis that comes into their,hears,

paying,n6 attention to the next datum': "86 rubles 4O'kopec.s more was

. received the second day than on the fir't. day," and it is juSt-th um

,that requires them not to add the atount of hake sold dur0 ing' tbe 2,d

1.n4it to ascertain Ihe difference in the quantity of goodS sold.

yhe frequency with which certain numdtecal data have been corre-

lated in practice is of no small importance for tite way below-average'

pupils solve. From this standpoint, problems in which it is necessary to

perform a synthes s which sharply contradict; the synthesis to which the

pupils are,accusto ed are of particular interest. Let us given an example

of such a problem.

Three boxes of cargo, 170 kilograms in all, were loaded
onto a truck. The first box weighed 60 kilograms, and the
second box weighed 8 kilograms more than the third. Deter-

°mine the amount of catgo .in the second and third boxes.

The problem is not hard, but if you give' it tb a fourth-grade class, you

Will find several pupils who get it wrong.- Aimi.this mistake is of a

definite kind: They will add 60 kilograms and 8 kilograms as if the

condition had said, "the second box weighed 8 kilograms more than the

first." This can be exPlained by the frequent use of such-relationship

in previous practice.
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Some chiidren very persistently manifest such a fixed idea about

habitual combinations of data,and it strongly hinders sution of the

problem.' Thus, one Of.-the fourth-grade pupils we studied made a mistake

in reading the condition of the problem cited above: "more than the

seCond," he read incorrectly. The mistake was corrected immediatgy'

by the teacher, blit even sof ti boy incorrectly added 60 kilograms and.

8 kilograms when he did the p oblem. So even in rgading the problem the

pupil introduces the cOntent to which he is accustomed.

All of the cases described are phenomena of a single order. Under-

deVelopment of, the mental processes engenders great difficulties in

learning the material, and in reaction to these difficulties, aApecial'

:approich to learning is elaborated which may be called "reproductive,"

since it involves the mechanical reproduction of the study material. .

In tfiis case, the pupil strives to adapt the study assignments to his

limited capabilities. He systematically avoids active thinking everr=

where. And, this inevitably brings his development to a complete halt.

To complete this.description of the reproductive approach to earn-

ing, we must address our attention to one more pecultarity of pupils in

this zategory, which we have only touched upon until now. Op ion with

empty stock phrases which have no concrete impyessions behin4Ahetn, no

perceptions or conieptiona of real objects or of actions with these

objects, is characteristic of the school activity of these children.

lielow-avei-age pupils Os opposed to those with a high aptitude for aribh-
/ -

.2rielic), who haveva sed with diffiLlty from calculating with concrete

objects to calculating "in their heads," afterwards cannot show their

process of calculating.with real objects. Just as abstraction had given

them,,trouble earlier, now the reverse processconcretizationgives

them troUble. In solVing problems they try, above all, to depend on

individual words (and word combinations) without trying clearly to

imagiae Illavt specific images are'bebind these words, What real circum-

staAges nre describd,in the problem's condition.

Usually this zecyliarity 1.§ called formalismor verbalism in learn-'

ing. Sometimes theso terms designate superficial, shallow acquisition

'of knowledge, which may-be engendered in many pupils in he same class by

faulty teaching methods.



4,
But we have something else fn mind--a trait 4herent,in individual

ch ldren which is chatacterized by a definite, r atively static approach

to learning. Such'formalism is inseparably link1 :with a pupil's inclina-

tion to rely on me:cflanical rote-learning and reproduction:of the purely
i

external, at times inessential aspectS ofacademic material in learning

,

something. It,also assumes as one of its most characteristic features the
.

pu11.1's inability to see the abs.tract, the general, in the specific, the

Taricular, and the reverse, an inability to perceive the specific an&

prtie-a-lar in the Ostract and general. Pupils in this category (as
. ,

opposed to those charaetdrized by their higl-i degree of assimilation). do
t 4

r
,

not pkrce,i.ve a school assignment in a generalized way, relating it'to
, .

.'. /

a definite'group of-phenomena. And'if, for eample, they do relate a
&

problem to a certain type, it is done pot by gr?sping the sum_total of

the relevant charactetistics af the given-type, but by taking account of

the first inessential feaCur that strikes':the eye (if the condition say

how, many times ag large," tl problem is division-"inio parts").
;

This feature of formal or ver al learning, however, may have differ-

ent origins_in different pupils. This has to be invesAgated.. Before us
; V

aretmoptipils,,cliciracterizedbythe.mailifest verbalism of their knowl.-

edge. Outwardly their learning processes are quite similar, but froma

psycholokiedl standpoint there is a Substantial difference between these

pupils. Both strive to replace mentalr-calculation by wTitten comparison,

trying to use it even when they are calculatPrig'"in thelr heads," and

both in fact "walk awar. from probleTh solving, beieguided in the pro-

cess of
t th'is imaginary"solving" by purely formal word rules: "When we.

say 'remaining' we haveto subtract," "It says ''Cbgether' here, so you

have to,add," an d. the, lqke. Whet 'given the problem, "There are enough

oats for,8 horsa for.6 days. For how many days is there enough for

'one hpyse?" one fourth grader, having read the condition, quickly started
-

to solve. "We fan find out.i.,.,"'but suddenly he stopped and said a ter

a pause: "It doesn't come When asked what stopped him from-s6

ving the problem, 'he explained,, 6You can't divide 6 by 8," Thus, with-
.

p

out hay4ng tried to understand the specif.ic content at the problem, he

reproduced a customary.datum reflecting formal, external (and irreluvant)

'relationships. "If they ask ab,out one thing, you:have to :divide."
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ut what is the difference between these two pupils? Clarifying '

this question required ftirther study. It was necessary to go beyond the

)bounds of academic activity'and to determine how their perceptions proceed,

what Akeir conceptrons are, how developed their moyements are; in other

words, one must-establish the degree co.which thelr sensov-motor processes

are developed and the extent qf their sense experience. It wai found that

they differed in this particular respect. One (a third-grade girl, to whom

learning came with extreme d(ffitulty) did not have elementary notions of

)everyday thing;; she lacked-the simplest skills that require the use of

motor, muscular, and'tactile sensations.' For examPle, she could not com-

pare wei ts of objects identical,in size, she cmuld not cut a square into

tva or four equal parts, she was not capable qf l'ecognizing erom among

objects shown her those which she had seen immedrately beforethat is,
. .

. .

her processes of visual recognition were not developed.

By coptrast, the other pupil (who was making very poor progreps,

and whom we studied'for thrte Years, r.om first ttirough third grade).*

was a totally normal child in the"development of the sensory-motor"pro-
.

cesses-wentl He even coped quite successfully with amoredifficult

assignment in,visual recognition.
, #
Consequently, these NO pupils lagged behind for two different reasons:.

in one case, .there was underdevelopment of the sensory processes,1 which

explains the excessive verbalism of knowledge, the use of empty words'

words lacking concrete meanitgwhile in the other case, unjustified -

r
verbalsism of knowledge with a normally devfloped sensory basis, meant only

1

that the neEessary con ctions had not been formed in Sue course betifeen

seethe words and'their- nsory"images.
A

Cases in the first category are extremely rare in the environment

of the mass school. But the teacher needs to recognize them. In school,

we more often encounter cases in the second category, for whom there is

more hope, but ev.en with them very serious.wotk is needed, since usually

such a formal:attitude towards words (and therefore,,towards schoolwork).

is reinforced over a number-of years of schooling, and then a gap between

knowledge and life opens up for these pupils, so .thatthe learning process

becomes more difficult for them every passing year.

All pupils in 'the category of those who learn with difficulty and
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resort to. methods of formal verbal learning are not, as a rule, fond of

mental effort. Tlie intellectual feelings are foreign to themthe joy

of. discovery, of surmounting difficulties in selving problems, the sense

Of satisfaction which comes from strenuous mental.activity. :They often

shirk diffigulties in schoolwork: "I don't know how," "I can't" is the

answer frequently heard from them: They are not sufficiently concerned

about their mistakes, and therefore surmount theM with difficulty. Many

of them answer without thinking,-making itistake after midtake, and arri4

at the right answer through a
"
s, eries of wrong ones.

For example, on& third-gradeggirl added 8 and 32 and ge'r .52 as the

answer. To/the question..1,"What do you think, is .the answer right or not?"

she replied withou't chqcXing.that it was correct. When the mistake was'

pointed out, sha quickly changed her arlswer eo 51. When told a second

tiMe, 'Slie answered 50, and-learning thak this was wrong, she again.named

52.as the result. Only after the error of her.result was pointed out for

thefourth time did slie find the correct ansiaer of 40% Ttie most striking .

thing about the way she answered was her utter-lack.of interest Aff getting

the right answer, the indifference to the results she attained.

In'the pupils iglu, strikingly display negative qualitiis of personal-
,

ity which hinder study, loyer learning capacity,is combined with an irre-
.

sponsible attitude toward Study and low receptiNiity to the moral aims being

implant/ by the school. Often they have a desire to study in tihe begin-

ning, but it disappears as a result of systematic failure to study, and
a

is replaced'by a formal and devil-may-care attitude toward academic activ-
.

ity. Usually more.complaints are made about the carelessness of these
4.

cpildren than anything else. Ana indeed, their easy distraction by any

external stimulus is characteristic of them both in class aria in doing

lindependent work at home. But this carelessness is usually not tie

primary cause of their study problems; it is itself a result ,of'the very

many causes discussed abow: ,unreceptivity to moral aims, a passive
.

personality, underdeveloped intej.lectual processes. -

Obisorganization and inability to work also play a very large role.

Observe these pupils as they ,do their homework ana you will see how they\
1

work: They:do not prepare the work space ahead of time and so are con-
.

stantly distracted from their studies by their searV for.a book, note-

book, or,pencil. They do their lessons in random order; without finishing
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one thing, they prdceed.to anothersand do'not check:what they have done.

41Pay particular zittention to how they read vioblem. In many cases you
0. -

may discover that it is read with incorredt intonatiots which totpletely

distvt the meaning of the problem. :Fof example, one slow third grsider

, read thia arithmeticprobleM [69: 125-1311,: (
:

A sovkhoi tuLed in 3020 tons'of wheat!and rye to

ihe state. .96.5 tons of Oats lest than wheat. '

0
0

Five timgs,less than the wheat mid rye. Together.

Row many'tons of grain in all did the-sovkhoz turn in

to the state?
* ,

It is typical that this boy gave most of his attention to pronouncing

indiVidual words distinctly, but the connection between the.words which

determine's the problem's meaning totally escand his notice. Naturall1r,

reading like that,-he could not undetstend the problem's condition.

;hen asked how he understood the problem, he was silent for a long:time,

and then he answered,,0:;.1 don't know. I can't solve the prOblem." 0

. From this attswer it can be seen that he did,not even try to pierce
V

the meanidg of the text; he setIor himself a completely different

"psychological: task"--to read the individual words smoothly and'dIstinctly..0

And only after the.psychologiSt working with him ingtructed him in how to

read a iroblem, breaking doWn the text of it into meaningful segments, did
0 .

the content of the problem and'the entire soltition become comprehensible .

4

to the pupil.

By 'observing how second t rough fourth graders read a problemA we can
,

d ect other ins nces. A pupil hurriedly reads the condition of an arith--

iirmetic probfem'j t as he, would any other descriptive writing, even though
. .

a special type of reaAing is needed here: i.e., isolating the data from
1/4

the question, stressing those word "comlinatifons.whiA express a relation-

ship between data and unknown.. Reading it once is not enough, Th&first

readpg need not give attention to the data in figures, but in the second
,..,

read,i.ng the figure data are the object oftattention. .us, reading an
4

arithmetic probldm's condition is, to a certain degree, an analysis of the

probleit 1 And inabiliti to analyze may phow up in the way the pupil reads

a problem. :

.So we have 'characterized the most strikiw repreqentatives of the

group of, pupils distinguishOld by their low aptitude for learning academic

Clarlification of this probleth can be found 11.11 the Appendix.(Ed.)
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material, They combine passi've and inert thinking with avoidance of any

mental effort, an indifferent or even negative attitude.toward study, and. A.

'carelessness aild disorganization in working. TIere ,are not many of these

'mills in any class, but success in

peating ar grade depends on'etposIng

educational work Igith them.

Basically, these pupils are the ones whn are failing. Eventually

prevfinting them from failing and 're-

thk,in time and on organizing special

th&y'becpue repeaters, unless special, systematic work is Conducted with

sIt 'should be remarked,, above all, that the general shortcomings in

teaching.methods show up mostnegatively in the slow Children. If,. for

example, the teacher,does not vary the concrete material sufficiently
. .

when he explaing concepts and.laws, it is the slow ehildren Who asbume

inessential features to be the basis of.generaiization, while qulck pupils

add to what the teacher di4 not giVe in class themselvgs, from their own

experience,,on the strength of their active intellects. Or, simi/arly,

II the teacher does not aMploy contrast inUntroducing,similar concepts,

poor pupils will confuse these conceptqm while the strong pupils will

catch the distinguishing features and delimit one from another without

any contrast, without the' tAgCher's help.

Completeness of the general methodology of tAching, its conformity

to scientific requirements, is.very important in preventing pupils from

laggini, but this is still not enough, Supplementary Work with individual

pupils is necessary. If there are several in the class, theh it is nec- '

essary to work with the whole group.. ..1.1ploslementary claases*with,the group

are needed for this, chifafly, not when it has beCome clear that 'they arc .

behind the nlass in learning certain sections of the curriculum (as is

usually donel, but muCh earlier, before new material is introduced in

00 class. In these lessons? one should give su plementary exercises which

the group of children need in order, to maste the new matenial.. Then when

this material is'introduced for'the irst tLne in class, our slow Pupils

will be in a mOie favorable position and will-be. able to participate in

the'wori,together wIth their classmates.

But in working with slow pupils, one cannot rely only on special

'sul!iplementary lessons with.them (even if such l'essons protect them from
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possible difficulties). ,A special epproach'to these pupils during%

sesi,i.ons,with the whole class, actively drawing them into zrotp work,

is of decisive significance.

Sometimes a teacher prefers not to question slow pupils when he ii

explailling new material, fearing that they will hold beck the rest of

the class. But at this'stage one should enlist their active cooperation;

moreover, it is possible to prepare them for this well beforehand. It 4

is useful. to sive grades for ariswers on new material.which has just been

fmplained by the teacher. K. A. Moskalenko prowes the expediency of this

in a special paper [45]. The teachers of the Lkpetskays Region found this

method very effective in pracce, wliich (indoubtedly is linked to the

general system of IFtking studies ;;.ore dynamic which was put into effect

by these ,teachers. ApparentLy, the psychologieal advantage of thivivethod-

is that it makes the pupil an active participant at all stages of the

lesson. Furthermore, a grade provides the check that the teacher needs

on how well the'pupils understand new material. The latter is especially

Important for increasing the effectiveness of work with'poor pupils.

From this standpoint, all the kinds of independent work organized in

class by the' teacher have still greater potential. The exercise material
4P

Popova'so Didactic Mstlerial, whichois used'in

the schools, makes such an individualizatien'of the assignments easier for

- the teacher. The third-grade teachins.material compiled by Polyak is

issued.especially with this aim. Assignments for different'groups of

pupils have been prepared by teachers of Moscow schools socorAng to

Budarnyi's system: A. S. Lazazeva (School No. 844), T. A. Zhdravleva

(School No. 784), and M. F. Ivelva (Boarding School No. 44).

Tkus, both ge eral teaching methods and supplementary lessons with

poor pupils, as welil as an individual approach in

can facilitate both a change in their personality

qualities Of mind which hinder them from studying,

of higher learning capabilities.

For this, any assignment, for individual work as-well as for worlt

with a group of pupils or with the whole class, should pursue several

aims .at onCe: to nouriligi their intellectual activity, to awaken the

desire for intellectual effort, to form a positive attitude toward study,

a love for and an interest in independent work, to instill habits of

classroom procedure,

traits and in the

and the formation

/
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organization, andto train them to concentrate longer.

Both the exercise MaEerial gnd the classroom method must serV'e
4

these ehds. The mo6t Important inciple in selecting material is

moving,the focus of attention from olution to analysis of the assign-
.

ment. Problems should often be given, not to be solved, but only to

determihe what operation has to be performed and with what numerical-

data. La this connectioq, the children need to be asked.why a certain

choice was made. Exercises 4in deierMining problem type are also. valuable,

and in this connection, one should require the pupils .w.explain why the

problem was put under this type, i.e., they should be required to

cate the criteria according 6o whAch the problem was related to a def.:

inite type. .

Dlepending on how the pupils,thaSter the operation of analysis, one .

need'not,require them to substantiate the operation being performed every

time, but one should give them exercises of various kinds which promotes

formationof this skill: prOblems with missing number data, probleme

with extra elements, problen which have sufficient number data but can

be solved, without using numbers, merely by analyzing the condition.,

among others (examples of such problehs are given iu Chapter I).

Along with the operations of analysis and'synthesis, it is necessary

to make'the children Practice abstraction and concretization, givingSpecial

exercises fol this ourpoée: to deduce a law.or rule froth a series of

particular examples illustrating it, to write down the.steps of the solu-

tion as an algebraic filo:mule, to relate'a specific problet to a definite

type, and conversely,to give their own ekamples illustrating some law or

00
rule, to\recreate the concrete condition of the problem on the basis of

the algebraic formula, to.make up a series of problems of a definite type,

and so forth.

It is also Nery important to teach the children how to translate a

numerical operation done-T'in the head" into.a schemea/tf, concrete opera-
.

a

tions with objects, and if necessary, to "deautomatize" a numerical

operation .(that is, to make the automatic operation a consCious one),

when doing written calculations, so that the Pupil will become aware of
S.

the principles, of notation and of what figures'represent, what numbers

they express. )!
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Teachipio how to switch from one method of op'eration to.another de-

mands spectil attention. To this end it-,isnecessary to make assfgn-

ments of various degrees of difficulty(by assigning eiamples in different

opprations,alternately, and to increase the difficulty by repeating the

same operation in a great number of examples and then giving an exaMpie

in another operation.
3

Exercises in applying any rule% ox exerciss in,solving probletslq

can be coAstructed analogously.. Type-pr.oblems provide especially good

material for these exeraises--there it is 'possible to alternate siMilar

types of problems, As well as to 'alternate type-problems with non-t

problems which have certain, elements of resemblance to a type-probl

A necessary condition fOr woiking with poof pupils effectively

tht teacher's constant check on the profress of-their mental pronea

their methods of solving'. In bringing to tight the way they perf*

When solving exampled' and problems: it is necessarY systematicailio
N

teadh them more rational methods of working i ependently '(preparing the

wor4 space, doing the assignment in a def te sequence--from the h der

to t44 easier, checking what has been done, using the textbook expediently,

and the like). Special attention should be given to teaching methe4a

of solving problems independently (discussed in detail in Chapter I ).

The most important Th ng in wnrking wdit.h.poor pupils is to chage
17

1,

search for metheds of SolVing

their approach te, a probleti , replacing their tendency to reproduce

habitual methods of solving by the desire to
Ea.
a problem which fs relatively new to them. Speaking biieflv and

usiag 'special terminology, we might say that the Yreproductive objeCtii/e"
7

should be replaced.by a "prodUctive" (that is, creativ4 one. It iS:

jlecessary to demonstrate visually to these.childien (wiltre 'possiblethe

'gross mistakes to which [heir unwilingness to think and their inability, .

to liqice what'is new in the condition of a problem may lead them. PIO

30nthe question of "switching" in arithmetic, see [33].

4
The principleS of varying probleMS have been dissesed in

preceding chapters.
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the same end, one
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, lem every time.
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41 .
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ls
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But even obse
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,
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Sometimes it

answer (oral or WT
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We have descriBed typical features of pupils with a low aptitude

for aeithmetic by showing these features in their most striking mini-
.

festations, in whitt the difficulties of learning are combined with a

negative attitude toward study, lack of organizatioft, etc. Later, we

described an individual approach to this,category of pupils.- However,

when using this approach in teaching practice upon children who-are

hAing difficulties in arithmetic, .one must keep in mind the e,itreme

diversi0 of their psychological.tiaits and the possibility of the

widest divergenci from the type we have defcribed above.

44 should be taken into consideration that every pup-has his

strong points, which also mudt'eventually be discerned in order that

re may be guided by them in working with him: One pupil may be

-characterizeCi by a very low learning'capacity, but his diligenoe and

desire to study can help to c. r. sate for this shortcoming and un-

doubtedly will play a large rol in developing the qualities-he lacks.

The learning capacity of another .pupil, on the other hand, is not,signiel-
, r

cantly low, but his lucation is greatly impeded as a result of his d -

organization, lack of disc ipline, and stubborn reluctancl. to study..

Naturally, in approaching him, one needs to use his broader mental

,
capabilities and, guided by hisrgrowing learning capacity, to excite

his interest in academic activity, at the same time reinforcing his

'discipline and forlingp habits of organ ation.

Iri. getting to know a child, one should always try to single out some

leading feature, on whose development primarily depends the development

of...the child's personality and his guccess in schoolwork. Sometimes

/ children are encountered who 'are etremely shy, easily hurt, and who have

trouble in social intercourse with their classmaIes. With such a Child,

the most imilortant thing a person can do is i"o "Ainhibit" him, to

accustom hiJai to the group, after overcomi.ng his shyness and reinforcing

his.faith in himself and his abilities. Here one must begin with educa-

tional pork. If this is not conducted,'no later systematic training in

solving mentl problems can be effective. This training should be

A
effected After, then.alo4 with, realization of the educational aims of

altering the pupil's chargietev(in this respect, Fevraleva's experiment:-

.
which she describes in detail, i's-instructive [20T).1

..,.
I
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A14o.ver7 important inianalyzing a'pupil'S mental activity fs to

expose:that p'eculiarity of his which decisi4ely influenCes the entire

style of!his :choolwork, and is,one of the fundamental d'auses of-his

difficulties 1J...his'studies." Let us cite some examples.

We obserVed two pupalfe,_first'in the fourth.year.of inattuction,

:and then in fifth grade.. BotA experienced substan4al difficulties in

,arithmetic instruCtion, but a careful study (made with the help of the.

.teacher) revealed essential.differences in the character of these diffi-
,

caties and.their causes.

The basic-shivIcom4ng whicli hindered'ont of the pupils from studying

was lack (4 originality, inertness of thought.. When studying, this boy

would always try *to avoid every difficulty, every necssity of-ilakingA

.mental effoit; therefore he.took the conrse 9f reprodncing verbali knowl-

edge mi'chanically, without correlating it with specific 'impressions,

with reality. Thia boy Was o f the type described above. It was.he who,

in sqlving the problem,

There are,enough oats for 8.horses for 6%days. For .

how maa, days is there enough for one horse?

was ready to perford division, Without trying to understand how the real

quantities were related by proceeding from a ward formula ("If they ask

about one thing, you have to divid"). When he was ask.ed "How does .11.e

difference vary when the subtrahend is incieased?",he answered, "it gets

Lggei," again noetrying to understand the specific meaning of the
. .

c9ncepts ("differedce," "subtreift4").andfollowing the most familiar

-train of thought, "If they increase it, it getd bigger."- Also character-

istic of this child was the constant,Influence of preceding operations,

.and his extreme difficulty in switching frOm or" method of operation to

a her. For example, having solved one example in operation order, in

...--29'1which no operation took precedence, he analogously dolved a second

example in wilich an operation took precedence and in which.it was nec-

essary to perform operations in a different order from the one in.which

they were written.

. His classmate alao'had difficulties in arithmetic, but.he tried to

s overcome them--on hia own he tried to concretize the abstract concepts

he had to deal with, but this slOwed down the process of his,work.

191 .
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Solving the problem cited. above by,y simple triple rule with inversely

proportioned quantities, he was.confused, not by .the fact .that one number

was not divisible by another (as his friend wAdT, hut by.npt knowing "how

much oats one horse eats." T.his difficulty testified to the fact that he

had tried to understand the specific content of the p?oblem.,'In answer

to,'the questibn pbout hdw the difference changes when the subtrahend is

increased,,he used a.concLete example which.helped him to,comprehend the

necessary relationshipy: "If I have 5 rubles and I spend not just 2

ruVles but 1 iubled, then I've got less left."'

Since,this pupil always'tried to grasp the specific meSning of the,

assignment, he did'not make mistakes under the conditions of having to

switch from one procedure to 41aqther.. This was his strong point. But

he-felt ipe.need to make yomething specific even when theprOblem.could

easily be solved with abstract logical thinking. For exampleolin solving. .

th& problem, "There were'60 kilograms of grapes in two boxes. -SiXteen,

1kilograms were taken from the first box and.16 kilogramS were put into

the second. How many kilograms of grapes were there in both boxes then?"

he again resorted to a concrete example ("If I've got 5 rubles and I

:spend 4, and they give me another 4 rubles, then I'll have 5 rubles")

instead Of interpretini this chanke in.a generalized way: "They added
mst.

as many as thty took away" [41].

Discovering the psylhological features of learniAg in these two

pupils makes it possible to 'plan various ways of approaching"them individ=

ually' in the teaching.process. It is necessary in the first case con=
a )-

tinually to train the pupil-to relate abstract coricepts to reality, to

perceptions and coneppetions of this reality, while in ihe second case .

something else is needed--tb strengthen abstract lohcal thinking,

gradually weaning the pupil from dependence upon concrete methOds in un-

coVerin.g an abstract relation.,.But the way.to develoP thinking in the

second case is simpler, since in this child there exists the necessary

congretellbasi for thinking, while it still must be created in his class-

mate, who suTTLIrrs from excessive,verbalism of knOwledge.

Thus in working out an individ.ual approach, it is necessary to be

e.
guided by a thorough study of the pupils, disCovering both their typical

(group) features alt.' those features which create the individual uniqtieness
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?f their psycholo ical makeup.

.'One question of greAr fundamental importance arises. .What should

be the goal,of the teaching-procesashbuld one erase or levsl tjhe 6417

dfen's individual psychological difeetenCes, or, converiely, after

exposing certain"distinttive peculiarities of thefiupils, should one try

to deVelop them, thereby deepening the existing differences between

students?

- It would be wrong to answer this question categoriFálly, accepting

either one solution of the, other. Both need to be done, bup with yegard

to diffetnt personal quaIlties. The goal Shotad be .to. develop in all .

children a poaitive attitude toward study and actiVe, independent ver:

satile thinking, thereby leveling children's differences.in these charac-.

teristics of personality. This should also be the task im forMing

academic and practical abilities and.skills; again, they should be brought

to a high level in all children.

-

These are thd foremost tasks of the primary school, and that is whY

this chapter has chieflY considered them. But-Ln the:process of primary
;

education we aeed to set ourselves aapther goal at the same time, ykich

will be fnllz.realized in later yeaxs, in the middle and'upper grades. 4k

We mianthe. aim of strengtheninior deepenineicidividual'paycholOgical

differpncep. This should involve primarily such. aspects Of the nerson-

ality as inclinationa455Ajnterests, which may be linked with apartic-

filar cast of mind and y;th clexpreased.aptitudes ia scientific

or artistic creativity.

:During t4e years of primary education, a number of children'may

'manifest an
*
aptitude for technology Or.artistic creat2kty in its /ari-

;
,

pus forms. Some 'chlyren show a vey striking interest in nature, and

the young naturalists, become proficielt in.natural science, going beyond

the curriculum.

And finally,'in 1;rimary school ;TOung mathematicians cant be found

who appreciably distinguish themselves from the other children by the

quickness and thoroughness with which they learn mathematical material

4nd bY theie original ways of thinking in solving problems.

These differencesdifferences of inclination and,aptitude must

'not be leveled; on the contrary, they, shoul& be developed in every way,
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th ug. facilitating the.drelopment of the personality:in all.the we;t1th

and uniquenesa of its individual manifestations.
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'APPENDIX

0

The passage on page 184 quoted froM Volokina's Esiar'in the

Psychology of PrimarfSchoolchildren r69] is likely to be unclear tp
_

.
.

the reader who does not have access to the original. According to
to

.

Volokina, the slmd third grader in question had.trouble with a particu-

)
N, 4

mr-homework problem although heuldLaily perfeitmed calculations with ease.

Els native iongue was_the Tatar' languAge,146t he spoke and read Russian ,

qpite we ll. Occasion'ally he did confuse gander inflections (which-exist

in Russian but notfin Tatarl)e

.Although neither Menchinskaya and Moro nor Volokina gives the text

of the problem as it appeared in the textbook, it,must have looked as

followswith the original word order in Russian preserved scl'as to

_Clarify the pupil's errors in reading):

sovkhoz delivered to ttle state 3,020 tons.of wheat; of rye--
965 taps less than of wheat; of oats--
five times less than of wheat and rye
together. How many tons of grain in all did the sovkhoz deliver to tlestate

Volokina observesthat when presented with the problem, the pupil sat ,

, motionless, silently reading it over with an indifferent expression on his

face, auarently understanding nothing. When asked 'by the psycholoast Aar

the problem was about, he answered, "About tona." Then he was asked, "What

, kind of tons are they generally talking about in the problem and what must

you find ou't?" He looked aside and said pothing. To learn what was causing

the.boy difficu ty, the psycholOgist asked him to fead the problem aloud.

The boy ave thefollowing reading:

A sovkhoz delivered to the state 3,020 tons of wheat and of rye.
965 tons less than of wheat, ,,Rf\ oats.
Five times less than of wheat \alid of rye.

Together. How many tons of grain in all did the sovkhoz deliver to the state

11111.1.
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1

After instruction by the psychologiste(as indicated on page '184),

the boy finallywrote the problenl in his 'exeicise book. Volokina quotes
)-

What he wrote:

A sovkhoz delivered. to the state:
3,020 tons bof wheat ,

of rye, 965 tons less than or wheat,

of oats, five ticts less than that,of wheat and rye together.
How many tons oftain in all did the seArkhtz 'deliver to the state?

A0,

Since.the boy,was 'not a naeive Russian; he had some difficulty
-

understanding technical .style in Fhi'cb, problems are typical,ly stated.

4 Further, his lack' of underlpanding of ,individual wordsp.,,ancl expressions

appeared to make it diffieu.lt for him to Igrasp the:sense of -a frobleniq

already pairtitIoned into 'its .coMponenta. Hia.'incorreCt reading of the

problem reaulted in arbitrary pauses t)iat further obscured its meaning..,1
He had developed an attitude of despair' towara.,problem Solving, figuring,
befpre he. began that whatever he did would'b uteless. According.t

Volokina, owever, onee he was able to make the semantic connection

between

-

or4s his morar rose and. his performance improved. (Ed.).
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